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Chapter 1
Introduction
It would be hard to overestimate the pivotal role fire and combustion played in the his-
tory of humanity. Acquiring the capacity to manipulate fire thousands of years ago let
our ancestors start the incredible journey that eventually led to our modern civilization.
Fire contributed to the development of agriculture and to the fabrication of ever more
sophisticated tools. It helped humans survive under harsh and unforgiving circumstances
and allowed us to extend daylight hours artificially. Some researchers even argue that
not only has it changed the living circumstances and the surroundings of our species but
it has also changed our anatomy. According to these theories the proliferation of cooked
food led to smaller guts and bigger brains [72]. No wonder that fire was considered as one
of the four ancient elements, although it is essentially a reaction while the other three -
earth, water, and air - are substances, which by itself shows that fire is special to humans.
In 1720, the Dutch botanist Herman Boerhaave said with all reasons [155]:
’If you make a mistake in your exposition of the Nature of Fire, your error will spread
to all the branches of physics, and this is because, in all natural productions, Fire. . . is
always the chief agent.’
Later that century the importance of combustion grew even further when the fully de-
veloped version of the steam engine of James Watt and Matthew Boulton went into
production. It made the conversion of thermal energy into kinetic energy, which can
power machines, possible. The consequently emerging Industrial Revolution changed the
world once and for all.
1.1 Energy and Environment
It is not an exaggeration to say that human history has been forged in fire. Not only has
fire changed our society but it also has transformed our environment, our planet. Initially
fire was a subset of natural history, now we live in an era in which one can argue that
natural history, including climate, are becoming subsets of fire history [156]. In a com-
bustion process chemically bound energy is transformed into heat while a reaction takes
place between fuel and oxidizer. In a perfect reaction the commonly used hydrocarbons
would turn into carbon dioxide and water, but in reality reactions in industrial systems
are far from being perfect. This leads to the formation of various pollutants such as sul-
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phur oxides, unburnt and partially burnt hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides, carbon oxides,
etc. None of their presence are desirable, but the group of the so-called greenhouse gases
(GHG), including among others CO2, CH4, NOx, are of particular importance. There
is wide consensus in the scientific community that these gases are the main contributors
to global warming [176]. We should be careful with using the term ’global warming’ be-
cause it is somewhat misleading. One might find it hard not to see occasional extreme
cold weather, blizzards, floods, storms, and heavy rainfalls contradictory to the concept
of a warming planet. It is more appropriate to refer to the complex phenomenon as
’climate change’. Recent research has shown that the increased probability of extreme
weather events can be explained with shifts from the polar jet stream’s typical pattern.
Due to the so-called Arctic amplification, warming is enhanced in high northern latitudes
relative to the northern hemisphere. This leads to a decreasing temperature gradient
between the Equator and the Arctic, which alters the characteristic flow patterns of the
polar jet stream, thereby causing extreme weather events with an increasing frequency
[62]. Therefore reducing CO2 emissions is a challenge humanity must overcome. And it is
a formidable one considering economic interests, society’s increasing appetite for energy,
and our reliance on fossil fuels.
Global primary energy consumption grew by 30% between 1989 and 2004 and by an addi-
tional 21% in the following decade [7]. According to the latest predictions, consumption
will have grown by a further 33% by the year 2040. This is not surprising considering that
there is plenty of room for further growth as the standard of living increases in developing
countries: currently 17% of the global population still remains without electricity [10].
Meanwhile the share of fossil fuels in the total primary energy supply decreases only at a
moderate rate: from 86.7% in 1973 to 81.4% in 2014 [9]. By 2040 estimations predict this
share to shrink to 75% [10]. This single statistic shows that combustion of fossil fuels is
going to remain the backbone of our energy production in the not-so-near future, which
is particularly interesting in light of that many analysts in the 1970s warned about the
depletion of fossil fuel reserves by the early 2000s. This has turned out not to be the
case. As a matter of fact, due to new innovative technologies and changing economical
circumstances, the total proved fossil fuel reserves kept on increasing: between 1994 and
2013 proved oil and natural gas reserves increased by 52% and 56%, respectively [7]. This
means that at current consumption rates they will not be exhausted for another 52.5
and 54.1 years. Coal is even more abundant: current proved reserves are sufficient for
110 more years. The actual bottleneck of fossil fuel consumption is not the quantity of
reserves but the production rate. Although crude oil production went up by 46% between
1973 and 2013, it can barely keep up with the consumption rate. During the same time
period both natural gas and coal production increased almost threefold. The new reserves
are increasingly hard to extract. Drilling at such remote locations as the Arctic Ocean,
Greenland, or the Canadian wilderness is bound to inflict serious damage to the environ-
ment. Furthermore, the required disruptive technologies, such as hydraulic fracturing or
the production from tar sands, often exacerbate the problem of greenhouse gas emissions.
A significant amount of methane has been recently discovered to leak into the atmosphere
at many natural gas production sites [29].
Despite all the aforementioned disheartening data, the year 2015 provided some reasons
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for optimism. Global economic growth and energy-related emissions may be starting to
decouple. For the first time in 40 years CO2 emissions stayed flat while global economy
grew by 3%[11]. Although it is premature to declare that we have reached peak emissions,
the trend is definitely encouraging [87]. China has entered a less energy intensive phase
of its development: each further unit of economic growth requires 85% less energy than
in the previous 25 years. The Asian country intends to reach peak emissions by 2030 at
latest. According to the agreement reached at the 2015 United Nations Climate Change
Conference (COP21) in Paris, which is argued to be a groundbreaking one by many
commentators, the USA is to reduce its GHG emissions by 26 − 28% by 2025 compared
to 2005 levels and the European Union pledges to cut GHG emissions by 40% by 2030
relative to 1990 levels [11].
The seemingly optimistic commitments are partly based on the continuing advancements
in every sphere of renewable energy. In 2014 renewables accounted for half of the world’s
new power generation capacity [10]. Solar power is the fastest growing energy sector:
its average growth rate has been 50% a year for 6 years. The cost of solar panels has
fallen by 80% since 2005. Nevertheless, solar power still accounts for only less than one
percent of the global energy supply [141]. Renewable energy has a long way to go and
according to the latest predictions its share will have increased to only 25% by 2040 [10].
Even if we could completely phase out fossil fuel based power stations, combustion would
still be needed for generating white heat demanded by modern industry. Consequently,
combustion is here to stay for the foreseeable future and CO2 emissions cannot be curbed
without improving and further developing combustion systems, thereby increasing their
efficiency.
1.2 Current Trends and Challenges in Combustion
Technology
To meet the increasingly strict regulations regarding pollutant emissions, up until recently
most methods have targeted the combustion products. However, post-combustion treat-
ment is no longer sufficient and research and development efforts are moving towards the
controlling of pollutant formation. The formation of NOx is well-understood [189] and it
points in the direction in which progress should be heading. Four sources of NOx can be
identified:
• Fuel bounded nitrogen: it is an issue in coal combustion but not in the case of
hydrocarbons.
• Nitrous oxide (N2O) mechanism: this is usually negligible.
• Thermal NO formation described by the Zeldovich mechanism [200]: the rate of
formation grows exponentially with the temperature.
• Prompt NO: formation happens at the flame front in the presence of hydrocarbons.
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The latter two processes provide most of the NO, consequently it is beneficial to move
away from stoichiometric conditions, thereby avoiding the highest temperatures. This
cannot be achieved in non-premixed combustion since diffusion flames inherently contain
a stoichiometric zone. In lean premixed combustion the temperature and consequently the
quantity of produced NO are lower. Furthermore, the oxidation of unburnt hydrocarbons
and CO is enhanced by the presence of excess oxidizer. As a result, lean premixed
combustion is increasingly preferred.
European Union legislation has set mandatory emission targets for new passenger cars
according to which the amount of emitted CO2 per kilometer has to be reduced by 40%
until 2021 compared to 2007 levels [5]. State of the art research focuses on the devel-
opment of homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) engines. HCCI combines
the favorable properties of conventional diesel and spark ignition engines. Its thermal
efficiency is comparable to that of conventional compression ignition engines due to the
high compression ratio, while the formation of nitric oxides is reduced by applying highly
diluted charges [49].
The emission targets for jet engines are probably even more ambitious. The Flight Path
2050 vision developed by the Advisory Council for Aviation Research and Innovation in
Europe [3] set goals such as reducing emissions of CO2 by 75% and NOx by 90% relative
to aircraft that were new in 2000. Between 1968 and 2014 the average fuel burn of new
aircraft fell 45%, but the progress was rather uneven. The annual reduction rate of 1.3%
is merely an average as in the aviation industry changes happen in larger discrete steps
when a new technology is introduced to the market [190]. The next step is hallmarked
by the geared turbofan concept of Pratt & Whitney and CFM’s Leap engine, which is
the first commercial jet engine that uses ceramic matrix composites. CFM promises a
15% improvement in specific fuel consumption over the current CFM56 version [192],
while Pratt & Whitney talks about 16% lower specific fuel consumption, 40% lower NOx
emissions, and a 16% reduction in CO2 emissions compared to existing Airbus A320
engines, which will be replaced by the PW1100G turbofan on the A320neo version [191].
Both engines feature lean-burn technology [98; 111].
In 2013 transport accounted for 23% of global CO2 emissions, but the sector of electricity
and heat generation was a considerably larger contributor with its 42% share [8], hence
curbing the emissions of power plants is of great importance. Carbon capture and storage
technologies would make a great leap forward possible [1], but although these technologies
are promising, at this point they are still under development [6]. Currently the state of
the art is the gas turbine combined cycle (GTCC) technology. In GTCC, initially, the gas
turbine generates electricity using natural gas. Then the heat of the exhaust gas emitted
by the gas turbine is used to produce steam that drives the steam turbine to generate
electricity. GTCC realizes an efficient plant because the heat emitted by the gas turbine,
which is discarded in a conventional system, is recycled. In this way the thermal efficiency
can be increased to even 63% compared to the 40% efficiency of standalone gas and steam
turbines [76]. Compared to coal combustion power plants, natural gas turbine power
plants are more efficient and emit significantly less CO2. Furthermore, they are suitable
for augmenting the non-controllable supply of renewable energy due to their flexibility
and operational readiness.
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Coal combustion is responsible for 46% of global CO2 emissions [9] and its share in the
global energy mix is 29%, which is projected to decrease especially in the developed world.
Unfortunately the abundance of coal-fired power plants does not pair up with efficiency,
which is only approximately 47%. The most promising technological developments aim
at improving it by a further 10−20% using the so-called integrated gasification combined
cycle (IGCC). In IGCC coal is first gasified then once contaminants have been removed,
it is fed into a gas turbine to generate electricity. Exhaust heat is utilized by a steam
turbine similarly to GTCC [4].
Despite these new technologies, further innovation will be necessary to meet the emission
targets that could give hope for a sustainable future. For example several difficulties
have to be overcome regarding the aforementioned lean systems as their operation is
rather challenging due to the low reaction rates, the possibility of extinction, and their
sensitivity to mixing and instabilities [53]. Understanding and predicting the underlying
physical and chemical phenomena is crucial for further progress. To this end researchers
and engineers have two tools: experiments and numerical simulations.
1.3 Experiments and Simulations
When a new combustor is designed, the flow and species distribution fields have to be
known to identify the sources of losses and pollutant formation. It is rather challenging to
capture all the details because of the complex interaction between the turbulent flow field
and the chemical reactions, which happens at very small time and length scales, thereby
requiring high resolution to investigate.
State of the art experiments can provide valuable insight, but the applicability of mod-
ern measurement techniques has both economical and practical limits. The experimental
stands have to be designed and built which is an expensive and time consuming proce-
dure and also requires highly skilled operators. It is increasingly hard to meet in this
manner the fast turnaround times required by today’s industry. Furthermore, in order to
carry out measurement campaigns, we have to modify and simplify the system of interest
as most measurements rely on advanced laser-diagnostic techniques, which require the
optical accessibility of the target domain. This accessibility cannot always be ensured.
Numerical simulations do not have those kind of limitations, however, the algorithms have
to be validated somehow, therefore their increasing reliability and accuracy do not render
experimental observations superfluous. The ever improving measurements do provide in-
valuable information and are inherent parts of model development. The publicly available
experimental database of the International Workshop on Measurement and Computation
of Turbulent Nonpremixed Flames (TNF) [19], which have been used for validation pur-
poses on countless occasions for many years, is a good example in this regard.
The development of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes are tightly connected to
the performance of computer architectures. After the 1950s five decades of extraordinary
exponential growth in performance made remarkable advancements is simulation capa-
bilities possible. However, in the early 2000s the growth in single-processor performance
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stalled. The energy consumption of a processor is proportional to its clock speed. Even-
tually that energy is transformed into heat, which has to be dissipated. We have reached
a limit above which this dissipation is no longer feasible [64].
The demand for ever growing performance led to the emergence of multiple-processor
parallel systems. These systems have their limitations as well. First, they have already
reached a scale at which power consumption becomes both an economical and a technical
issue. Second, performance does not scale linearly with the number of processors and
new compelling paradigms are needed to efficiently exploit these parallel systems. Conse-
quently high-performance computing (HPC) is on the cusp of a paradigm shift that will
affect the future and development of state of the art CFD tools.
During the last decade the application of message passing (MPI) and thread (OpenMP)
software models became mainstream. In the future, CFD codes may need to be developed
to be capable of fully taking advantage of the potentials of the emerging massively parallel,
heterogeneous HPC systems, which utilize hierarchical memory architectures, graphical
processing units (GPU), and coprocessors [169]. Parallelization at such a complex level
will require a higher degree of automation than what is common today.
It has to be kept in mind that performance is not the only bottleneck though. CFD
workflows are often paced by geometry preprocessing and grid generation. Investing into
the automation of these processes could bring huge benefits regarding turnaround times
of industrial simulations.
Computers have made great strides in performance which have contributed immensely to
the development of CFD tools. However, increasing performance by itself would not have
amounted to much without the invention of ever more complex and accurate models to
describe the physical processes.
1.4 State of Research
In spite of the thousands of years of common history of humanity and fire and the ex-
traordinary progress made in the last couple of decades, accurately describing turbulent
combustion processes still remains one of the great challenges in the discipline of engineer-
ing. It is a constantly evolving field the latest developments in which have been recently
summarized in the review paper of Fiorina et al. [59]. The most frequently used state of
the art models have been thoroughly compared in a joint publication of various research
groups [58].
Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulation of applied combustion systems were
already carried out some 40 years ago. The drawback of RANS is that it only provides
information about the mean flow field, but in the case of turbulent flames unsteady mixing
effects play an important role. As the performance of computers increased, the application
of Large Eddy Simulation (LES) to complex geometries became possible [163]. In LES
only the smallest structures are modeled, the large scale dynamics are explicitly calculated,
which makes it possible to account for unsteady effects and provides a higher resolution.
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The concept of LES was originally introduced by Smagorinsky [170]. Later Germano
came up with a dynamic procedure [67] that eliminated the geometry and flow condition
dependent parameter, thereby making LES a more general modeling approach.
LES is an outstanding tool for describing turbulent flow fields, however, accommodating
the description of chemical reactions in an LES framework is not straightforward [143]. A
wide range of time scales are involved in chemical reaction kinetics, which leads to a stiff
system of equations. Fortunately not all the reactions are equally important from a global
point of view, which gives us an opportunity to reduce the reaction mechanisms [189].
The global process is dominated by the slower reactions, therefore the dimensionality of
the problem can be lowered by eliminating the fast processes from the description. It can
be done ’manually’ by sorting out species in a quasi-steady state and reactions that are
assumed to be in partial equilibrium [172; 189]; or for example by an eigenvalue analysis,
called the method of intrinsic low-dimensional manifolds (ILDM), proposed by Maas and
Pope [119]. The latter approach identifies an attractor subspace in the parameter space,
which can be parametrized by only a few coordinates.
Short time scales are not the only difficulties as even the longest length scales of chem-
istry are generally below the resolution of a typical LES grid. The flame structure and
the species distributions cannot be resolved, and the subgrid-scale flame-turbulence inter-
actions need to be modeled. Various approaches exist, which work with different assump-
tions. The Artificially Thickened Flame (ATF) or Thickened Flame for LES (TFLES)
models thicken the flame front until it can be resolved, meanwhile the flame speed is main-
tained [34; 42]. In the so-called geometrical approaches the premixed flame is treated as
an interface that propagates with a prescribed velocity [147]. The G-equation formalism
[92; 124] attaches the flame to a constant value of a level-set function, while the flame
surface density (FSD) approach assumes that the source term is proportional to both
the flame surface area and the propagation speed [26]. Within these methods not the
chemistry itself rather its effect is modeled, therefore they cannot account for radicals
and intermediate species, which are highly important when it comes to understanding
pollutant formation. An efficient way to overcome this limitation is to separate the cal-
culation of the detailed chemistry from that of the flow field instead of applying reduced
mechanisms.
Williams [195; 196] postulated that the three-dimensional turbulent flame can be viewed
as an ensemble of one-dimensional laminar flames, the so-called flamelets, that are em-
bedded in a turbulent, non-reacting flow field. The flamelet solutions can be calculated
in a preprocessing step using detailed chemistry, and the obtained thermochemical prop-
erties can be stored in a look-up table as functions of control variables. In this case
transport equations only have to be solved for these control variables instead of for all the
species mass fractions. The corresponding values can be looked up in the table. Peters
[135; 136] used the mixture fraction to characterize non-premixed flames. Pitsch et al.
[144] extended this description with unsteady flamelets to account for finite rate chem-
istry effects. To accommodate premixed flames and flamelets in a tabulated chemistry
framework, the concept of reaction progress variable has been introduced leading to the
Flamelet Generated Manifolds (FGM) [129] and the Flame Prolongation of ILDM (FPI)
[70] methods. The choice of a progress variable is of crucial importance. The definition
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may be facilitated by an automatic process [85], but most often it is a linear combination
of certain species mass fractions. The FGM approach can be extended with further control
variables, for example with the enthalpy to account for heat losses in non-adiabatic flames
[94]. Furthermore, it can be coupled with ATF in a straightforward manner [108].
Several other ways of tabulation have been proposed based on the aforementioned con-
cepts. Fiorina et al. [57] suggested a formalism based on a flame index to combine the ap-
plication of non-premixed and premixed flamelet solutions in partially premixed regimes.
Nguyen et al. [128] solved the flamelet equations in a two-dimensional parameter space
and applied three scalar dissipation rates besides the mixture fraction and the progress
variable, thereby including multi-dimensional diffusion effects in the chemistry table and
eliminating the need for interpolations outside of the flammability or the extinction lim-
its. The F-TACLES (Filtered Tabulated Chemistry for Large Eddy Simulation) model
tabulates the unclosed terms by filtering one-dimensional laminar flames and storing the
results as functions of the progress variable and the filter size [60].
The tabulated chemistry approaches decrease the number of equations to be solved and
they make it possible to use detailed reaction mechanisms in an efficient manner. However,
subgrid-scale fluctuations are not taken into account as these methods do not solve the
problem of spatial resolution. That is defined by the filter size, usually the grid size, in
an LES context. The subgrid-scale behavior of the control variables can be described in
a statistical manner by the introduction of a probability density function (PDF).
Pope [148; 149] derived the PDF transport equation for the velocity-composition joint
PDF, which contains the full information of the scalar statistics. On one hand, in this
case the chemical source terms appear in a closed form, which is a major benefit. On
the other hand, the mixing term has to be modeled [51; 88; 178; 186]. Unfortunately,
the solution of the PDF transport equation is computationally expensive as costs increase
exponentially with the number of variables. Several different stochastic Monte Carlo
solution methods have been developed to overcome this obstacle, but they lead to the
emergence of a statistical error that stems from the finite number of stochastic fields or
particles. The most important ones are the Lagrangian [149] and the Eulerian [37] particle-
based approaches as well as the Eulerian stochastic field method [17; 183]. Although they
reduce the computational costs to a level at which they grow only linearly with the number
of variables, these methods are still not suitable for industrial simulations.
It is more common to presume the shape of the PDFs [43] and characterize them with
their statistical moments, which can be extracted from the transport equations and various
models [18; 31; 140]. It is well-established to apply beta functions [160], although they
are not suitable under all circumstances [106]. This approach can be easily coupled
with the FGM method. The flamelet solutions can be pre-integrated and tabulated as
functions of the considered statistical moments of the control variables [99]. On the
downside this increases the dimensionality of the look-up table. Since assuming the shape
of a multivariate joint PDF is rather difficult, the general assumption is that the control
variables are statistically independent and correlations can be neglected [59]. Brandt el
al. [30] proposed a discrete joint PDF approach that can, in theory, account for the
covariances, however, in their work the correlations were not set in a rigorous, efficient
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manner, besides the method still required a pre-integrated table. Nevertheless, the concept
is rather promising and will be further developed in this work.
1.5 Objectives
The present work aims at increasing the accuracy with which we can take into account the
subgrid-scale fluctuations, which play an important role in flame-turbulence interactions.
We intend to relax the common assumption that the control variables are statistically
independent. To this end a novel Monte Carlo based discrete joint PDF approach is
developed, which is capable of accounting for the so far neglected covariances of the
control variables in a coupled FGM-LES context.
The model is implemented in the academic code FASTEST (see Chapter 6) and shall
be optimized to a point at which, contrary to present approaches [30; 93; 99], the pre-
integration of the chemistry table becomes unnecessary and statistical moments can be
taken into account on the fly during the simulation. This would decouple the presumed
PDFs of the transported variables from the chemistry table, thereby opening flexible ways
to carry out studies regarding the effects of various PDFs and look-up tables.
The objective of this work is not to investigate the effect of different turbulence models
or the various shapes of PDFs, but to prove that the new modeling approach is feasible.
Therefore at many points known simple submodels are applied and the focus is kept on
the novelties and the critical aspects of the proposed method.
1.6 Thesis Outline
The next three chapters are devoted to the fundamentals of turbulent combustion model-
ing. First the governing equations of multicomponent fluid flows will be presented before
we start discussing the theory and modeling of turbulence. LES will be elaborated on as
this approach is applied in this work. In Chapter 4 the fundamentals of combustion are
presented with a special emphasis on the FGM method. The second part of this chapter
covers how flames interact with the eddies of a turbulent flow field and how, and under
what assumptions, we can model this complex phenomenon. A brief overview of different
approaches to describe the mean chemical source terms is followed by the more detailed
description of the presumed PDF concept coupled with FGM. This serves as a starting
point for the development of the Monte Carlo based approach, which is the main topic of
this thesis.
Chapter 5 explains why it is difficult to presume the shape of the joint PDF of the
control variables and evaluates some options that have proven to be inadequate before
the new method is presented. Chapter 6 is about the numerical implementations. Once
the discretization, pressure correction, and time-integration procedures in FASTEST are
explained, the optimization and stability of the novel approach is discussed using some
simple one-dimensional test cases. The verification and validation of the employed model
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is demonstrated in Chapter 7 and 8, respectively. For validation purposes a turbulent
flame being stabilized in the wake of a bluff-body and a piloted jet flame are simulated.
Results are compared to both experimental data and to reference solutions calculated
with a standard FGM method that uses only the mean values of the control variables to
access the chemistry table (this method will be denoted as FGM-1M hereinafter referring
to the first statistical moments being used). The last chapter summarizes the findings
and provides an outlook on how this work might be and shall be continued in the future
based on those findings.
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Mathematical Description of
Turbulent Flows
In this chapter we present the basic set of equations and models that are necessary for
describing turbulent flows and transport phenomena. The first section provides the dis-
cussion of the physics of fluid flows and the governing equations. In the second part of the
chapter we elaborate on the modeling approaches to predicting the behavior of turbulent
flows.
While we intend to give a full picture that makes it possible to put into context all the
chosen models, a comprehensive overview of this broad field is beyond the scope of this
work. Therefore we focus our attention on the methods that are relevant to the subsequent
chapters.
2.1 Governing Equations
Fluids are built up of molecules and their properties are determined by these molecules
and the interactions between them. When we investigate a fluid on a scale on which
individual molecules can and have to be identified, we can realize that all the properties
have highly non-uniform distributions. In gases the molecules are separated from each
other by long distances compared to their dimensions but even in liquids the mass is
concentrated in the nuclei of the atoms of the closely-packed molecules which yields a
mass distribution far from uniform. At this level the motion, properties, and collisions of
molecules shall be described, and statistical theories can relate the observed macroscopic
properties to the collective properties of the individual molecules. (For more details the
interested reader is referred to one of the well-known textbooks in this topic such as the
ones of Cole [41] or Landau [110].)
However, this detailed description is both unnecessary and unfeasible when we deal with
fluids of macroscopic scale such as flows in technical systems. Macroscopic in this context
means that the ratio of the mean free path of molecules and the representative physical
length scale of the system is much smaller than one. This ratio is also known as the
Knudsen number: Kn 1. In this case the continuum hypothesis is applied which states
that the macroscopic behavior of the fluid is the same as if it was perfectly continuous in
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its structure and the quantities such as the the pressure, mass, density, etc. are treated
as being spread uniformly over the volume in question regardless of the underlying actual
molecular structure [23].
Under the continuum hypothesis a set of coupled partial differential equations define
the evolution of fluid flows. These equations will be described in the following sections
using the common notations for Cartesian tensors and the Einstein summation convention
(e.g. summation over a repeated suffix: uiui =
∑3
i=1 uiui). Following Hirsch [83], the
description starts with that of the general form of a conservation law based on which the
balance equations for all the conserved variables can be derived. These equations are then
combined with the equation of state, expressing the dependencies of the variables among
each other, and material laws to obtain a full description.
2.1.1 General Form of Conservation Law
Let us consider a flow related scalar quantity Φ and an arbitrary control volume V in the
fluid flow bounded by an S closed surface. The general form of the conservation law for
Φ can be written in the following form:
∂
∂t
∫
V
ΦdV = −
∮
S
−→
F · d−→S +
∫
V
ω˙V dV +
∮
S
−→˙
ωS · d−→S . (2.1)
The first term expresses the variation of Φ per unit time within the control volume. The
second term is the flux, which is the amount of Φ that crosses S per unit of time. The
final two terms account for the contributions of the sources of Φ split into volume and
surface sources, respectively. Applying Gauss’ theorem leads to the differential form of
the conservation law:
∂Φ
∂t
+ ∂Fi
∂xi
= ω˙V +
∂ω˙S,i
∂xi
(2.2)
The flux term emerges as a sum of the FC convective flux and the FD diffusive flux. The
convective flux represents the amount of Φ that is transported by the flow:
FC,i = Φui, (2.3)
where ui is the velocity component in direction i. The diffusive flux is a result of thermal
molecular agitation and can be present even when the fluid is at rest. The term can be
approximated with Fick’s law:
FD,i = −ρDΦ ∂Φ
∂xi
, (2.4)
where DΦ is a diffusion coefficient, ρ is the density, and Φ is the quantity Φ per unit
mass.
Substituting the terms into equation (2.2) we obtain the differential form of the general
transport equation:
∂
∂t
(ρΦ) + ∂
∂xi
(ρuiΦ) =
∂
∂xi
(
ρDΦ
∂Φ
∂xi
)
+ ω˙V +
∂ω˙S,i
∂xi
. (2.5)
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By substituting the appropriate Φ variables into this form and by identifying the different
parameters we can derive the conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy as
well as the species balance equation.
2.1.2 Conservation of Mass
The law of mass conservation, also known as the continuity equation, expresses that
mass can neither disappear nor be created. In this case Φ = ρ, external sources do not
exist, neither does a diffusive flux for the mass transport, which leads to the differential
form
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∂
∂xi
(ρui) = 0. (2.6)
2.1.3 Conservation of Momentum
We can obtain the momentum conservation equation by substituting Φ = ui into the
general (2.5) formula. Similarly to the continuity equation, it is assumed that the diffusion
of momentum is not possible. In this work gravity is the only volumetric force considered,
therefore ω˙V = ρgi. Assuming that the fluid is Newtonian, we can express the forces
acting on the surface element with the total internal stress tensor
σij = −pδij + τij, (2.7)
where the first term is the isotropic pressure component and τ is the viscous stress tensor.
Based on the Stoke’s hypothesis, which is valid for a Newtonian fluid in local thermody-
namic equilibrium, τij can be expressed as
τij = µ
[(
∂ui
∂xj
+ ∂uj
∂xi
)
− 23
∂uk
∂xk
δij
]
. (2.8)
Knowing all these terms we end up with the final form of the momentum conservation
equation also known as the Navier-Stokes equation:
∂
∂t
(ρui) +
∂
∂xj
(ρuiuj) = − ∂p
∂xi
+ ∂
∂xj
[
µ
(
∂ui
∂xj
+ ∂uj
∂xi
)
− 23µ
∂uk
∂xk
δij
]
+ ρgi. (2.9)
2.1.4 Species Transport
Reacting flows consist of multiple species, therefore besides the total mass conservation we
have to ensure that the masses of individual species are also conserved. The composition
of a mixture can be described with the mass fractions Yk, which are defined for each
species k as the mass of the given species relative to the total mass within the same
volume:
Yk = lim
V→0
mk∑Ns
α=1mα
, (2.10)
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where Ns is the total number of species.
Substituting Φ = Yk into the general transport equation gives us the mass conservation
equation for species k:
∂
∂t
(ρYk) +
∂
∂xj
(ρujYk) =
∂
∂xj
(
ρDk
∂Yk
∂xj
)
+ ω˙k, (2.11)
where Dk is the diffusion coefficient for species k. Dk can be expressed as a function of
viscosity using the Schmidt number:
Sck =
µ
ρDk
. (2.12)
The different components in this work are assumed to have the same Schmidt number
(Sck = 0.7) yielding a common diffusion coefficient to be consistent with the tabulation
as we will see in Section 3.3.
The diffusion term can also be viewed as the introduction of a diffusion velocity Vk:
Vk,jYk = −Dk ∂Yk
∂xj
. (2.13)
As stated in Section 2.1.1 this form uses Fick’s law to approximate the diffusion velocity
and we will stick to this formulation in this work, however, it has to be mentioned that
other approaches do exist [147]. The other common approximation is that of Curtiss and
Hirschfelder [45], which uses the Xk mole fraction of species k:
Vk,jXk = −Dk ∂Xk
∂xj
. (2.14)
For the most general description and the complete system of equations the reader is
referred to Williams [197].
If we add all the species conservation equations we have to get back the continuity equation
since the mass of the considered fluid equals the sum of the masses of its species. This
consideration yields three further conditions for consistency:
Ns∑
k=1
Yk = 1,
Ns∑
k=1
ω˙k = 0,
Ns∑
k=1
Vk,jYk = 0. (2.15)
2.1.5 Enthalpy Balance
Temperature plays an important role in combustion processes since chemical reactions
are strongly dependent on it. In real industrial systems heat losses and flame-wall in-
teractions are particularly interesting therefore we need a balance equation to describe
energy transfer. In this work we will use the enthalpy state variable denoted with h. The
enthalpy of the entire mixture can be expressed as the sum of the mass weighted species
enthalpies:
h =
Ns∑
k=1
hkYk, (2.16)
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where hk is the enthalpy of species k,
hk =
T∫
Tref
cp,kdT + ∆hreff,k . (2.17)
cp,k is the specific heat capacity of the k species at constant pressure. The first term is
the sensible enthalpy, which is temperature dependent, the second term is the enthalpy of
formation at the Tref reference temperature.
In order to obtain a balance equation we substitute et = e + uiui/2 into the general
conservation law, where et is the total energy written as the sum of the internal energy
(e) and the kinetic energy per unit mass. Since we consider gravity as the only volumetric
force and it acts on all components in equal measures its effect is canceled out from the
equation. The diffusion term is written as a Jhi enthalpy flux and as there are no external
surface heat sources the surface sources are the results of the work done by the internal
shear stresses. These considerations lead to the following equation:
∂
∂t
(ρet) +
∂
∂xi
(ρetui) = −∂J
h
i
∂xi
+ ∂
∂xi
(−pui + τijuj) + Q˙, (2.18)
where Q˙ represents the effect of external sources or sinks such as, for example, radiation
effects. In this work Q˙ = 0 as no external sources are applied.
Using this equation and the fact that the total enthalpy ht equals on one hand et + p/ρ
and on the other hand h+uiui/2, after some algebraic manipulations and subtracting the
(2.9) momentum equation from the energy balance, we can obtain the following expression
for h:
∂
∂t
(ρh) + ∂
∂xi
(ρhui) =
Dp
Dt
− ∂J
h
i
∂xi
+ τij
∂uj
∂xi
. (2.19)
The first and third terms on the right hand side account for the enthalpy change owing
to pressure variations and viscous heating, respectively. In low Mach number flows these
effects can be neglected [147].
The enthalpy flux stems from two sources: the heat conduction, which can be expressed
according to Fourier’s law, and the species diffusion described with Fick’s law yield-
ing
Jhi = −λ
∂T
∂xi
−
Ns∑
k=1
ρhkDk
∂Yk
∂xi
, (2.20)
where λ is the thermal conductivity. Using the (2.16) and (2.17) formulas after some
algebraic manipulations we obtain the following expression:
Jhi = −
λ
cp
∂h
∂xi
+ ρ
Ns∑
k=1
(
Dkhk
∂Yk
∂xi
(Lek − 1)
)
. (2.21)
The second term on the right hand side represents the enthalpy flux emerging from the
imbalance between the species diffusion and the thermal diffusion. The ratio of these is
characterized by the Lewis number
Lek =
λ/cp
ρDk
. (2.22)
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The assumption that the diffusion coefficients are equal yields equal Lewis numbers, fur-
thermore, in this work we use the unity Lewis number assumption [147], which means
that the diffusion speed of heat and species are of comparable magnitude. This eliminates
the second term on the right hand side of equation (2.21) and gives us the final form of
the enthalpy balance equation:
∂
∂t
(ρh) + ∂
∂xj
(ρujh) =
∂
∂xj
(
λ
cp
∂h
∂xj
)
. (2.23)
The coefficient in the diffusion term can be expressed in terms of the viscosity by intro-
ducing the dimensionless Prandtl number (Pr):
λ
cp
= µ
Pr
. (2.24)
2.1.6 The Equation of State
We need a further equation that describes the relation among the state variables in order
to close the system of equations. We will work with ideal gases exclusively, therefore the
thermal equation of state provides this relation:
ρ = p
T
M
R
, (2.25)
where R is the ideal gas constant and M denotes the mean molar mass of the mixture.
Pressure variations can be induced either by mechanical compression, which is not consid-
ered in this work, or by large velocity variations. In low Mach number flows (Ma < 0.3)
the emerging pressure fluctuations are small enough (< 5%) to treat the flow as incom-
pressible [15]. Considering that meanwhile the temperature variations can change the
density by a factor of ten, it is justified to apply a constant reference pressure (pref ) in
the (2.25) state equation.
2.1.7 Summary of the Applied Equations
1. Conservation of mass
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∂
∂xi
(ρui) = 0 (2.26)
2. Conservation of momentum
∂
∂t
(ρui) +
∂
∂xj
(ρuiuj) = − ∂p
∂xi
+ ∂
∂xj
[
µ
(
∂ui
∂xj
+ ∂uj
∂xi
)
− 23µ
∂uk
∂xk
δij
]
+ ρgi (2.27)
3. Species transport
∂
∂t
(ρYk) +
∂
∂xj
(ρujYk) =
∂
∂xj
(
ρDk
∂Yk
∂xj
)
+ ω˙k (2.28)
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4. Enthalpy balance
∂
∂t
(ρh) + ∂
∂xj
(ρujh) =
∂
∂xj
(
λ
cp
∂h
∂xj
)
(2.29)
5. Thermal equation of state
ρ = p
ref
T
M
R
(2.30)
2.2 Turbulence
The full numerical solution of the instantaneous balance equations described in Section
2.1.7 is limited to simplified cases in which the range of time and length scales is not
too wide [185]. Unfortunately usually this is not the case when industrial systems are
investigated. To understand where the wide range of scales comes from, let us introduce
the dimensionless Reynolds number [158], which gives the ratio of the inertial forces to
the viscous forces as
Re = ρU
2
µU/L
= UL
ν
, (2.31)
where U and L are the characteristic velocity and length scales of the flow, respectively.
For low velocities, when the Reynolds number is not too large, the flows are controlled
by the viscous forces, which are capable of sufficiently weakening the fluctuations of flow
properties. Flows of this regime are called laminar and they exhibit a high degree of
order.
At larger Reynolds numbers the laminar motion becomes unstable as the fluid’s inertia
overcomes the viscous stresses. Consequently the motion becomes rather chaotic with
rapid velocity and pressure fluctuations as eddies of different size and frequency develop
thereby introducing the aforementioned wide range of scales. This flow regime is described
as turbulent and is characterized as unsteady, inherently three dimensional, and dissipative
[194]. The randomly arranged differently sized vortex structures enhance the transfer
of mass, momentum, and energy. This phenomenon is commonly known as turbulent
diffusion and it can exceed the molecular diffusion by several orders of magnitude.
The transition between the laminar and the turbulent behavior happens at relatively
low Reynolds numbers, therefore the flows in technical systems are often strongly tur-
bulent. As a consequence, understanding and describing turbulent flows are paramount
for simulating these configurations. In the following sections we intend to provide a brief
overview of the topics in turbulence that are relevant to this work, but for a more com-
prehensive description the reader is referred to one of the many textbooks in this field
[151; 181; 194].
2.2.1 The Energy Cascade
Let us have a closer look at the different scales mentioned in the previous section and
try to quantify them following the analysis of Pope [151]. Richardson has introduced the
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concept of the energy cascade [161]. Before elaborating on this approach we should clarify
what we mean by energy in this context and how we can estimate it.
The energy contained in the turbulent structures is commonly referred to as the turbulent
kinetic energy (k) and it is related to the turbulent velocity fluctuations. In order to
estimate these fluctuations the u velocity has to be split into two parts:
• a time-averaged part
u = 1∆T
∆T∫
0
u(t)dt, (2.32)
where the ∆T time interval needs to be sufficiently large,
• and a fluctuating part
u′ = u− u. (2.33)
Using the fluctuating part we can express the turbulent kinetic energy:
k = 12u
′
iu
′
i. (2.34)
In the energy cascade view turbulence is considered to be composed of eddies of different l
sizes and corresponding characteristic u(l) velocities along with τ(l) = l/u(l) time scales.
Richardson’s notion is that the large eddies are unstable and break up, transferring their
energy to smaller eddies, which undergo a similar process. This cascade continues until
the viscous forces become sufficiently large to dissipate the energy and no smaller vortices
can be formed: the energy is released in the form of heat.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the turbulent kinetic energy spectrum as a function of the κ wavenum-
ber describing the energy cascade of turbulent flows. The three subranges are depicted as well as the
characteristic slope of κ−5/3 in the inertial subrange [151].
This process is often illustrated with the energy spectrum given in Figure 2.1 in which
the distribution of the turbulent kinetic energy is depicted as a function of the κ = 2pi/l
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wavenumber corresponding to a vortex of size l [151]. We can identify the three subranges
the spectrum is commonly divided into and the characteristic length scales, which will be
elaborated on in the following paragraphs.
The ε rate of dissipation is determined by the transfer of energy from the largest eddies.
The lI integral length scale can be considered as the characteristic length scale of these
large eddies and it can be calculated based on two-point correlations in the fluctuating
velocity field [151]. As these large scale fluctuations are caused by the largest eddies, the
corresponding u(lI) characteristic velocity is proportional to the fluctuating component of
the flow velocity, therefore it is proportional to the turbulent kinetic energy: u(lI) ≈
√
k.
Using these parameters an Ret turbulent Reynolds number can be defined to characterize
the turbulent flow field:
Ret =
u(lI)lI
ν
. (2.35)
Then ε can be approximated as the ratio of the kinetic energy divided by the corresponding
time scale:
ε = u(lI)
2
lI/u(lI)
= u(lI)
3
lI
. (2.36)
According to Kolmogorov’s hypothesis the statistics of the small-scale motions have a
universal form that is uniquely determined by ε and ν [104; 151]. Based on these two
parameters the following length, velocity, and time scales can be defined, which are also
known as the Kolmogorov scales:
ηK =
(
ν3
ε
)1/4
, uK = (εν)1/4, τK =
(
ν
ε
)1/2
. (2.37)
Having defined all these parameters now we can calculate the ratio of the integral length
scale to the Kolmogorov length scale thus estimating the ratio of the sizes of the largest
and smallest eddies:
lI
ηK
= u(lI)
3/ε
(ν3/ε)1/4 = Re
3/4
t . (2.38)
This result shows us that with an increasing turbulent Reynolds number the range of
length scales that need to be captured increases rapidly. This will have important impli-
cations regarding the resolution requirements in simulations.
2.2.2 Numerical Treatment
In order to simulate a turbulent reacting flow the set of equations summarized in Section
2.1.7 has to be solved. Analytical solutions only exist for special and rather simplified
cases, therefore the analytic approach is not a suitable one when it comes to real industrial
systems. We need to apply numerical methods. The basis of these numerical techniques is
the computational grid of cells on which the physical domain of interest is mapped. In this
way the computational domain and the system of equations become spatially discretized
(for details see Chapter 6) making the calculation of all the quantities of interest in the
discrete control volumes at discrete points in time possible.
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The discretized governing equations can account for all the turbulent structures only if the
grid size does not exceed the sizes of the smallest eddies. If this requirement is fulfilled
we talk about a direct numerical simulation (DNS), which yields, apart from the
numerical errors, the exact solution since no modeling is applied.
The dimensions of the smallest vortices are characterized by the Kolmogorov length scale
as we saw in the previous section, therefore the number of grid points necessary for re-
solving all the turbulent structures will scale with Re3/4t in every direction according to
equation (2.38), consequently with Re9/4t for a three-dimensional simulation. Computa-
tional costs rapidly become prohibitive as a system grows, therefore DNS at the current
state of computer technology are only applicable to research purposes and simple geome-
tries of limited spatial dimensions [146; 184]. For calculating complex realistic systems we
somehow need to limit the range of scales to be considered. This can be done by either
averaging the balance equations in time or by spatially filtering them. The first procedure
is called Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) modeling and the second one
is referred to as Large Eddy Simulation (LES).
In RANS each Φ quantity is split into a mean Φ and a deviation from the mean Φ′ accord-
ing to equations (2.32) and (2.33). Using this concept we can average the instantaneous
balance equations thereby significantly decreasing the demands on the spatial resolution
compared to DNS as the averaged equations describe only the time-averaged quantities.
However, this improvement comes at a price as unclosed and unknown correlations such
as Φ′u′ appear. These terms have to be modeled. These models are sometimes optimized
for specific circumstances, therefore a wide variety of them exist [151; 194], the detailed
description of which are out of the scope and the focus of the current work.
One of the emerging unclosed correlations is particularly interesting, namely the one in
the averaged continuity equation:
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∂
∂xi
(
ρui + ρ′u′i
)
= 0. (2.39)
It is favorable to avoid the modeling of the ρ′u′i correlation, therefore a Φ˜ mass-weighted
Favre average [54] is introduced as
Φ˜ = ρΦ
ρ
, (2.40)
transforming the continuity equation into its Favre-averaged form:
∂ρ˜
∂t
+ ∂
∂xi
(˜ρui) = 0. (2.41)
The same procedure can be applied to the other balance equations as well [185].
Most fluid dynamic simulations in an industrial environment are carried out with RANS
since in many cases knowing the mean flow field is sufficient. The drawback of the
approach is the large modeling part since the influence of all turbulent structures is only
approximated (Figure 2.2). In turbulent flames strong unsteady mixing effects play an
important role, therefore it is often insufficient to know only the statistical means. LES
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Figure 2.2: The fundamental difference among the three modeling approaches lies in which length scales
are modeled and which are explicitely calculated. This is illustrated in this image using the turbulent
kinetic energy spectrum [151]: blue color denotes the regime which is modeled while grey accounts for
the regime of calculation.
aims to overcome this problem while keeping the computational costs at an affordable
level.
In LES the largest structures of the flow, typically the ones that are larger than the grid
spacing, are explicitly calculated while the effects of the smaller ones are modeled as it
is illustrated in Figure 2.2. This is achieved by filtering the relevant quantities either
in the spectral space or spatially in the physical space. This is often done implicitly
since imposing a discrete grid on the domain by itself filters out the smaller structures
[163].
Although flame-turbulence interaction occurring at the unresolved scales still has to be
modeled, LES is considered as a great improvement compared to RANS in this context
[185]. It is more appropriate to model only the smallest structures since those are in-
dependent of the geometry and therefore exhibit more universal properties. The large
structures that are strongly affected by the actual geometry are explicitly calculated as
well as the unsteady large scale mixing on which most of the global flame properties de-
pend. LES is also a powerful tool when it comes to predicting instabilities since those
depend on large scale coherent structures [124]. In a certain manner LES combines the
positive aspects of DNS (capturing certain unsteady phenomena) and RANS (affordable
computation time), therefore this method is used exclusively in this work and we discuss
it in more details in the next section.
2.2.3 Large Eddy Simulation
2.2.3.1 Filtering of Transport Equations
In LES the small scales are filtered out by the application of a G low pass filter as
Φ(xi) =
∫
Φ(x′)G(xi − x′i)dx′i, (2.42)
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with the following constraint for consistency:
∞∫
−∞
G(xi − x′i)dx′i = 1. (2.43)
Many different standard filters are known and the filtering procedures have been thor-
oughly investigated throughout the history of LES [163]. In this work we use a simple
box filter that is imposed on the flow field implicitly by the numerical grid of ∆i spacing
in the i direction:
G(xi) =

∏3
i=1
1
∆i : |xi| ≤ ∆i2
0 : |xi| > ∆i2
(2.44)
For the same reasons as in the case of RANS, a density-weighted Favre filtering is applied
in the same manner as it was defined in equation (2.40). Using this filtering technique
all the Φ variables can be divided into a Φ˜ filtered and a Φsgs unresolved part, which
corresponds to the subgrid-scale fluctuations.
Φ = Φ˜ + Φsgs. (2.45)
In order to derive the balance equations for the filtered quantities from the instantaneous
ones described in Section 2.1.7, the filtering and differentiation operators need to be
exchanged. This is theoretically valid only under restrictive assumptions, however, in
most simulations the introduced errors are neglected since the approximation remains
within the accuracy obtainable with a numerical scheme of second-order [68]. This leads
us to the following set of filtered balance equations:
1. Conservation of mass
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∂
∂xi
(ρu˜i) = 0 (2.46)
2. Conservation of momentum
∂
∂t
(ρu˜i) +
∂
∂xj
(ρu˜iu˜j) = − ∂p
∂xi
+ ∂
∂xj
[τ ij − ρ (u˜iuj − u˜iu˜j)] + ρgi (2.47)
3. Species transport
∂
∂t
(ρY˜k) +
∂
∂xj
(ρu˜jY˜k) =
∂
∂xj
[
µ
Sck
∂Y˜k
∂xj
− ρ
(
u˜jYk − u˜jY˜k
)]
+ ω˙k (2.48)
4. Enthalpy balance
∂
∂t
(ρh˜) + ∂
∂xj
(ρu˜jh˜) =
∂
∂xj
[
µ
Pr
∂h˜
∂xj
− ρ
(
u˜jh− u˜jh˜
)]
(2.49)
In these equations unclosed correlations appear similarly to RANS. The subgrid com-
ponents, expressed as (u˜iΦ − u˜iΦ˜), need closure, which will be discussed in the next
section.
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2.2.3.2 Modeling of Subgrid-Scale Stresses and Fluxes
The objective is to model the subgrid components, which can no longer be computed due
to having filtered out the information about the relevant scales, as functions of known
values. The underlying assumption is that the influence of small-scale structures on the
large-scale structures can be described with the large-scale features themselves. Several
different approaches exist the detailed overview of which can be found in Sagaut’s book
[163]. Here we restrict ourselves to the presentation of the models applied in the current
work.
These models belong to the family of linear models based on the eddy-viscosity approach
the key assumption of which is that the small-scale turbulence affects the flow in the same
way as the molecular viscosity. Therefore the subgrid components should be modeled by
introducing a νt turbulent viscosity, which in combination with the ν molecular viscosity
yields an effective viscosity. Applying this to the τ sgsij = (u˜iuj− u˜iu˜j) residual stress tensor
would lead to
−τ sgsij = νt
(
∂u˜j
∂xi
+ ∂u˜i
∂xj
)
− 23νt
∂u˜k
∂xk
δij, (2.50)
however, in this case the trace of the stress tensor would be zero. In our work we use a
pressure correction scheme discussed in Section 6.1.6 in the case of which this constraint
may be lifted. The trace term of the stress tensor can be added to the pressure and the
anisotropic part of τ sgs can be expressed with νt:
P = p+ 13ρτ
sgs
kk , (2.51)
τ sgsij −
1
3τ
sgs
kk δij = −2νt
(
S˜ij − 13 S˜kkδij
)
, (2.52)
where S˜ is the filtered rate of strain
S˜ij =
1
2
(
∂u˜j
∂xi
+ ∂u˜i
∂xj
)
. (2.53)
This is the Boussinesq approximation.
The subgrid-scale components in the species and the enthalpy transport equations are
closed with a gradient approach:
u˜jYk − u˜jY˜k = − νt
Sct
∂Y˜k
∂xj
, (2.54)
u˜jh− u˜jh˜ = − νt
Prt
h˜
∂xj
, (2.55)
where Sct and Prt are the turbulent Schmidt and Prandtl number, respectively. As it was
discussed in Section 2.1.4 and 2.1.5, in this work it is assumed that all components have
the same Schmidt number (Sc = 0.7) and as all the Lewis numbers equal 1 which leads
to Pr = 0.7. Furthermore, as it is common practice, the turbulent Schmidt and Prandtl
numbers are assumed to equal their laminar counterparts: Sct = Prt = 0.7.
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We have managed to express the unresolved subgrid-scale components with known quan-
tities, however, we still have to establish a model for the introduced, and so far unknown,
turbulent viscosity. The concept of the turbulent viscosity by itself highlights the advan-
tage of LES over RANS. The analogy between the molecular and the turbulent diffusion
implicitly implies that the turbulent diffusion is isotropic. We saw that the large-scale
structures are geometry dependent, therefore this is not the case for RANS while it is
a much better assumption when it comes to LES and its unresolved small-scale struc-
tures.
According to Prandtl’s mixing length hypothesis [152] νt is proportional to a characteristic
length scale, the so-called lm mixing length, and the velocity gradient:
νt ∝ l2m|S˜|, (2.56)
where
|S˜| =
√
2S˜ijS˜ij. (2.57)
The Smagorinsky model Smagorinsky [170] used the ∆ filter size to define the char-
acteristic length scale as
νt = (Cs∆)2|S˜ij|, (2.58)
where Cs is a model constant, which needs to be approximated. Depending on the case
specific assumptions made, the suggested value of Cs varies between 0.065 and 0.2. The
actual value strongly depends on the flow field. Cs = 0.2 is frequently used in the center of
a channel while this value leads to the overestimation of νt near the walls causing excessive
dissipation. For simple configurations this problem can be addressed by the introduction
of the van Driest damping function [126], however, this is not a suitable solution for the
description of complex geometries.
The Germano Procedure Germano introduced a dynamic procedure to overcome
the problems caused by the inflexibility of the Smagorinsky model [67]. In this approach
Cs is determined locally based on a similarity assumption, which uses a second larger
filter: ∆ˆ > ∆. With ∆ˆ only a smaller part of the turbulent fluctuations remain resolved,
consequently the contribution of the model will increase. The key idea is that if our model
is consistent the Cs parameter should be the same in both cases.
First the numerical grid implicitly filters the flow field leading to the residual stress ten-
sor
τ sgsij = u˜iuj − u˜iu˜j. (2.59)
In the next step we filter the resolved LES field explicitly with the larger filter. In this
work we apply a box filter with a filtering molecule of 27 cells (the control volume in
question and all the surrounding cells). This leads to
τ̂ij = ̂˜uiuj − ̂˜ui ̂˜uj. (2.60)
The same filter is applied to equation (2.59):
τ̂ sgsij = ̂˜uiuj − ̂˜uiu˜j. (2.61)
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If we subtract this from equation (2.60), we obtain the amount of information lost due to
the second filtering also known as the Leonard term
Lij = τ̂ij − τ̂ sgsij = ̂˜uiu˜j − ̂˜ui ̂˜uj. (2.62)
Assuming that the same modeling constant can be applied we can express both τ̂ij and
τ sgsij using Smagorinsky’s model described by the (2.58) formula and equation (2.52):
τ sgsij −
1
3τ
sgs
kk δij = −2C2s∆2|S˜ij|
(
S˜ij − 13 S˜kkδij
)
= −2C2smsgsij (2.63)
τ̂ij − 13 τ̂kkδij = −2C
2
s ∆̂2| ̂˜Sij|(̂˜Sij − 13 ̂˜Skkδij
)
= −2C2s m̂ij. (2.64)
Substituting these expressions into equation (2.62) yields
Lij − 13Lkkδij = 2C
2
sMij, (2.65)
with the definition ofMij = m̂sgsij −m̂ij. This represents five linearly independent equations
for the determination of the Cs coefficient. It is not possible to satisfy all of them at the
same time, therefore Lilly [116] proposed to minimize the mean square residual, which
leads to the following relation:
C2s =
MijLij − 13LkkδijMij
2MijMij
= MijLij2MijMij
. (2.66)
This formulation can destabilize the simulation as the resulting Cs parameter might ex-
perience strong spatial and temporal fluctuations [61]. Hahn [77] and Olbricht [131]
implemented a temporal relaxation procedure to ensure a smoother behavior:
C2s (tn+1) = (1− w)C2s (tn) + w
MijLij
2MijMij
, (2.67)
where w = 10−2 is a weighing factor. Furthermore, the procedure could yield negative
values for the turbulent viscosity, which is rather unphysical and could introduce extra
instabilities. Therefore the final constant is limited to 0 ≤ C2s (tn+1) ≤ 1.
2.2.3.3 Modeling of Subgrid-Scale Variances and Correlations
We can model the effects of the filtered out scales with the introduced turbulence models.
However, to account for the turbulence-chemistry interaction, we will need to somehow
approximate the subgrid variances and covariances of certain scalars. The most accurate
results can be obtained by deriving transport equations for the variances [99] and less
commonly for the covariances [30] of interest, but this is a very expensive solution.
Cook and Riley [43] developed a scale-similarity model that uses the self-similar behavior
of turbulent properties at different length scales. They describe the subgrid-scale vari-
ance with the help of a larger test filter in an analogous manner to the Germano model
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described in Section 2.2.3.2. For this model to work a scale-similarity constant has to
be specified. Unfortunately this parameter is not universal and highly flow dependent
thereby introducing large errors [188].
Branley and Jones [31] proposed a model that uses the resolved gradients to approximate
the Φ˜′′2 subgrid-scale variance as
Φ˜′′2 ≈ CΦ∆2
(
∂Φ˜
∂xi
∂Φ˜
∂xi
)
. (2.68)
In this simple and computationally cheap approach CΦ is a constant with a value of
0.1 ≤ CΦ ≤ 0.2. Pierce and Moin [140] proposed a dynamic formulation to evaluate
the model constant. Balarac et al. [18] summarized all these different approaches and
evaluated their deficiencies using the concept of optimal estimators. In light of their
findings they proposed a new formulation based on a Taylor series expansion.
Although we acknowledge the shortcomings of the approach and that there is room for
improvement in the future, in this work we use the gradient model of Branley and Jones
with CΦ = 0.15 in accordance with the previous works of Hahn [77], Olbricht [131], and
Ketelheun [93]. One of the benefits of this choice is that it can be extended to calculate
the covariances in a straightforward manner [140]:
Φ˜′′Ψ′′ ≈ CΦΨ∆2
(
∂Φ˜
∂xi
∂Ψ˜
∂xi
)
. (2.69)
2.3 Summary
In this chapter we presented the brief overview of the fundamental equations and models
used for describing turbulent flows of multiple species. We started with the governing
equations and the assumptions made during their derivation then we elaborated on mod-
eling turbulence. We addressed the issue of striking a balance between an affordable
computational cost and a sufficiently fine spatial resolution, and highlighted the main
properties, advantages, and shortcomings of the three big families of turbulence models:
DNS, RANS, and LES. Our focus was on LES since in this work we use this approach
exclusively. Besides presenting the filtered governing equations we payed special attention
to how to model the emerging subgrid-scale fluxes and decided in favor of using the dy-
namic Germano approach. Subgrid-scale variances and covariances play a very important
role in our model, therefore we investigated how to approximate them and chose to use
the gradient approach of Branley and Jones.
There is one term left in the equations that has not been addressed so far: the ˜˙ωk filtered
chemical source term. In order to be able to approach the formidable challenge of treating
this term and appropriately describing the flame-turbulence interaction, first we need to
overview the fundamentals of combustion. This is the topic of the next chapter.
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Fundamentals of Combustion
3.1 Chemical Reaction Kinetics
During combustion processes the potential energy of chemical connections is transformed
into thermal energy. From a global point of view it means that fuel and oxidizer are
converted into products while heat is being provided. This process can be presented as a
single global reaction such as the one describing the reaction of methane and oxygen:
CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O. (3.1)
This simple description does not tell us anything about the temporal evolution or the
intermediate steps of the reaction. In reality the CH4 and O2 molecules do not turn into
the final products right away when they collide. Smaller molecules, radicals, even single
atoms are formed as the larger molecules are broken up and these pieces then recombine
to form new species. As hundreds of intermediate species do exist, we can only describe
the global reaction in its completeness if we take into consideration all the underlying
elementary reactions and we derive a balance equation for each and every species.
Let us consider Ns species denoted with χi and NR elementary reactions with the stoi-
chiometric coefficients ν ′i,j and ν ′′i,j corresponding to species χi and reaction j. The entire
set of elementary reactions can be summarized as
Ns∑
i=1
ν ′i,jχi 

Ns∑
i=1
ν ′′i,jχi j ∈ {1, . . . , NR}. (3.2)
The arrows between the two sides of the equations indicate that some of these reactions
are reversible and may evolve in both directions. Therefore an rf,j forward and an rb,j
backward reaction rate should be defined for reaction j in order to be able to determine
the ω˙i source term of χi. These reaction rates are the functions of the species concentra-
tions:
rf,j = kf,j
Ns∏
i=1
(
ρYi
Mi
)ν′i,j
rb,j = kb,j
Ns∏
i=1
(
ρYi
Mi
)ν′′i,j
. (3.3)
The reaction rate coefficients kf,j and kb,j are usually approximated with the Arrhenius
law:
kl,j = Aal,jT n
a
l,j exp
(
−E
a
l,j
RT
)
l ∈ {f, b}. (3.4)
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Ea is the activation energy, and the pre-exponent factor is decomposed into the Aa con-
stant and its temperature dependent part expressed with the na exponent. The reaction
rates can be calculated from the rate coefficients then we arrive to the expression of the
ω˙i source term by summing up all the contributions of the individual elementary reac-
tions:
ω˙i = Mi
NR∑
j=1
(
ν ′′i,j − ν ′i,j
)
(rf,j − rb,j) . (3.5)
This leaves us with Ns equations for the source terms, the parameters of which should
all be known. Therefore the knowledge of all the pre-exponential constants, temperature
exponents, and activation energies is of paramount importance. Determining these coeffi-
cients is a research field on its own. The more species are considered, the more equations
we have and the more parameters have to be defined. Detailed mechanisms including all
the species can consist of thousands of reactions, however, not all of them are equally im-
portant. It is beneficial to simplify the mechanisms by eliminating the reactions that have
minor effects on the overall process. To this end several techniques exist [189]. Most of
them are based on the observation that the time scales of the different reactions span over
several orders of magnitude, consequently the slower ones dominate the global process.
We can lower the dimensionality of the composition space by identifying and eliminating
the fast processes.
In this work the GRI3.0-mechanism [171] of methane-air combustion will be used unless
it is stated otherwise. This mechanism consists of 53 species and 325 reactions and is
commonly used in the combustion community.
Augmenting the mass, momentum, species, and enthalpy transport equations with the
(3.5) set of source term equations and the respective reaction mechanism yields a com-
plete system with the solution of which theoretically any given arbitrary flame can be
described. However, for complex industrial applications this is rather unfeasible, therefore
we need to further investigate combustion processes to establish reasonable assumptions
and simplifications as well as practical models. This is the topic of the next sections.
3.2 Flame Modes
It is useful to distinguish and thoroughly investigate certain fundamental flame struc-
tures that can be used for the description of more complex configurations. Fuel and
oxidizer need to mix in order for combustion to take place. Depending on whether they
are completely mixed or separated before they reach the flame we can talk about pre-
mixed or non-premixed combustion respectively. The difference between the underlying
mechanisms in the two cases has important implications regarding the flame structure,
its dynamic behavior, and how the whole process can be treated from a modeling point
of view on which we will elaborate in the remaining part of this section.
First let us quantify the fuel and oxidizer content of a given mixture. To this end the
φ equivalence ratio is defined as the fuel-oxidizer ratio normalized with its value corre-
sponding to the stoichiometric conditions under which both the methane and the oxygen
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are completely consumed during the reaction:
φ =
(
YF
YO
)
/
(
YF
YO
)
st
. (3.6)
Depending on whether the fuel or the oxidizer is in excess compared to stoichiometric
conditions (φ = 1) one can talk about a rich (φ > 1) or a lean (φ < 1) mixture, respec-
tively.
3.2.1 Non-Premixed Flames
In the case of non-premixed combustion the fuel and the oxidizer enter the chamber
separately, then they mix and burn. The simplest example is a counterflow configuration
in which fuel comes in from one side, oxidizer from the other, and the two streams flow
in opposite directions thereby establishing a stagnation flow.
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Figure 3.1: Structure of a one-dimensional non-premixed methane-air flame that burns in a counterflow
configuration.
Chemical reactions can only proceed in a limited reaction zone where the components are
mixed adequately. The emerging flame is usually close to where the mixture is stoichio-
metric. Heat is generated in the reaction zone and is transported away (see Figure 3.1).
Mixing has to be fast enough to sustain the chemical reaction otherwise quenching can
occur if the heat fluxes leaving the reaction zone become greater than the heat produc-
tion. In a counterflow configuration this can be induced by increasing the velocities of
the opposing jets.
The structure of a non-premixed flame depends on the ratio of the characteristic time
scales of chemistry and diffusion. This ratio determines the thickness of the mixing zone
and thereby that of the reaction zone, consequently a non-premixed flame does not have
a characteristic thickness: it depends on the local flow conditions. Neither can non-
premixed flames propagate. Their position is controlled by mixing which is why they
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are often referred to as diffusion flames. Due to these properties it is safer to operate
non-premixed systems compared to premixed ones.
To describe the mixing and thereby the entire flame structure controlled by it, the mixture
fraction approach can be applied [197]. We made the following assumptions when we
derived the transport equations in Section 2.1:
• there are no heat fluxes due to either concentration gradients (Dufour effect) or
temperature gradients (Soret effect),
• there is no diffusion caused by either pressure gradients or external forces,
• radiation is negligible,
• the low Mach number assumption is valid: the pressure is constant,
• there is no viscous heating,
• the Lewis number equals 1 for all species: heat and mass diffusions are equal and
there is no differential diffusion.
Under these assumptions (also known as the Shvab-Zeldovich formulation [168; 201]) the
species and enthalpy transport equations have the same structure and they are no longer
independent. The number of variables can be reduced by the introduction of the Zmixture
fraction.
If we consider a single step chemical reaction between a fuel and an oxidizer, Z can be
defined as an appropriate combination of fuel and oxidizer mass fractions that eliminates
the source term from the combination of the species concentration equations [147; 185].
Z is normalized in a way that it equals 0 for pure oxidizer and 1 for pure fuel.
Bilger [25] proposed a more sophisticated definition, which is applicable to hydrocarbon-
oxygen reactions. It is based on the Zα element mass fractions of carbon, hydrogen, and
oxygen:
Z = 2 (ZC − ZC,o) /MC + (ZH − ZH,o) / (2MH)− (ZO − ZO,o) /MO2 (ZC,f − ZC,o) /MC + (ZH,f − ZH,o) / (2MH)− (ZO,f − ZO,o) /MO , (3.7)
where Zα,o and Zα,f are the element mass fractions of element α in the oxidizer and the
fuel, respectively.
The mixture fraction is a passive scalar obeying the following transport equation:
∂
∂t
(ρZ) + ∂
∂xj
(ρujZ) =
∂
∂xj
(
µ
Sc
∂Z
∂xj
)
. (3.8)
In this formulation the computation of diffusion flames can be decoupled into two problems
[147]:
1. The mixing problem: the Z(xi, t) field can be determined by solving the conservation
equations of mass (2.26), momentum (2.27), and mixture fraction (3.8).
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2. The flame structure problem: assuming that the structure of the non-premixed flame
depends only on Z and t, the species conservation equations can be transformed into
a coordinate-system attached to the iso-Z surfaces:
ρ
∂Yk
∂t
= 12ρχ
∂2Yi
∂Z2
+ ω˙k, (3.9)
where χ is the scalar dissipation rate, which controls mixing:
χ = 2D
(
∂Z
∂xi
∂Z
∂xi
)
. (3.10)
3.2.2 Premixed Flames
In a premixed flame the thin reaction zone separates perfectly mixed fresh and burnt
gases in a mixture that is entirely within the flammability limits. Consequently there is
a sharp temperature gradient in this zone: the temperature is approximately 5-7 times
greater in the burnt gases [185] (see Figure 3.2). The emerging heat fluxes preheat the
fresh gases, which eventually start to burn. As a result the flame propagates towards the
fresh gases with an sl flame speed that is in the order of 0.1 − 1 m/s depending on the
specific circumstances. This raises safety issues regarding premixed flame configurations
as the flame can propagate towards the fuel supply. However, there are also benefits:
premixed combustion yields higher efficiency and reduced emissions owing to the perfect
mixing.
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Figure 3.2: The diagram on the left shows the structure of a one-dimensional premixed methane-air
flame. The mixture is stoichiometric. On the right this flame is parametrized by the progress variable,
which is defined as the normalized CO2 mass fraction.
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3.2.2.1 The Progress Variable
The process is limited by the reaction rate, not by mixing. As a matter of fact in a perfectly
mixed homogeneous mixture the mixture fraction is constant, therefore it is not sufficient
for describing the flame structure contrary to non-premixed flames. To characterize a
premixed flame, a Ypv reaction progress variable is introduced such as Ypv = 0 in the fresh
and Ypv = 1 in the fully burnt gases. The intention is to parametrize all the species mass
fractions and thermochemical properties with this single variable. The progress variable
should have the following properties to make this possible:
• it should be monotonic so that a unique relation between Ypv and all the other
scalars could exist,
• it should cover the whole flame,
• it should be well resolvable, which is important from a numerical point of view.
Several different progress variable definitions have been proposed, the common feature of
which is that Ypv is a normalized weighted combination of species mass fractions:
Y =
∑
k
bkYk, (3.11)
Ypv =
Y− Ymin
Ymax − Ymin . (3.12)
It is important to note that in the code the corresponding transport equation is solved
for the non-normalized Y since Ymin and Ymax depend on the mixture fraction and the
enthalpy which would lead to extra terms in the balance equation. In this work we use
the CO2 mass fraction weighted with its molar mass as the progress variable [95]:
Y = YCO2
MCO2
. (3.13)
Fiorina showed that this definition does not provide a completely monotonic progress vari-
able for all equivalence ratios [56]. The CO mass fraction can be added to the formulation
to overcome this deficiency
Y = YCO2 + YCO, (3.14)
however, as Künne et al. [108] concluded, this leads to increased resolution requirements.
The same applies to another commonly used definition that uses YH2O and YH2 besides
YCO2 [187]:
Y = YCO2
MCO2
+ YH2O
MH2O
+ YH2
MH2
. (3.15)
Considering that the (3.13) formulation leads to only minor errors regarding the equilib-
rium density and temperature [94; 107] using the CO2 mass fraction as a progress variable
is a reasonable compromise between accuracy and affordable computational costs. The
parametrization of a premixed flame with this definition is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
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3.2.2.2 Laminar Flame Speed and Flame Thickness
The progress variable is sufficient for describing the structure of a premixed flame. In
addition we can define two parameters that characterize the premixed combustion mode,
namely the laminar flame thickness and the laminar flame speed.
The δl flame thickness is important from a numerical point of view since it gives infor-
mation about how fine the resolution should be in the reaction zone. Different definitions
exist [147], but the most appropriate one regarding the estimation of the resolution re-
quirements is based on the evaluation of the temperature gradient
δl =
|Tb − Tu|
max
(
|∂T
∂x
|
) , (3.16)
where Tu and Tb are the temperatures of the unburnt and burnt gases.
The sl laminar flame speed is the velocity at which the laminar flame front would move
in a stationary medium. In this work we will use three different definitions to check the
consistency of our approach. Each definition is based on a different underlying process or
quantity and their derivation can be found in [107].
1. The first approach follows the xF flame position in time between two time instances
(t and t+ ∆t) then subtracts the sa absolute flame speed from the uu velocity with
which the unburnt mixture approaches the flame:
s1l = uu − sa = uu −
xF (t+ ∆t)− xF (t)
∆t . (3.17)
2. The flame speed can also be calculated by applying the continuity equation in a
reference frame attached to the flame front:
s2l =
ub − uu
ρu
ρb
− 1 . (3.18)
3. The third formulation is based on the fuel consumption calculated with the integra-
tion of the chemical source term:
s3l =
1
ρuYCO2,b
∞∫
−∞
ω˙CO2dx. (3.19)
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3.3 Chemistry Reduction Using the Flamelet
Approach
The application of detailed reaction mechanisms to the simulation of detailed technical
systems in either a DNS or an LES context is not feasible owing to the wide range of time
scales involved. The smallest time scales correspond to the fastest chemical reactions,
therefore they can be eliminated from the calculation by using reduced reaction mecha-
nisms. These reduced mechanisms can be obtained by assuming that certain reactions
are in partial equilibrium or certain species are in a quasi-steady state [172; 189]. These
assumptions and therefore the derived mechanisms are specific to the given conditions,
which is a drawback. Besides, their application leads to a loss of information regarding
the fine details of the combustion process.
Maas and Pope [119] suggested an eigenvalue analysis of the reaction mechanism to iden-
tify the slow reactions. The trajectories of the fast reactions in the composition space
all collapse onto a low-dimensional manifold determined by these slow reactions and con-
sequently the system can be described with fewer parameters. This so-called Intrinsic
Low-Dimensional Manifolds (ILDM) method does not include diffusive processes and has
difficulties in the low temperature regions.
Another approach is to separate the different timescales instead of merely eliminating the
smaller ones. The several tabulated chemistry based methods serve this purpose: the
detailed reaction kinetics are calculated in a preprocessing step and the results are stored
in a look-up table as functions of a restricted number of control variables. Consequently
the number of equations to solve decreases significantly as we only have to solve for
the control variables and all the other properties can be retrieved from the table. This
approach offers two major benefits while it circumvents the stiff coupling of the transport
equations by separating the time scales of flow and chemistry. First, the computational
costs remain reasonable. Second, the accuracy of the method is better than when reduced
reaction mechanisms are used.
Williams [195; 196] represented the flame brush with an ensemble of laminar flames that
are embedded in a turbulent, non-reacting flow field. He assumed that these embedded
flames, referred to as flamelets, are thin compared to the Kolmogorov length scale, there-
fore even the smallest turbulent eddies are unable to disturb their inner structure.
Building on this concept Peters [135; 136] used the mixture fraction to determine the
location of the flamelets and then transformed the species conservation equations into the
mixture fraction space as it is described in Section 3.2.1. Since chemical time scales are
assumed to be small compared to turbulent time scales, the steady flamelet equations are
solved to establish a relationship between the mixture fraction and the Yk variables:
1
2ρχ
∂2Yi
∂Z2
+ ω˙k = 0 (3.20)
The solutions are tabulated as functions of Z and χ. However, the flamelets obtained
in this way do not cover the entire parameter space of interest due to the steady state
assumption. In steady state high χ values lead to quenching while in reality flames can
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survive dissipation rates even above the extinction limit if those conditions do not exist for
too long. The missing values in the look-up table are gathered by either interpolation to
the equilibrium condition or using unsteady flamelets as well [144] according to equation
(3.9).
3.3.1 Flamelet Generated Manifolds
If we use the mixture fraction as the single control variable we cannot capture the slower
development of the reactions since this description is equivalent to the assumption that
what is mixed is burnt. This restriction in capabilities can be overcome by introducing
the Ypv progress variable described in Section 3.2.2.1.
This approach has been introduced independently by van Oijen and de Goey [129], and
Gicquel et al. [70] and is named as Flamelet Generated Manifolds (FGM) and Flame
Prolongation of ILDM (FPI), respectively. Both methods use one-dimensional, adiabatic,
freely-propagating laminar premixed flames to generate a look-up table, which is then
parametrized with Z and Y.
In this work the flamelet equations are solved with the one-dimensional flamelet code
CHEM1D [12] described in details by Somers [173]. For this calculation the diffusion
coefficients of both the species and the enthalpy have to be known. Solving the multi-
component diffusion equation [45] is usually avoided by using a relation expressing the
temperature dependency of λ/cp and µ/cp [172]:
λ
cp
= 2.58 · 10−4
(
T
298
)0.69
, (3.21)
µ
cp
= 1.67 · 10−4
(
T
298
)0.51
. (3.22)
We follow the previous assumption that the Lewis number equals one for all species,
thereby neglecting the effects of preferential diffusion. For a simple fuel, such as the
methane considered in this work, these effects are rather small [179]. Neglecting them
considerably reduces the complexity of the procedure as in the case of prevalent prefer-
ential diffusion effects Z and h would not be constant within the flame front [130].
Similarly to the case of non-premixed flamelets, premixed flamelet solutions cannot be
calculated for the entire ranges of the control variables: extrapolations are needed outside
of the flammability limits. In this work we follow the extrapolation strategy of Ketelheun
et al. [95].
• Mass fractions are approximated as linear functions of the mixture fraction:
Yk =
Yk,l
Z
Zl
+ Yk,O
(
1− Z
Zl
)
if Z ≤ Zl
Yk,r
Z−1
Zr−1 + Yk,F
Zr−Z
Zr−1 if Z ≥ Zr,
(3.23)
where the subscripts l, r, F and O denote the lean and rich flammability limits, and
the fuel and oxidizer stream, respectively.
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• The denisty is computed using the relation for a mixture of ideal gases:
ρ =

ρOρl
ρO
Z
Zl
+ρl
(
1− Z
Zl
) if Z ≤ Zl
ρOρr
ρr
Z−Zr
1−Zr +ρF
1−Z
1−Zr
if Z ≥ Zr.
(3.24)
It is interesting to note that Nguyen et al. [128] suggested a third way of tabulation. In
their approach the detailed kinetics are calculated in a two-dimensional parameter space,
which eliminates the need for extrapolation. However, the computational cost increases
significantly.
3.3.2 Non-Adiabatic Tabulation
Following the described procedure we would end up with a look-up table with Z and Ypv
as control variables. Unfortunately it is not sufficient to account for heat losses. This is
a major deficiency since for example in an internal combustion engine cold walls are the
main causes of reduced efficiency, therefore the ability to describe heat losses is a crucial
one from an engineering point of view.
Ketelheun [93; 94] introduced the enthalpy as an additional control variable, thereby
making the look-up table three-dimensional. The table can be divided into three regimes
depending on how the corresponding data is generated: the regime of adiabatic flamelets
calculated at different enthalpy levels; the regime of burner stabilized flamelets with low-
ered enthalpy [130]; and the regime which contains extrapolated solutions. In this case
two additional tables are needed. One for storing the hmin and hmax normalization param-
eters as they depend on the mixture fraction, and one for the Ymax and Ymin parameters
that depend on both the mixture fraction and the normalized enthalpy. First hmin and
hmax are extracted using Z. Then the enthalpy is normalized and the result is used along
with the mixture fraction to obtain Ymax and Ymin. Once Ypv is calculated we have all the
three control variables in their appropriate form to access the three-dimensional look-up
table [93].
In theory the number of control variables can be further increased by introducing newer
and newer ones. This can be necessary for example when we intend to simulate a case
with multiple fuel injections [79]. However, storing and accessing a multidimensional
look-up table can be challenging regarding the memory not to mention the difficulties of
multilinear interpolation.
In this work, if it is not explicitly stated otherwise, we use a three-dimensional table based
on premixed flamelet solutions with the mixture fraction, reaction progress variable, and
enthalpy as control variables. The table is based on the GRI3.0 mechanism [171] and the
Le = 1 assumption is maintained. The table features 1001 data points in the mixture
fraction, 101 in the progress variable, and 186 in the enthalpy directions.
It is worth mentioning that although it has been a well-established practice to generate
look-up tables based on premixed flamelets and use them for the simulation of both
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premixed and non-premixed flames, this approach has its limitations. Fiorina et al. [57]
showed that when the mixture fraction is outside of the rich flammability limit in a
non-premixed flame, diffusion of species through isomixture fraction surfaces becomes
important. This cannot be captured with the application of premixed flamelet solutions
and leads to errors. Nevertheless, we maintain the premixed flamelet approach in this
work as these errors are of minor importance considering our main objectives and the
chosen cases.
3.3.3 Summary of Equations
The look-up table contains all the necessary thermochemical data stored as a function of
the control variables. Therefore we do not need to solve all the species transport equations
anymore. In addition to the mass (2.46), the momentum (2.47), and the enthalpy (2.49)
conservation equations, two transport equations are solved for the mixture fraction and
the progress variable:
∂
∂t
(ρZ˜) + ∂
∂xj
(ρu˜jZ˜) =
∂
∂xj
[(
µ
Sc
+ µt
Sct
)
∂Z˜
∂xj
]
, (3.25)
∂
∂t
(ρY˜) + ∂
∂xj
(ρu˜jY˜) =
∂
∂xj
[(
µ
Sc
+ µt
Sct
)
∂Y˜
∂xj
]
+ ω˙Y. (3.26)
It is important that in an LES context the filtered control variables are used for access-
ing the table, therefore the flame-turbulence interaction that happens at the unresolved
subgrid-scales is not properly accounted for in this framework. Addressing this problem
will be the topic of the next chapter.
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Flame-Turbulence Interaction
As we have seen in the previous chapters, due to the limited computational resources
and the involved wide range of characteristic time and length scales, turbulent flows are
usually described with filtered or time-averaged variables. As a consequence unclosed
terms appear in the balance equations, which have to be closed either based on the
known resolved variables (for example by applying a gradient approach) or by models. The
calculation of the mean chemical source term is especially challenging because of the strong
non-linearity of chemical reactions. In this chapter some of the most common turbulent
combustion closure approaches will be presented. In order to be able to elaborate on
the specific models first we have to answer some more fundamental questions in the next
section such as: what happens with the flame front in a turbulent flow?; how can we
characterize the interaction between the flame and the turbulent flow field?
4.1 Scales and Diagrams of Turbulent Combustion
Let us focus on premixed flames first. A laminar premixed flame can be characterized
with its sl laminar flame speed and its δl laminar flame thickness as we saw in Section
3.2.2.2. Furthermore, an even thinner reaction zone can be identified inside the flame
with the thickness of δr ≈ 0.1δl [185]. This zone is defined as where heat is released.
We can describe the flame-turbulence interaction based on how turbulence affects these
representative parameters. The effect of turbulence is well-illustrated by the study of
Meneveau and Poinsot [123] who simulated in two dimensions the interaction between a
laminar premixed flame and a vortex pair.
In industrial applications it is preferred to have a turbulent flow field because turbulence
increases the fuel consumption rate and hence the rate of heat release. The reason for this
is that the flame front area increases compared to the laminar case owing to the presence
of turbulent eddies as it is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Due to the wrinkled flame front we can
identify a spatial region that contains the flame with a non-zero probability. This is the
so-called turbulent flame brush, which defines the δT turbulent flame thickness according
to Figure 4.1. An sT turbulent flame speed can also be defined as the speed that is
needed at the inlet of the control volume to keep the mean position of the turbulent flame
stationary inside the control volume. This quantity can be measured. Bradley published
a review of the large number of experiments with such an objective [28]. Damköhler [48]
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Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of the propagation of a premixed (a) laminar and (b) turbulent flame.
In the turbulent case the flame front is wrinkled thereby creating a flame brush with the width of δT .
proposed the following relation between the turbulent and laminar flame speeds and flame
surface areas:
sT
sl
= AT
Al
, (4.1)
where the AT/Al ratio of turbulent and laminar flame surface areas is the flame wrinkling
factor. It has been found that for low levels of turbulence the flame speed increases
proportionally to the urms root mean square velocity that also happens to be the u(lI)
characteristic velocity corresponding to the largest eddies as it was discussed in Section
2.2.1. Further increasing the turbulence intensity, sT levels off before the quenching limit
is eventually reached [147].
The flame structure changes depending on the turbulence intensity and the sizes of the
vortices. The most common way to characterize the different emerging structures is
to classify the flames into different combustion regimes based on the relations among
the characteristic time and length scales. These regimes are illustrated in a turbulent
combustion diagram (Figure 4.2) originally proposed by Borghi [27] and later revised by
Peters [137; 138].
The relevant time and length scales are the lI integral length scale, the δl laminar flame
thickness, the urms characteristic velocity fluctuation magnitude, and the sl laminar flame
speed. The different combustion regimes can be identified according to the urms/sl and
lI/δl dimensionless ratios. Two additional dimensionless numbers can be introduced.
1. The Da Damköhler number is the ratio of the characteristic turbulent and chemical
time scales:
Da = τt
τc
= lI/urms
δl/sl
. (4.2)
2. The Ka Karlovitz number compares the time scales of the smallest eddies to the
chemical time scales. After some manipulation it can be also expressed as the ratio
of the laminar flame thickness and the Kolmogorov length scale [185]:
Ka =
(
δl
ηK
)2
. (4.3)
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Figure 4.2: Combustion regimes
With these non-dimensional numbers we are equipped to describe the combustion regimes
depicted in Figure 4.2 following Veynante and Vervisch [185].
• The bottom left corner consists of laminar flames for which the turbulent Reynolds
number defined in equation (2.35) is less than one: Ret < 1.
• The Ka = 1 line, commonly referred to as the Klimov-Williams criterion, separates
two major regimes. For Ka < 1 the flame thickness is smaller than the smallest
eddies, therefore those are able to wrinkle the flame but they cannot disturb its
inner structure. On a micro-level the flame remains laminar, therefore this is called
the flamelet regime, which can be further divided.
– urms/sl < 1: wrinkled flamelets. u′′ is viewed as the rotation speed of eddies,
therefore in this case turbulent structures are unable to wrinkle the flame as
much that pockets can be created.
– urms/sl > 1: corrugated flamelets. The effect of larger structures leads to flame
front interactions and the emergence of pockets.
• The Ka > 1 zone can be divided into two parts as well. The 1 < Ka ≤ 100 regime
is commonly referred to as either the thickened wrinkled flame regime or the thin
reaction zone. The latter naming is particularly telling. It refers to that although
the smallest eddies are small enough (ηK < δl) to affect the preheat zone of the
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flame, they are still larger than the δr reaction zone thickness, consequently the
thin reaction zone is not disturbed.
• Ka > 100: thickened flame regime. In this case the smallest eddies can enter the
reaction zone which may lead to local extinction of the flame. The flame can no
longer be considered as a closed interface and no laminar flame structure may be
identified. Therefore this regime is also known as the regime of broken reaction zone.
• Instead of theKa = 100 line Borghi [27] used theDa = 1 criterion. In his description
this line represented the border of the flamelet regime as for Da < 1 the chemistry
cannot keep up with the turbulent distortions.
It is important to keep in mind that these regimes serve as a rather qualitative description.
They are the results of mere estimations based on the comparison of orders of magnitudes.
Therefore the diagram should be used with great care. Künne [107] further elaborated on
the consequences of assumptions made during the construction of the diagram.
The characterization of non-premixed combustion regimes is even more challenging ow-
ing to non-premixed flames not having intrinsic length and time scales as they cannot
propagate. Nevertheless, three regimes can be identified with two limiting Da numbers
[147; 185]. Below a Daext limit flame extinction occurs, while above a certain DaLFA
number the flame front may be viewed as a steady laminar flame element which is not
affected by vortices. In between strong unsteady effects can be observed.
4.2 Overview of Tools for Turbulent Combustion
Modeling
In Section 2.2.3.2 we have addressed the modeling of the unclosed terms in the filtered
balance equations except for the ω˙k mean source terms. The mean production and con-
sumption rates have to be predicted using known quantities. To this end several special
tools and modeling concepts have been developed. Here we intend to highlight the key
ideas behind the various approaches in the LES framework, which will help with putting
into context the new method proposed in the next chapter. For a comprehensive overview
the interested reader is referred to one of the numerous textbooks [135; 147] or review
papers [143; 185] devoted to this constantly evolving field of research.
The simplest and most direct approach to describe turbulent combustion is based on the
Taylor-series expansion of the Arrhenius law, thereby expressing the mean reaction rate
as a function of species mass fractions and temperature [147]. This approach can be useful
for simple analyses in the low Damköhler number limit, however, in most situations is
completely inadequate due to the strongly non-linear behavior of the reaction rate.
The eddy-break-up (EBU) model proposed by Spalding [174] focuses on the high
Reynolds number and high Damköhler number limit in which the reaction is mainly
controlled by mixing. Therefore the mean reaction rate can be expressed with a τt char-
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acteristic turbulent mixing time and the temperature fluctuations:
ω˙Θ = CEBUρ
√
Θ′′2
τt
, (4.4)
where Θ is the normalized temperature. One of the obvious limitations of this model is
that it does not include any effects of chemical kinetics. Besides, in LES the CEBU model
constant strongly depends on the particular flow conditions.
Generally speaking what we face is a problem of resolution. The typical thickness of a
premixed flame is in the order of 0.1 mm, the reaction zone is one order of magnitude
smaller. If a detailed reaction mechanism is considered, we end up with a resolution
requirement of O(1 µm). By keeping only the main species, the behavior of which is
less stiff, the resolution requirement can be relaxed to O(100 µm). This can be achieved
by applying either reduced mechanisms or using a tabulated chemistry approach. In the
latter case only the control variables are transported, which makes it possible to decrease
the resolution to O(100 µm). Nevertheless, this is still much smaller than the typical LES
grid spacing of O(1 mm).
Butler and O’Rourke [34] proposed to artificially thicken the flame with an appropriate
coordinate transformation. This is the so-called Artificially Thickened Flame (ATF)
model. According to premixed flame theory [197] the laminar flame speed and the flame
thickness are proportional to the Dth thermal diffusivity and the reaction rate:
sl ∝
√
Dthω˙ δl ∝
√
Dth
ω˙
. (4.5)
If Dth is increased and ω˙ is decreased by the sameF thickening factor, the flame thickness
is multiplied by F while the flame speed is maintained:
sFl ∝
√
FDth
ω˙
F
= sl δFl ∝
√
F
Dth
F ω˙
= F δl. (4.6)
As a result the flame becomes less sensitive to turbulent motions. An E efficiency func-
tion is introduced to account for the the lost subgrid-scale wrinkling and to establish a
connection between the laminar and the turbulent flame speeds:
sT = E sl. (4.7)
To this end both the modified Dth and ω˙ are multiplied by E . This leads to the following
modified scalar transport equation [42]:
∂
∂t
(ρYk) +
∂
∂xj
(ρujYk) =
∂
∂xj
(
ρFEDk
∂Yk
∂xj
)
+ E
F
ω˙k. (4.8)
Several different efficiency function formulations exist [35; 42]. Their effect as well as the
ATF method generally has been thoroughly investigated by Künne [107; 108].
Other models work with an approach that is somewhat contrary to ATF: the flame thick-
ness is set to zero instead of being increased, consequently these models are inherently
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linked to a flamelet assumption. The flame front is described as a propagating interface
between fuel and oxidizer or burnt and unburnt mixtures, therefore these types of models
are commonly referred to as geometrical ones. Two concepts have to be mentioned in this
model family: the G-equation and the flame surface density approach.
The G-equation formalism tracks the flame front using the G level set function. The
flame front position is associated with a constant G0 value. The G field can be resolved on
the LES mesh since it does not need to follow the progress variable gradients. Eventually
the so-called G-equation has to be solved [92]
∂
∂t
(
ρG˜
)
+ ∂
∂xi
(
ρu˜iG˜
)
= ρ0sT |∇G|, (4.9)
in which the turbulent flame speed needs to be modeled. Although there is no universal
model to describe this quantity, the G-equation technique is a popular one in the LES
context [143].
The flame surface density approach assumes that the volumetric consumption rate
of the unburned mixture can be expressed as the product of the flame surface and the
propagation speed [26]. This makes the separation of the turbulent and chemical time
scales possible. The subgrid flame density needs to be modeled. To this end transport
equations [81], algebraic models [26], or similarity approaches [101] have been used. For
further details see the work of Staufer [175].
The aforementioned models are able to properly capture the flame propagation and the
main characteristics, however, when it comes to predicting radicals and intermediate
species, the inner structure of the flame has to be investigated. This conclusion leads us
to the statistical approaches to turbulent combustion modeling.
4.2.1 PDF Methods
4.2.1.1 The Concept of PDF
Let us consider a control volume filled with a stoichiometric mixture (Z0 = Zst). In the
FGM context described in Section 3.3 the dependent scalars are retrieved from the chem-
istry table using the Z0 mean value. This single parameter though does not give us any
information about the subgrid-distribution. Since in LES the smallest scales are not re-
solved, fluctuations do exist at this level. A cell filled with a perfectly mixed homogeneous
mixture has the same mean mixture fraction as a cell in which the same amount of fuel
and oxidizer are completely separated. In the former case the thermochemical properties
should be that of the combustion products as opposed to the unmixed cell in which the
properties retrieved from the table should be those of an unburnt mixture. We can see
that the filtered dependent scalars do not equal the scalars corresponding to merely the
filtered control variables,
Φ(Z) 6= Φ(Z). (4.10)
The relationship is non-linear and the subgrid-distribution has to be accounted for. This
distribution can be described with a P(Z) probability density function (PDF), which
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quantifies the probability of Z∗ < Z < Z∗ + dZ∗ as P(Z∗)dZ∗. Consequently
∫
Z
P(Z∗)dZ∗ = 1, (4.11)
and the statistical moments can be easily calculated:
Z =
1∫
0
Z∗P(Z∗)dZ∗ Z′′2 =
1∫
0
(
Z∗ − Z
)2P(Z∗)dZ∗. (4.12)
In general, a PDF includes the entire scope of statistical moments and it can be re-
constructed if all the statistical moments are available. If the joint subgrid-scale PDF
P (y1, y2, . . . , yn) is known, which provides the complete statistical description of the
physicochemical state in terms of the selected yi normalized control variables, the mean
value of an arbitrary Φ (y1, y2, . . . , yn) dependent scalar can be computed by a convolution
over P as
Φ (y1, y2, . . . , yn) =
1∫
0
. . .
1∫
0
Φ (y1, y2, . . . yn)P (y1, y2, . . . , yn) dy1 . . . dyn. (4.13)
Pope [150] has extended the PDF concept to LES by introducing the filtered distribution
function (FDF). It is based on the fine-grained PDF of variable yα at location x and time
t:
Pfgα (yα;x, t) = δ(yα − y∗α(x, t)). (4.14)
For the entire y = [y1, y2, . . . , yn] set of variables the joint PDF can be calculated as a
product of the marginal ones:
Pfg(y;x, t) =
n∏
α=1
δ(yα − y∗α(x, t)). (4.15)
The joint subgrid FDF can be obtained by applying the G LES filter defined in Section
2.2.3.1 to this fine-grained PDF as
P(y;x, t) =
∫
V
n∏
α=1
δ(yα − y∗α(x′, t))G(x− x′)dx′. (4.16)
A mass-weighted FDF can also be defined as ρP˜ = ρP and the Favre-averaged Φ˜ quantities
can be calculated by a convolution over P˜ . This work is carried out in an LES framework
therefore there is no need to continuously emphasize the presence of the filter. We will
use the expression ’PDF’ to refer to the subgrid-scale, filtered distribution as well.
PDFs can be defined in any turbulent reacting flow field and they contain all the required
information to describe these fields. The difficulty is to determine the PDF, which evolves
in both space and time.
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4.2.1.2 PDF Transport Equation
Pope derived a transport equation for the one-point, one-time velocity-composition joint
PDF [148; 149] from which the equation for the composition PDF can be directly obtained
by integrating over velocity [65; 82]. The major advantage of this approach is that the
chemical source term appears in a closed form as it depends only on the local composition,
which is described at any location by the one-point PDF. However, the mixing term has
to be modeled. This term originates from the diffusion term of the transport equation
and it involves spatial gradients. A spatial gradient cannot be evaluated based on only
one point, additional length scale information is needed [80; 147]. Since a one-point PDF
cannot provide it, we have to model this term. The most commonly used models are the
linear mean-square estimation (LMSE) [51] and the interaction by exchange with the mean
(IEM) methods [186]. Both approaches describe the relaxation of the PDF towards the
mean value. Other approaches, such as the Euclidean minimum spanning tree (EMST)
[178] and the modified Curl mixing model [88], have been found to be computationally
more expensive.
The main drawback of the transported PDF methods stems from the high dimensionality
of the joint PDF, which increases the computational costs exponentially with the number
of variables. Stochastic Monte Carlo solution methods, in which virtual particles are
transported in the solution domain, are frequently used to mitigate this problem. Several
alternative Monte Carlo methods have been developed. The most important ones are the
Lagrangian [149] and the Eulerian [37] particle-based approaches as well as the Eulerian
stochastic field method [17; 183]. Although in these methods the computational costs
rise only linearly with the dimensions of the PDF, the downside is that a statistical error
emerges owing to the finite number of stochastic fields or particles.
4.2.1.3 Presumed PDF Approach
A PDF in theory can take any shape, however, some similarities can be identified regarding
the PDFs that describe the control variable distributions in combustion processes. Hence
it is viable to presume the shape of the PDF and parametrize this shape with the statistical
moments. A PDF is known if all the statistical moments of the respective variable are
known. In practice it is usually sufficient to use only the first and second moments to
estimate the PDF. This is convenient as the means are known in an LES and the variances
can be computed using one of the many approaches described in Section 2.2.3.3.
Let us consider now an FGM approach described in Section 3.3 with the commonly
applied two general control variables: the Z mixture fraction and the Ypv normalized
reaction progress variable. As we saw, the FGM method in its original formulation does
not account for the subgrid-scale variances. It uses only the mean control variables to
retrieve the thermochemical properties from the look-up table (this approach is referred
to as FGM-1M in this work). However, this method can be combined with the concept of
presumed shape PDFs in a straightforward manner. In a given cell the joint distribution
of the control variables are described with the P(Z,Ypv) PDF. The mean value of a Φ
scalar in the given cell can be calculated as
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Φ˜ =
∫
Z
∫
Ypv
Φ(Z,Ypv)P(Z,Ypv)dZdYpv. (4.17)
where the Φ(Z,Ypv) values are retrieved from the look-up table.
It is very challenging to define a viable presumed shape for a multidimensional PDF,
therefore the common assumption is that the variables are statistically independent. In
this case the joint PDF can be expressed as the product of the marginal PDFs, which are
parametrized with their means and variances:
P(Z,Ypv) ≈ P(Z; Z˜, Z˜′′2)P(Ypv; Y˜pv, Y˜′′2pv). (4.18)
By substituting the marginal PDFs in the (4.17) integral, we can realize that the resulting
Φ˜ is a function of the means and variances of the control variables. Consequently it can
be stored in a four-dimensional chemistry table which is built in a preprocessing step
by integrating the original two-dimensional table of the flamelet solutions according to
(4.17). The remaining question is how to define the marginal PDFs.
It is well-established in the combustion community to use a beta function [160] as the
PDF of the mixture fraction [43]:
P(Z; Z˜, Z˜′′2) = Γ(α + β)Γ(α)Γ(β)Z
α−1 (1− Z)β−1 , (4.19)
where α and β are parameters that can be expressed with the statistical moments of
Z:
α = Z˜
 Z˜
(
1− Z˜
)
Z˜
′′2
− 1
 β = 1− Z˜
Z˜
 Z˜
(
1− Z˜
)
Z˜
′′2
− 1
 . (4.20)
In order to improve the process of accessing the table, the mixture fraction variance is
normalized by its theoretical maximum as
Z˜
′′2
N =
Z˜
′′2
Z˜
(
1− Z˜
) . (4.21)
This normalized variable is used as an additional control variable in the four-dimensional
table.
While the beta function has been proved to be well-suited to represent the distribution of
the mixture fraction, its use for the progress variable remains a subject of some controversy
[32; 50; 164]. Kühne et al. [106] discussed the issues related to the use of both the beta
function and, as a matter of fact, the also frequently used δ-function [77; 89] for the
progress variable. Nevertheless, some applications [99] show that the beta function yields
acceptable results, therefore it will be adopted throughout this work. Since our objective is
to create a joint PDF without the statistical independence assumption, using a δ-function
would not be appropriate in this context. On the other hand we do assume a δ-PDF
for the enthalpy, which is the third control variable in our table as it was discussed in
Section 3.3.2, in order to be able to focus on the joint PDF of the mixture fraction and
the reaction progress variable in the remaining part of this work.
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4.3 Summary
In this chapter we have investigated how the turbulent flow field interacts with the com-
bustion process. First we identified the most important characteristic time and length
scales, as well as further important non-dimensional numbers, and we presented the Borghi
diagram of combustion regimes. Then we briefly described the most important modeling
concepts regarding the unclosed mean source terms and highlighted their limitations. The
PDF methods stood in the center of our interest since not only is a PDF the most accurate
way of describing the statistical behavior of a variable, but also the concept of a subgrid
PDF can be easily incorporated in the well-established FGM framework. Since solving a
PDF transport equation is computationally expensive, the shapes of the PDFs are usually
presumed, and the distributions are parametrized with their statistical moments obtained
from transport equations and models. As it is challenging to handle multivariate PDFs
in this manner, the common assumption is that the control variables are statistically in-
dependent, consequently it is sufficient to presume the univariate marginal PDFs. The
entire process can be summarized in the following key steps for a simulation in which two
control variables are considered:
• Preprocessing:
1. Premixed flamelet solutions are generated with CHEM1D and the results are
stored in a two-dimensional look-up table parametrized with the mixture frac-
tion and the progress variable as control variables.
2. The mixture fraction and the progress variable are assumed to be statistically
independent and their subgrid-distributions are described with beta functions
according to (4.19).
3. The original two-dimensional table is pre-integrated following the (4.17) and
(4.18) formulas using different statistical moment values to cover the entire
parameter range. This yields a four-dimensional table parametrized with the
means and variances of the control variables.
• Simulation:
1. Transport equations are solved for the mean control variables.
2. The variances of the control variables are calculated based on a gradient ap-
proach described in Section 2.2.3.3.
3. Thermochemical properties are retrieved from the table using these means and
variances.
In the next chapter we will investigate how valid the statistical independence assumption
is and how we could properly take into account the so-far neglected correlations between
the control variables. To this end a new method will be proposed based on a Monte Carlo
sampling technique.
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Novel Monte Carlo based Joint PDF
Approach
The commonly applied presumed PDF approach outlined in section 4.2.1.3 is based on
the rather strong assumption that the control variables are statistically independent.
However, results of experiments with turbulent flames indicate that this assumption is
often a poor one [73; 75]. Gutheil and Bockhorn showed [74; 75] that turbulence-chemistry
interaction in general, and particularly the covariance of the mixture fraction and the CO
concentration, have a major effect on the mean chemical reaction rate [30], therefore
neglecting the correlations could yield significant errors.
The other major limitation of the mentioned common approach lies in how the look-up
table is constructed. Using two control variables, for example the mixture fraction and
the progress variable, one ends up with a four-dimensional look-up table parametrized
with the means and variances of these variables:
Φ˜(Z˜, Y˜pv, Z˜′′2 , Y˜′′2pv) =
∫ ∫
Φ(Z,Y)P(Z; Z˜, Z˜′′2)P(Ypv; Y˜pv, Y˜′′2pv) dZ dYpv. (5.1)
If we do not assume statistical independence, there are five parameters because the co-
variance of the two control variables have to be included as well. Generally speaking, if a
joint PDF is created for N variables the resulting table will have N(N + 3)/2 dimensions
for the PDF being described by its statistical moments up to the second order: N means,
N variances, and N(N − 1)/2 covariances.
Tabulation for even three control variables would yield a nine-dimensional look-up table
the storage of which would raise significant memory issues. Furthermore, the numerical
integration in equation (5.1) and the multidimensional interpolation when retrieving data
from the table would become difficult and computationally expensive. In this work we
focus on developing a new approach to overcome these challenges.
5.1 Joint Discrete PDF Approach
The paper of Brandt, Polifke and Flohr [30] offers a starting point. They propose to
approximate the joint probability density function P(y1, y2) with a corresponding dis-
crete distribution represented by a sufficient number (N) of samples. For the sake of
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simplicity let us consider a joint PDF of two variables in the following unless it is stated
otherwise:
P(2)N (y1, y2) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
δ(y1 − y(i)1 )δ(y2 − y(i)2 ). (5.2)
The discrete distribution is characterized by only its first and second moments which can
be obtained from the transport equations. The authors calculate the mean of any vari-
able of interest (source term, mass fractions, temperature, etc.) using the precalculated
flamelet solutions and P(2)N :
ΦN =
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
Φ(y1, y2)P(2)N (y1, y2)dy1dy2
= 1
N
N∑
i=1
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
Φ(y1, y2)δ(y1 − y(i)1 )δ(y2 − y(i)2 )dy1dy2
= 1
N
N∑
i=1
Φ(y(i)1 , y
(i)
2 )
(5.3)
The key point is that the numerical integration has been replaced with simple ensemble
averaging. The authors use this technique to build a look-up table from these mean values.
Let us summarize the procedure:
1. Using a random number generator they draw samples from distributions with given
means, variances, and covariances.
2. Prior to the CFD simulation they compute the mean values to be stored in the
look-up table using the flamelet solutions and ensemble averaging.
3. During the simulation the statistical moments are extracted from the transport
equations and are used to access the look-up table to obtain the mean quantities of
interest.
Although the procedure addresses the problem of numerical integration, it still uses a look-
up table that has the second moments of the control variables as additional parameters
thereby increasing its dimensionality. We intend to tackle this latter issue by generating
the samples on the fly at each step on a cell-by-cell basis. In this way for N control
variables we would still need an only N -dimensional look-up table. The suggested steps
are the following (remember that everything happens at the level of an individual control
volume):
1. The statistical moments are retrieved from the transport equations.
2. A joint PDF is created based on these moments. → P(y1, y2; y˜1, y˜2, y˜′′21 , y˜′′22 , y˜′′1y′′2)
3. A set of samples is drawn from this distribution. → P(2)N (y(i)1 , y(i)2 )
4. The look-up table is accessed by each sample and the Φ(y(i)1 , y
(i)
2 ) values are ex-
tracted.
5. The mean values are calculated by ensemble averaging. → ΦN
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The next question is how to create an appropriate joint PDF based on the first and
second moments. Instead of just elaborating on the proposed solution it is instructive
to go through the thought process and the other techniques that were considered in the
following section.
5.2 Creating a Joint PDF
The joint PDF P(y1, y2) has to satisfy certain expectations and mathematical condi-
tions:
1. We work with normalized variables, such as the mixture fraction and the progress
variable, therefore the variables should be bounded: yi ∈ [0, 1].
2. p(y1, y2) is a probability density function, consequently its form cannot be chosen
arbitrarily:
P(y1, y2) ≥ 0, (5.4)∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
P(y1, y2) dy1 dy2 = 1 (5.5)
3. As stated earlier, to describe the statistics of a single control variable turbulent
combustion models frequently use a β-PDF owing to its flexibility. In a first step
there is no apparent reason for giving up this well-established approach therefore it
would be preferred if we could ensure that the marginal PDFs are beta distributions.∫ 1
0
P(yi, yj)dyj = Γ(αi + βi)Γ(αi)Γ(βi)y
αi−1
i (1− yi)βi−1 (5.6)
We can undertake the problem of finding an appropriate joint PDF in different ways. The
next sections elaborate on the investigated approaches.
5.2.1 Multivariate Beta Distribution
The first idea that can naturally come into one’s mind is to look for a multivariate ex-
tension of the beta distribution. Girimaji suggested a multivariate β-PDF to describe
multivariate scalar mixing [71]. This proposed function is only appropriate if the vari-
ances of all variables are of the same order. Furthermore, the variables represent mass
fractions and they must add up to unity. These constraints limit the applicability of such
a PDF and make it inadequate for our general purposes.
Libby and Novick [115] came up with another generalized multivariate beta distribu-
tion
P(y1, y2, . . . , yr) =
Γ
(
r∑
i=0
αi
)
r∏
i=0
Γ (αi)
r∏
i=0
Γ
[
λαii
(
yi
1−yi
)αi−1 ( 1
1−yi
)2]
[
1 +
r∑
i=1
λi
(
yi
1−yi
)]∑r
i=0 αi
, (5.7)
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the univariate marginal distributions of which are indeed beta distributions (more pre-
cisely scale parameter generalizations of the standard beta distributions):
P(yi) = Γ (α0 + αi)Γ(α0)Γ(αi)
λαi
(
yi
1−yi
)αi−1 ( 1
1−yi
)2
[
1 + λi
(
yi
1−yi
)]α0+αi , (5.8)
where λi is a scale parameter, which can be expressed with the parameters of the beta
functions. Note, these marginal distributions are not independent: α0 is a common pa-
rameter. We found that as a consequence the covariances of the variables are always
non-negative when the shapes of the marginal distributions are close to that of the nor-
mal distribution. This does not fit our objective to find such a multivariate PDF that its
statistical moments up to the second order can be set independently, which leads us to
Morgenstern’s functions.
5.2.2 Morgenstern’s System of Multivariate Distribution
Functions
Morgenstern proposed [109; 127] the following system of bivariate cumulative distribution
functions (CDF):
P (y1, y2) = P1(y1)P2(y2) [1 + λ (1− P1(y1)) (1− P2(y2))] , (5.9)
where Pi(yi) is the marginal CDF of the random variable yi and |λ| ≤ 1. The respective
PDF is
P(y1, y2) = P1(y1)P2(y2) [1 + λ (2P1(y1)− 1) (2P2(y2)− 1)] . (5.10)
The joint PDF is expressed with its marginal distributions. Apart from the parameters
of the marginal PDFs, the only coefficient is λ, which is directly related to the covariance
of the random variables
y′′1y′′2 =
λI1I2√
y′′21 y′′
2
2
, (5.11)
where Ii denotes the following integral:
Ii =
∫ 1
0
Pi(yi) (1− Pi(yi)) dyi. (5.12)
Knowing the covariance we can directly calculate λ. If it is computationally too expensive
to evaluate the Ii integrals, they could be calculated in advance and tabulated as the
functions of the parameters of the marginal PDFs. Note that the marginal distributions
can be chosen independently and arbitrarily, which is one of the favorable properties of
this formulation because it makes the procedure more general and flexible. No matter
what kind of marginal PDFs are applied, as long as we can evaluate the Ii integrals the
covariance still can be set by tuning λ. Furthermore, we can easily extend the (5.9)
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definition to multiple variables as
P (y1, y2, . . . , yn) =
n∏
i=1
Pi(yi)
1 +∑
i 6=j
λij (1− Pi(yi)) (1− Pj(yj))
 , (5.13)
P(y1, y2, . . . , yn) =
n∏
i=1
Pi(yi)
1 +∑
i 6=j
λij (2Pi(yi)− 1) (2Pj(yj − 1))
 , (5.14)
where λij can be expressed with the covariance of yi and yj similarly to the (5.11) for-
mula.
Morgenstern’s multivariate distribution functions seem to fit all our purposes. However,
it was found that a very high number of samples would be needed to approximate the
expected covariance with sufficient accuracy. We generated 2000 sets of samples for the
same expected statistical moments then evaluated these sets to obtain their actual mo-
ments. We averaged these moments over the sets to see how much they varied over the
sets. While the means and the variances were accurately represented even with only a
hundred samples per set, this was not the case for the covariance. We observed that
although the mean of these calculated covariances matched the expected value with suf-
ficient accuracy, the standard deviation of the covariances could be up to 60% of their
expected mean value. Even in the case of a thousand samples per set - which would
slow down the computation considerably as the computational time is proportional to the
number of samples - this ratio was close to 20% which is clearly unaccaptable since it
would bring into question the very purpose of this approach, namely to set the covariance
of the control variables.
Based on this finding it would seem to be advantageous if we could somehow set, instead
of passively represent, the proper covariance while keeping the number of samples at a
constant low value.
5.2.3 Correlation Coefficient
Baurle and Girimaji suggested the introduction of a C correlation coefficient to take into
account temperature-composition correlations [24; 30]. Their key idea is to formulate the
model using only the marginal PDFs instead of using an explicit joint PDF.
The assumption is that the state variables lie on or close to a Low-Dimensional Slow
Manifold (LDSM). In this case the mean source term can be written as
ω˙(Y, T ) = fY (Y )fT (T ), (5.15)
where fY and fT are functions of only the composition and the temperature, respectively.
Introducing the correlation coefficient we obtain the following form:
fY (Y )fT (T ) = fY (Y )fT (T )+f ′Y (Y )f ′T (T ) = fY (Y )fT (T )+C
(
f ′′2Y (Y )f ′′
2
T (T )
)1/2
. (5.16)
When C = 0 this formulation relaxes to the ansatz of statistical independence. Otherwise,
after having established a relationship between the temperature and the species mass
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fractions using the LDSM assumption, the authors show that C can be expressed as a
function of only the temperature [24]:
C = fY (T )fT (T )− fY (T )fT (T )(
f ′′2Y (T )f ′′
2
T (T )
)1/2 (5.17)
The drawback of this approach is the restrictive assumption about chemical kinetics.
5.3 Setting Correlations with Simulated Annealing
We intend to preserve the feature of the correlation coefficient technique that only the
marginal PDFs are used to create a representative set of samples with an expected co-
variance. Generally speaking the problem is of multivariate random number generation
with given marginal distributions and a given correlation matrix.
Charmpis and Panteli summarized several reported approaches to this problem [36].
Numerous efficient techniques exist for sampling from multivariate normal distributions
[38; 66], but the research on other multivariate distributions is more limited. Parrish pre-
sented a method suitable for a multivariate Pearson family of distributions [133], which
is only applicable if the joint product moments of up to the fourth order are known. Vale
and Maurelli’s algorithm [182] works with non-normal distributions, but it also requires
fourth-order moments. These approaches are unfeasible for our purposes since third- and
fourth-order moments would need to be either modeled or calculated. Li and Hammond
developed a method that is based on transforming a k-variate normal distribution into
a k-variate distribution with given marginal distributions and a given correlation matrix
[114]. Lurie and Goldberg modified this approach using a nonlinear optimization rou-
tine to minimize the error between the calculated and the expected correlation matrices
[118]. However, these latter two procedures are computationally too intensive. Iman and
Conover proposed to use the marginal distributions and a permutation algorithm to ob-
tain a desired rank correlation matrix [86]. It has to be emphasized that this approach is
only suitable for setting rank correlations while we have Pearson correlations extracted
from our transport equations.
To overcome the limitations of the aforementioned approaches Charmpis and Panteli
proposed to use the simulated annealing method, which is distribution-independent, to
set the correlations of multiple sets of univariate random numbers [36]. Following and
building on their work we also use simulated annealing to generate our samples with
given statistical moments. The details of the procedure are discussed in the following
sections.
5.3.1 Generating Samples
The first task is to generate univariate random samples from various distributions, the
first and second moments of which are known. We assume the shapes of these distribu-
tions.
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This problem is well-addressed in the literature. Several algorithms and routines are
publicly available in books [66; 103; 154] as well as in software packages and libraries
such as MATLAB, IMSL STAT/LIBRARY or NAG Library [36]. Ghosh and Vogt have
summarized the most common approaches [69] out of which we mention here the three
most popular ones:
1. Natural method
In this case a population that obeys the distribution exists and we can sample
from this population. Note that we do not need to know the exact formula of the
distribution. For example think of surveys: we do not know the distribution of the
answers in the entire population in advance, but we can still design a survey to
sample from this distribution.
2. Rejective method
Let y ∈ [a; b] be a random variable with the PDF P(y). On the given interval
P(y) ≤M . In order to draw a sample from this distribution, we have to generate two
uniform random variables y0 and m on [a; b] and [0;M ] respectively. If m ≤ P(y0)
then y0 is added to the set of samples, else it is rejected. This procedure is continued
until we have enough samples. This method is called Lahiri’s method [40].
We successfully used this approach when we tested Morgenstern’s functions (see
section 5.2.2).
3. Inversive method
This is probably the most straightforward approach, but its applicability is more
restricted than that of the rejective method because we have to be able to invert
the CDF F (y) that characterizes the distribution we intend to draw samples from.
If the CDF is invertible then we only have to generate a uniform random number r
between 0 and 1 and add yi = F−1(r) to our sample set.
In this work we use β-PDFs the CDF of which is invertible. We used the publicly available
libraries of J. Burkardt (Florida State University) [33], ranlib, rnglib, asa109 to draw
our samples from a β-distribution using the inversive method. However, in the case of
other PDFs one might want to turn towards the more general rejective method.
5.3.2 The Method of Simulated Annealing
We generate univariate samples ([yi1]i=1,...,N , [yi2]i=1,...,N) in accordance with the calculated
statistical moments and the assumed shapes of the one-dimensional marginal PDFs. Then
these samples are organized into random pairs, as if they were ’coordinates’, to create sam-
ples in the two-dimensional parameter space: [yi1; yi2]i=1,...,N . Our objective is to find such
a pi permutation of 1, . . . , N , that the correlation coefficient of the rearranged coordinates
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[yi1; y
pi(i)
2 ]i=1,...,N , calculated as
R12 =
N∑
i=1
(yi1 − y1)
(
y
pi(i)
2 − y2
)
√
N∑
i=1
(yi1 − y1)2
N∑
i=1
(
y
pi(i)
2 − y2
)2 , (5.18)
equals the expected value within a predefined margin of error. Note, this permutation
does not affect the marginal distributions since only the indexing of the univariate samples
is changed, not their values. This is a combinatorial optimization problem, which can be
handled with simulated annealing.
In a general combinatorial optimization problem the aim is to find the minimum or the
maximum of a function of multiple variables on a finite set of feasible solutions. (Since
searching for the maximum can always be transformed into searching for the minimum,
we consider the latter in the following discussion without loss of generality.) The function
in question is the so-called objective function, which is created to measure the ’goodness’
of a complex system.
The most well-known example of combinatorial optimization is the traveling salesman
problem [96; 97]. A salesman has to visit N given cities. The cost of traveling between
any two of these cities is known. One has to plan the route of the salesman in a way that
minimizes the total costs.
As Kirkpatrick wrote in the paper introducing the concept of simulated annealing [97],
there are two basic strategies for solving these kind of optimization problems:
• Divide-and-conquer - The problem is divided into subproblems, which can be
managed easily, then the solutions have to be patched together.
• Iterative improvement - The procedure starts with a valid arrangement of the
system. Then the algorithm rearranges it until the objective function is improved.
The iteration continues as long as a stop condition is not fulfilled. Most often it
means that no further improvement is possible, the objective function has reached
its minimum.
Simulated annealing is an iterative process. We need to examine what the prerequisites
of applying such a process are. The following three crucial components have to exist
[96]:
1. A good representation of the system which is capable of accurately describing the
many possible configurations.
2. An E scalar objective function that reduces the complexity of the system into a
single representative number that has to be minimized.
3. A procedure for obtaining a new state from the initial one through local rearrange-
ments. This will be called a ’step’. We want to be able to find the solution no
matter what the initial configuration is. Therefore, the system has to be able to
evolve from any possible state to any other possible state in a sufficient number of
steps.
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When we rearrange the system, E changes with ∆E. Therefore when defining E it should
be kept in mind that it is beneficial if it is easier to calculate ∆E than E itself, because
the former one has to be calculated in every step. If ∆E < 0, the new state should be
preserved and used as the initial state for the next step. However, if we simply always
rejected the new state when ∆E ≥ 0, the solution could get stuck in a local minimum
in spite of E improving in every step. Consequently this ’improvement-only’ rule has to
be revised: E should be occasionally allowed to increase in a controlled manner, which
means that sometimes we should accept a worse state as a new one in order to leave the
trap of a local minimum (Figure 5.1).
E
π
Figure 5.1: An iterative solution procedure that is only allowed to improve the error function (E) in
every step (red arrows) can get stuck in a local minimum. In order to find the absolute minimum, E
occasionally has to be allowed to increase temporarily (blue arrow), thereby the solution can leave the
local potential valley.
Metropolis [125] proposed the following rules for evaluating a random rearrangement:
1. ∆E < 0 → The new state is accepted.
2. ∆E ≥ 0 → The new state is accepted with the probability of
P (∆E) = exp(−∆E/kBT ). (5.19)
This procedure originates from statistical mechanics and was first used in thermodynamics
[14; 154; 157] hence the Boltzmann-constant (kB) and a T temperature appear in the
original formulation. As a matter of fact the aforementioned rules in their presented form
describe the thermal motion of atoms in thermal contact with a heat bath at temperature
T [97]. The energy of a system in thermal equilibrium at temperature T is distributed
among all different energy states. After enough steps the system evolves into a Boltzmann-
distribution. It means, that even at low temperatures it is possible that the system is
locally in a high energy state. The possibility depends on the actual temperature: as the
temperature decreases the system freezes. This is where the name ’simulated annealing’
comes from: when the low-temperature state of a material is determined experimentally,
instead of simply cooling down the substance, one carries out an annealing procedure.
First the substance is melted, then the temperature is lowered incrementally. This is
how for example defect-free single crystals are grown. If the cooling happens too quickly,
the crystal ends up having more defects because of having reached only locally optimal
structures.
Through this practical analogy from the world of physics one can have a feeling for how
Metropolis’ rules can find the global minimum - or a sufficiently close local one - of the
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objective function. We can also see how important a role the temperature plays. How we
change the temperature controls the accessibility of the different states. From a numerical
point of view this so-called annealing schedule has a major effect on the required number
of iterations. We further elaborate on this parameter in section 6.2.3.
After this brief introduction let us investigate how we can adjust this method to our
objectives.
5.3.3 The Process
The procedure consists of the following steps - remember, that everything happens at the
level of individual cells:
1. Calculate the first and second moments of the control variables from the transport
equations and the chosen models.
2. Generate univariate samples in accordance with the calculated statistical moments
and the assumed shapes of the one-dimensional PDFs: [yi1]i=1,...,N , [yi2]i=1,...,N .
3. Let Rexp12 be the expected correlation coefficient.
4. Create points in the two-dimensional parameter space using the univariate samples:
(yi1; yi2)i=1,...,N (Figure 5.2a).
5. Calculate the actual correlation coefficient according to the (5.18) formula: R12.
6. Calculate the error: E = |Rexp12 −R12|.
7. Pick two random points in the parameter space: (yj1; yj2), (yk1 ; yk2) (Figure 5.2b).
8. Swap the y2 coordinates of these points: (yj1; yj2), (yk1 ; yk2)→ (yj1; yk2), (yk1 ; yj2) (Figure
5.2c).
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Figure 5.2: We use the univariate samples as coordinates to create random points in the two-dimensional
parameter space with given marginal distributions (a). Then two random points are selected (b) and the
y2 coordinates of these points are swapped. Meanwhile the marginal PDFs remain unaffected.
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9. Calculate the new correlation coefficient: R′12. This calculation is cheap, because
only two terms are affected in the (5.18) summation:
R′12 = R12 −
1
N
√
σy1σy2
(yj1 − yk1)(yj2 − yk2). (5.20)
10. Calculate the new error: E ′ = |Rexp12 −R′12| → ∆E = E ′ − E.
11. Evaluate the step:
• If ∆E ≤ 0, then keep the new points.
• If ∆E > 0, then keep the new points with the probability of P (∆E) =
exp(−∆E/TSA), where TSA is the artificial temperature parameter.
When the new points are accepted set E = E ′ and R12 = R′12.
12. Check the stop conditions and if necessary continue with the next iteration from
step 7.
The simplest stop conditions we can set are an upper limit for the error and a
maximum number of iterations. However, as we will see in section 6.2 a more
complex approach is required.
We can extend this procedure to m control variables in a straightforward manner. We
can generate points in the m-dimensional parameter space just like we did with two
variables: [yi1; yi2; . . . ; yim]i=1,...,N . The expected R
exp
ij correlation coefficients can also be
calculated. We start swapping the kth ’coordinates’ once all the Rij correlations are set,
where i, j < k. The error function becomes a sum
Ek =
k−1∑
i=1
|Rexpik −Rik|, (5.21)
but this can be minimized by swapping random kth coordinates in the same way as the
error function for only two control variables. Once the stop conditions have been fulfilled,
we can proceed with the next control variable.
5.4 Summary
We devoted this chapter to giving an overview of how multivariate joint PDFs can be
created based on their statistical moments and the assumed shapes of their marginal
distributions. The difficulty lies in taking into consideration the covariances, which is
necessary to relax the strong assumption regarding the statistical independence of the
control variables. We propose to use the simulated annealing technique for this purpose,
therefore in the following we refer to the procedure described in section 5.3.3 as the CSSA
(Correlation Set by Simulated Annealing) method for the sake of brevity.
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The CSSA approach has been shown to have several favorable properties:
1. The marginal distributions can be arbitrarily chosen as long as univariate samples
can be drawn from them.
2. It can be extended to multiple control variables.
3. The look-up table does not have to be pre-integrated, the mean values are obtained
by cheap ensemble averaging.
4. The look-up table has the same number of dimensions as the number of control
variables, its dimensionality is independent of the order of statistical moments con-
sidered.
Further details regarding the stop conditions and the annealing schedule are yet to be
clarified. We elaborate on these numerical aspects of CSSA in section 6.2 in the next
chapter, which describes the applied numerical methods.
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Numerical Implementations
We cannot solve analytically the governing equations summarized in section 2.1, therefore
numerical methods have to be applied in order to obtain the solutions for the given initial
and boundary conditions with the desired precision. The numerical treatment of combus-
tion processes is especially challenging because of the occurring steep gradients: density,
viscosity, and temperature all change abruptly at the flame front. The implementation
of the accordingly chosen numerical techniques and the general solution procedure are
described in this chapter. All implementations are done within an LES framework using
finite volume discretization.
In this work we used and further developed the academic CFD code FASTEST (Flow
Analysis by Solving Transport Equations Simulating Turbulence). This program has a
long history and has been used by many institutions for various purposes (acoustics,
fluid-structure interaction, etc.). However, it has not always been capable of calculating
reacting flows.
Originally FASTEST was developed as a RANS solver for constant density incompress-
ible flows [52]. It uses finite volume method for discretization and the SIMPLE pressure
correction scheme [134]. The variable arrangement is cell-centered on a non-staggered
grid. In order to avoid undesired - and also unphysical - pressure oscillations a selective
interpolation scheme for the mass fluxes proposed by Rhie and Chow [159; 199] has been
implemented (a detailed description can be found in Appendix A). FASTEST was later
extended at the Department of Energy and Power Plant Technology (TU Darmstadt) to
become able to handle combustion processes. Maltsev [121] and Schneider [167] added
the reactive flow capabilities within a RANS context, then Wegner [193] started the vari-
able density implementations for LES. He observed stability problems and also showed
that the implicit pressure correction scheme was not sufficiently effective for LES. These
findings led to the PhD projects of Hahn [77] and Olbricht [131], who implemented the
explicit Runge-Kutta time integration scheme with the pressure correction based projec-
tion method of Chorin [39] while preserving Majda’s low Mach number formulation for
variable density flows [120]. They have also developed a scheme that alters the treatment
of the scalar transport equation to provide stability even if strong density variations are
present. These approaches have been kept in the code to this date.
Through the subsequent years the extended capabilities of FASTEST were demonstrated
for various different cases such as pure mixing in both simple and complex geometries [78]
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or non-premixed flames using either the steady flamelet approach or the FGM method
[132]. Künne implemented the ATF method with the objective of simulating premixed
flames [107]. During the same years Ketelheun increased the number of applicable control
variables within the FGM context via adding to the original set of conservation equations
a new transport equation for the enthalpy [93; 94]. This made the program capable of
treating heat losses.
These earlier developments have led to the starting point of the implementations con-
ducted in this work. However, it needs to be pointed out that many ongoing parallel
projects exist - such as the implementation of the Eulerian Monte Carlo stochastic field
method by Avdić [17] - the developments of which have not yet been merged into the
core code, therefore several, sometimes significantly different, versions of FASTEST ex-
ist.
In the next section the general solution procedure is reviewed. This part of the code has
not been changed during this work but for the sake of completeness it is still worthwhile
to highlight the applied methods. The following section elaborates on the numerical
implementation of the simulated annealing technique which is one of the key components
of this work.
6.1 General solution procedure
As stated earlier, FASTEST applies the finite volume method (FVM) [55; 83], which relies
on the direct discretization of the integral form of the conservation equations. This distin-
guishes the FVM from the finite difference method as the integral form of a conservation
equation is the most general one and it does not require the fluxes to be continuous. The
solution starts with the spatial discretization of the computational domain: it is sub-
divided into small volumes, one control volume being associated with each mesh point.
The different variables are stored in these mesh points discrete in time and space and the
governing differential equations are approximated by appropriate interpolation methods.
Then the integral conservation law is applied to each finite volume. The result of this
procedure is a set of discretized equations which can be solved knowing the prescribed
initial and boundary conditions.
6.1.1 Spatial discretization
In FASTEST the computational domain is discretized over a block-structured mesh com-
prising hexahedral cells. Applying multiple blocks makes it possible to cover even complex
geometries and it also allows for straightforward parallelization using the Message Pass-
ing Interface standard (MPI). However, it has to be emphasized that FASTEST imposes
certain requirements on the mesh. Hanging nodes are not supported, therefore O-grid
structures have to be used for local refinement. Connectivity between the blocks is estab-
lished by a layer of ghost cells. This ghost cell layer is of zero thickness in the direction
normal to the boundary. All the grids used in this work were generated with ANSYS
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ICEM CFD [2], which has inbuilt functions for elliptical smoothing in order to improve
the orthogonality of the mesh.
6.1.2 Finite Volume Discretization of Transport Equations
The process of discretization and the applied interpolation methods are exemplified with
the general transport equation of a scalar Φ described in Section 2.1.1 for all the governing
equations being the special cases of this one:
∂
∂t
(ρΦ) + ∂
∂xi
(ρuiΦ) =
∂
∂xi
(
ΓΦ
∂Φ
∂xi
)
+ ω˙Φ, (6.1)
where ΓΦ = ρDΦ and ω˙Φ is the source term of Φ that comprises both the volume and
surface sources. Integrating (6.1) over a control volume yields
∫
V
∂
∂t
(ρΦ) dV +
∫
V
∂
∂xi
(ρuiΦ) dV =
∫
V
∂
∂xi
(
ΓΦ
∂Φ
∂xi
)
dV +
∫
V
ω˙ΦdV. (6.2)
The volume integrals (dV ) of the convective and diffusive fluxes can be transformed into
surface integrals (dS) by using the Gauss-Ostrogradsky theorem:
∫
V
∂
∂t
(ρΦ) dV +
∫
S
ρuiΦnidS =
∫
S
(
ΓΦ
∂Φ
∂xi
)
nidS +
∫
V
ω˙ΦdV, (6.3)
where ni denotes the component of the face normal vector in the i-direction. The surface
integrals can be written as the sum of the integrals over the six surfaces of the hexahedron
(c = n, e, s, w, t, b, where the notation refers to the north, east, south, west, top, bottom
faces respectively as depicted in Figure 6.1).
∫
V
∂
∂t
(ρΦ) dV
︸ ︷︷ ︸
T
+
∑
c
∫
Sc
ρuiΦnidSc
︸ ︷︷ ︸
FCc
=
∑
c
∫
Sc
(
ΓΦ
∂Φ
∂xi
)
nidSc
︸ ︷︷ ︸
FDc
+
∫
V
ω˙ΦdV︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q
. (6.4)
Notice that no approximations have been made so far. Now each of the different terms in
the above equation - the transient term (T), the convective (FCc ) and diffusive (FDc ) fluxes
through the face c, and the source term (Q) - has to be rewritten in such an algebraic form
that only uses the values stored in the discrete points of the mesh. Therefore we apply
the midpoint rule to approximate the surface and volume integrals. We can evaluate the
volume integrals directly since no information is needed from the neighboring cells and
all the necessary variables are known at the cell center:
T =
∫
V
∂
∂t
(ρΦ) dV ≈ ∂
∂t
(ρΦ)
∣∣∣∣
P
δV, (6.5)
Q =
∫
V
ω˙ΦdV ≈ ω˙Φ
∣∣∣
P
δV. (6.6)
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However, the surface integrals are more difficult to approximate because both the variables
and the gradients have to be known on the cell faces:
FCc =
∫
Sc
ρuiΦnidSc ≈ (ρuiΦni)
∣∣∣
c
δSc, . (6.7)
FDc =
∫
Sc
(
ΓΦ
∂Φ
∂xi
)
nidSc ≈
(
ΓΦ
∂Φ
∂xi
ni
) ∣∣∣∣∣∣
c
δSc. (6.8)
These approximations require various interpolation methods utilizing the variables stored
in adjacent cells, therefore the terms are evaluated in the local cell based coordinate
system (ξi, ξ2, ξ3) illustrated in Figure 6.1a. Since the governing equations are written in
the global coordinate system (x1, x2, x3), a transformation is required between these two
bases in order to be able to express the derivatives in the direction perpendicular to the
given cell surface. We only need to transform the derivatives [55] because both coordinate
systems are Cartesian:
∂Φ
∂xi
= β
ij
J
∂Φ
∂ξj
, (6.9)
where J is the Jacobian of the transformation
J = det
(
∂xi
∂ξj
)
, (6.10)
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Figure 6.1: (a) A single control volume around a P cell center is shown to illustrates the local (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3)
and the global (x1, x2, x3) coordinate systems. (b) The ξ3 = 0 slice of this control volume and the neigh-
boring cells are depicted. Capital letters denote the centers of the control volumes while lowercase refer
to the control volume faces with the corresponding normal vectors ni. The letters represent directions:
n = north, s = south, e = east, w = west, t = top, b = bottom, The ξ1 = 0 and the ξ2 = 0 slices could
be drawn similarly and the respective notations would follow the presented one.
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and βij represents the cofactor of ∂xi/∂ξj. The entire β matrix of cofactors is
β =

∂x2
∂ξ2
∂x3
∂ξ3
− ∂x3
∂ξ2
∂x2
∂ξ3
∂x3
∂ξ1
∂x2
∂ξ3
− ∂x2
∂ξ1
∂x3
∂ξ3
∂x2
∂ξ1
∂x3
∂ξ2
− ∂x3
∂ξ1
∂x2
∂ξ2
∂x3
∂ξ2
∂x1
∂ξ3
− ∂x1
∂ξ2
∂x3
∂ξ3
∂x1
∂ξ1
∂x3
∂ξ3
− ∂x3
∂ξ1
∂x1
∂ξ3
∂x3
∂ξ1
∂x1
∂ξ2
− ∂x1
∂ξ1
∂x3
∂ξ2
∂x1
∂ξ2
∂x2
∂ξ3
− ∂x2
∂ξ2
∂x1
∂ξ3
∂x2
∂ξ1
∂x1
∂ξ3
− ∂x1
∂ξ1
∂x2
∂ξ3
∂x1
∂ξ1
∂x2
∂ξ2
− ∂x2
∂ξ1
∂x1
∂ξ2
 . (6.11)
We describe the interpolation methods in the following subsections using the east face (e)
of a cell as an example.
6.1.3 Diffusive Fluxes
A diffusive flux term (6.8) consists of two parts: the derivative of the transported scalar
and the diffusion coefficient, both of which have to be evaluated on the cell face.
Computation of scalars The obvious first choice would be to apply the central differ-
ence scheme (CDS) to calculate the scalar quantities in the e cell face center. This would
mean linear interpolation between the computational nodes P and E:
Γe = wEΓE + wPΓP , (6.12)
where wE = de,P/dE,P , wP = dE,e/dE,P , and dA,B denotes the distance between the points
A and B (xi,A is the xi coordinate of point A):
dA,B =
√√√√ 3∑
i=1
(xi,A − xi,B)2. (6.13)
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Figure 6.2: An arbitrary quadrilateral control volume is depicted with the cell centers of the neighboring
control volumes. Since the e face center point is not located on the PE line connecting the center nodes,
linear interpolation between P and E would not yield a second-order accurate approximation for variables
in e.
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This interpolation is second-order accurate for Cartesian grids, however, does not guar-
antee the second-order accuracy for a non-regular mesh as the face center point is usually
not located on the line connecting the center nodes (Figure 6.2).
Furthermore, instabilities can occur when the gradient of the transported scalar is steep
owing to the lack of numerical diffusion in CDS. In order to maintain second-order accu-
racy we apply the multi-linear interpolation scheme (MULI) of Lehnhäuser and Schäfer
[113] which includes the adjacent nodes N , S, T and B apart from P and E:
Γe = wEΓE + (1− wE)ΓP + wNS(ΓN − ΓS) + wTB(ΓT − ΓB), (6.14)
with the interpolation factors
wE =
xi,P − xi,e
Je
ψ1ie ,
wNS =
xi,P − xi,e
Je
ψ2ie ,
wTB =
xi,P − xi,e
Je
ψ3ie ,
(6.15)
where
ψ1ie = ikl [(xk,N − xk,S) (xl,T − xl,B)] , (6.16)
ψ2ie = ikl [(xk,T − xk,B) (xl,E − xl,P )] , (6.17)
ψ3ie = ikl [(xk,E − xk,P ) (xl,N − xl,S)] , (6.18)
Je = (xi,E − xi,P )ψ1ie . (6.19)
This scheme is only slightly more computationally expensive than a classical CDS.
Computation of gradients The computation of the derivative is based on the coor-
dinate transformation described by the (6.9) formula and uses the DABT interpolation
scheme of Lehnhäuser [112] to ensure second-order accuracy:(
∂Φ
∂xi
)
e
=
Ψjie,DABT
Je,DABT
Φje,DABT , (6.20)
where
Φ1e,DABT = (ΦE − ΦP ),
Φ2e,DABT = (ΦN − ΦS + ΦNE − ΦSE),
Φ3e,DABT = (ΦT − ΦB + ΦTE − ΦBE),
Ψ1ie,DABT = ikl [(xk,N − xk,S + xk,NE − xk,SE)(xl,T − xl,B + xl,TE − xl,BE)] ,
Ψ2ie,DABT = ikl [(xk,T − xk,B + xk,TE − xk,BE)(xl,E − xl,P )] ,
Ψ3ie,DABT = ikl [(xk,E − xk,P )(xl,N − xl,S + xl,NE − xl,SE)] ,
Je,DABT = (xi,E − xi,P )Ψ1ie,DABT .
(6.21)
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6.1.4 Convective Fluxes
The (6.7) convective flux term does not contain any gradients, consequently it seems to be
easier to treat it numerically than the diffusive term. However, maintaining second-order
accuracy poses a challenge because the previously described MULI scheme, despite being
more accurate than CDS, is still not sufficiently stable. Due to the lack of numerical
diffusion, instabilities can occur as a consequence of steep scalar gradients. Therefore an-
other approach is needed that is capable of handling such sharp changes without too much
smoothening in order to not modify the flame physics significantly. For this purpose the
total variation diminishing (TVD) scheme incorporating the CHARM-limiter suggested
by Zhou [202] has been chosen. The value on the cell face is obtained from its downwind
(index D) and upwind (U) nodes (Figure 6.3) according to
Φe = ΦU +
de,U
dD,U
B(r)(ΦU − ΦUU), (6.22)
where B(r) is the limiter function
B(r) =

r(3r+1)
(r+1)2 : r > 0
0 : r ≤ 0. (6.23)
DUUU
e
Direction of ow
Figure 6.3: Notations for calculating the convective fluxes with a TVD scheme.
To keep the solution stable, the limiter function adjusts the interpolation according to
the gradient ratio
r = dU,UU
dD,U
ΦD − ΦU
ΦU − ΦUU . (6.24)
If the gradient ratio is close to one, which means that the gradient of Φ is well resolved,
the expression yields the linear upwind scheme of second-order. If the gradient is sharp
(r → 0 or r →∞), the solution converges non-linearly towards a pure upwind scheme of
first order. This scheme is applied to obtain ρe and Φe in (6.7). ui in point e requires
further considerations.
Rhie and Chow interpolation Applying a central difference approximation for the
mass flux computation can lead to the decoupling of the pressure and the velocity field
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yielding a pressure distribution with unphysical oscillations that does not contribute to
the pressure force in the momentum equation (which is physically correct) [165]. In order
to avoid this phenomenon the Rhie and Chow [159; 199] interpolation scheme has been
implemented for ue. This scheme uses the MULI technique instead of linear interpolation
for expressing the uncorrected ue (see Appendix A for further details).
6.1.5 Time Discretization
Having discretized the different terms of Equation (6.4) in the previous sections we can
represent the transport equation as an algebraic system of discrete variables:
∂
∂t
(ρΦ)
∣∣∣∣
P
= 1
δV
(∑
c
(
FDc − FCc
)
+ Q
)
. (6.25)
The next step is to choose an appropriate time integration method to approximate the
transient term. However, before doing this, we should alter the transient term to increase
the stability of the scheme [131]. Let us start with carrying out the partial integra-
tion:
∂
∂t
(ρΦ) = ρ∂Φ
∂t
+ Φ∂ρ
∂t
. (6.26)
Expressing the last term using the continuity equation (2.6) leads to
∂
∂t
(ρΦ) = ρ∂Φ
∂t
− Φ ∂
∂xi
(ρui) . (6.27)
Once we have integrated this equation, the first term on the right hand side can be easily
evaluated on the discrete grid:∫
V
ρ
∂Φ
∂t
dV ≈
(
ρ
∂Φ
∂t
) ∣∣∣∣∣∣
P
δVP . (6.28)
We can split the second term on the right hand side of equation (6.27) into two parts
when integrating it over the control volume. Φ can be expressed as the sum of an average
value in the cell center (ΦP ) and a fluctuation around it (Φ′):∫
V
Φ ∂
∂xi
(ρui) dV =
∫
V
(ΦP + Φ′)
∂
∂xi
(ρui) dV = ΦP
∫
V
∂
∂xi
(ρui) dV +
∫
V
Φ′ ∂
∂xi
(ρui) dV.
(6.29)
The fluctuation of the transported scalar and the momentum gradient are assumed to be
uncorrelated. Consequently the second term on the right hand side disappears leaving only
one term which we can approximate using the midpoint rule and the Gauss-Ostrogradsky
theorem:
ΦP
∫
V
(ρuini) dS +
∫
V
Φ′ ∂
∂xi
(ρui) dV = ΦP
∑
c
(ρuini)
∣∣∣∣
c
δSc. (6.30)
This expression bears resemblance to the (6.7) formula and the two can be grouped
together into a generalized convective term:
FC∗c ≈ (ρuini)
∣∣∣
c
δSc (Φc − ΦP ) . (6.31)
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This formulation increases the stability of the numerical scheme by introducing additional
diagonal elements in the solution matrix. This leads us to the final form of the spatially
discretized transport equation to be integrated over time:
∂Φ
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
P
= 1
ρP δVP
(∑
c
(
FDc − FC∗c
)
+ Q
)
= R(Φ). (6.32)
R(Φ) denotes all the spatially discretized terms on the right hand side, therefore it only
contains discrete cell centered variables. In order to create an algebraic system to be
solved, we have to choose an appropriate scheme to approximate the time derivative on
the left hand side with an expression of discrete points of distance ∆t in time.
In FASTEST a second-order three-stage Runge-Kutta (RK) scheme was implemented,
which is an explicit scheme. The main advantage of applying an explicit scheme is that
in this case the solution procedure is not iterative as opposed to implicit methods. In
the context of turbulent combustion an iterative approach would mean that scalars that
determine the fluid properties - such as the density or the viscosity - would have to be
calculated multiple times during a single time step. Considering the challenges of obtain-
ing these scalar values, this would make one time step computationally more expensive
and would cause extra communication overhead in a parallel environment. The biggest
drawback of using an explicit scheme is that it poses a limit on the maximum applicable
time step. However, the simulation of transient combustion processes is usually limited
by the small time scales and time increments anyway, therefore an explicit scheme is
favored.
In a general RK scheme several intermediate values of the given variable (ΦRK,i) are
calculated within a time step using the results of preceding stages:
ΦRK,i = Φn + ∆t
s∑
j=1
αijR(ΦRK,j), (6.33)
where Φn is the current time step. We obtain the final value at the next time step (Φn+1)
as the linear combination of these intermediate results using the bj weights:
Φn+1 = Φn + ∆t
s∑
j=1
bjR(ΦRK,j). (6.34)
The implemented three-stage second-order RK method is a low-storage scheme [198],
which means that the number of stages that have to be stored is reduced. In this particular
case only two arrays are needed: one for the current time step, and one more for the new
stage that we can continuously overwrite because every new stage only depends on the
previous one:
ΦRK,1 = Φn + 13∆tR(Φ
n),
ΦRK,2 = Φn + 12∆tR(Φ
RK,1),
Φn+1 = Φn + ∆tR(ΦRK,2).
(6.35)
This is a substantial benefit considering the memory requirements and the typical size of
a grid applied in an LES.
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Stability Knowing the discretized algebraic system we can evaluate the maximum pos-
sible time step using two important parameters, the Courant number [44] C and the
diffusion number D:
C = u∆t∆x
D = Γ∆t
ρ∆2x
, (6.36)
where ∆x is the grid size. In order to maintain stability (to avoid any unphysical be-
havior leading to divergence), these numbers must not exceed certain upper limits which
depend on the applied time integration scheme [55; 83]. Künne derived the stability limits
corresponding to the applied Runge-Kutta scheme [107]:
|C| ≤ 1.73 0 ≤ D ≤ 0.63. (6.37)
6.1.6 Pressure Correction
We have obtained the discretized form of the system of governing equations in the previous
sections. This should theoretically make it possible to calculate the time evolution of
all the variables of interest. However, the system lacks an independent equation for
the pressure. This poses some difficulties since the pressure gradient contributes to the
momentum equations (note that only the gradient is of significance, the absolute pressure
does not appear), therefore if we simply used the pressure from the previous step for
the integration of the momentum equations, the obtained velocities would not satisfy the
continuity equation.
In compressible flows the continuity equation can be used to calculate the density, then
the pressure can be easily determined with the equation of state. This is not the case for
incompressible flows for which the mass conservation is more of a kinematic constraint on
the velocity field than a dynamic equation. We need to introduce a pressure correction
term and to derive a pressure correction equation to be solved for this crucial variable
[55].
The procedure implemented in FASTEST for this purpose is a so-called fractional step
projection method using the low Mach number approximation introduced by Chorin
[39].
In the first step we predict the momentum using the explicit RK stage and the variable
values from the previous stage:
(ρ¯u˜j)∗,RK,i = (ρ¯u˜j)n + αi∆t
(
HRK,i−1 − ∂p¯
RK,i−1
∂xj
)
, (6.38)
where the convective and diffusive terms are grouped together and denoted by H for the
sake of brevity. Then a (ρ¯u˜j)′ momentum correction is introduced in order to satisfy the
continuity equation:
(ρ¯u˜j)RK,i = (ρ¯u˜j)∗,RK,i + (ρ¯u˜j)′. (6.39)
The corresponding corrected pressure is defined as
p¯RK,i = p¯RK,i−1 + p¯′. (6.40)
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The governing equation for corrected momentum is
(ρ¯u˜j)RK,i = (ρ¯u˜j)n + αi∆t
(
HRK,i−1 − ∂p¯
RK,i−1
∂xj
− ∂p¯
′
∂xj
)
. (6.41)
We can derive the relation between the momentum correction and the pressure correction
by subtracting equation (6.38) from equation (6.41) and applying the (6.39) formula:
(ρ¯u˜j)′ = −αi∆t ∂p¯
′
∂xj
. (6.42)
Let us rewrite now the continuity equation using the (6.39) correction!
∂ρ¯
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρ¯u˜j)∗,RK,i +
∂
∂xj
(ρ¯u˜j)′ = 0, (6.43)
from which we can directly obtain the final form of the Poisson-equation for the pressure
correction by using equation (6.42):
∂
∂xj
(
∂p¯′
∂xj
)
= 1
αi∆t
(
∂ρ¯
∂t
+ ∂
∂xj
(ρ¯u˜j)∗,RK,i
)
. (6.44)
This equation is discretized in accordance with the discretization techniques discussed in
the previous sections, which leads to the following relation between the pressure correction
and the mass defect within a single control volume:
∑
c
(
∂p¯′
∂xj
ni
) ∣∣∣∣∣
c
δSc =
1
αi∆t
(
∂ρ¯
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
P
δV +
∑
c
((
(ρ¯u˜j)∗,RK,i nj
) ∣∣∣
c
δSc
))
︸ ︷︷ ︸
m˙
, (6.45)
where m˙ is the mass defect. Considering all control volumes we can build an algebraic
systemAp′ = b for the pressure correction which is solved in FASTEST with the iterative
strongly implicit procedure of Stone [177]. An incomplete lower and upper triangular ma-
trix decomposition (ILU) is applied, which takes advantage ofA having non-zero elements
only on the diagonals corresponding to the neighboring cells. The solver performs a given
number of inner iterations to obtain the pressure correction. This pressure correction is
then used to calculate the momentum correction according to Eq. (6.42). Finally we
calculate the mass defect to check whether the continuity equation is fulfilled. If m˙ is
lower than a certain proportion of the mass flux incoming into the computational domain,
then convergence is obtained. Otherwise the iteration procedure continues with the next
loop of inner iterations.
6.1.7 Initial and Boundary Conditions
The problem definition is not complete without prescribing initial and boundary condi-
tions, which are required for obtaining a unique solution. Regarding the flow field, initial
conditions are of minor importance as a steady state solution is independent of them by
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definition and a transient problem also becomes independent after a sufficient amount of
physical time. Consequently the only requirement is that the initial conditions should
allow the numerical scheme to converge. The case of reacting flows is slightly different
because the mixture usually needs to be ignited ’manually’ in order to stabilize the flame.
To achieve this goal, in this work we set the scalar field in a predefined region to its
chemical equilibrium value.
We need to provide the boundary conditions at inlets, outlets, and walls:
1. Inlet
At inlets values are directly set, in other words the Dirichlet boundary condition is
applied. For the temperatures and the species mass fractions constant values are
provided but one needs to pay attention to setting the inlet velocities. Ideally an
appropriate portion of the upstream geometry should be included to ensure that
the incoming flow field is already developed. In LES the time required by the
simulation is a major concern. Therefore those parts of the geometry that are not
targeted by the given simulation (for example the pipe leading to the intake port
of a cylinder in an internal combustion engine) are usually omitted. In order to
still achieve physically correct results despite this kind of simplification, we have
to model the effects of these omitted parts. One way to do this is to prescribe
known velocity profiles and, if necessary, to add spatially and temporally correlated
velocity fluctuations to create an artificial turbulent inflow. In this work we use the
turbulent inflow generator developed by Klein [100], which requires the turbulent
length and time scales as input parameters.
2. Outlet
At the outlet boundaries von Neumann boundary conditions are set: in the bound-
ary normal direction the gradients of the variables of interest are set to zero. This
implies that the value of each unknown variable in the center of the CV located
at the domain boundary is equal to its value on the face that is part of the actual
boundary. We apply this treatment to all the variables in this work except for
the velocity component normal to the boundary which needs special attention once
again.
It has been observed that setting the aforementioned velocity gradient to zero in-
troduces instabilities in the form of pressure fluctuations. We can avoid these insta-
bilities by computing the velocity normal component with the convection equation
[162]
∂un
∂t
+ Uc
∂un
∂n
= 0, (6.46)
where Uc is a characteristic convection velocity which must be provided. Usually a
uniform bulk velocity is sufficient but in certain cases setting a profile can be helpful
(for example a Gaussian profile was needed for jet flows).
However, simply calculating the outlet normal velocity is not enough because it
would not ensure mass conservation. For this end within an incompressible context
the velocity has to be scaled by the mass fluxes. The preliminary mass flux exiting
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the domain is
m˙∗out =
∫
S
ρu∗ndSoutlet. (6.47)
m˙∗out does not equal the exact mass flux, which can be calculated by taking into
account the inlet boundary condition and the density change in the domain due to
chemical reactions:
m˙out =
∫
S
ρundSinlet −
∫
V
∂ρ
∂t
dVdomain. (6.48)
In light of these mass fluxes the appropriate normal velocity component can be
obtained with the following simple scaling:
un = u∗n
m˙out
m˙∗out
. (6.49)
It has to be pointed out that the correction is usually small, in the order of 1 ±
O(10−4) [107].
3. Wall
On walls von Neumann boundary conditions are applied to species mass fractions
while the temperature value is usually directly set. For kinematic reasons the ve-
locity component normal to the wall is set to zero and the tangential component is
set to the desired wall velocity.
4. Symmetry
It is not uncommon that the computational domain is not bordered by walls but
remains open. In these cases usually a symmetry boundary condition is prescribed.
This means that the gradients of all scalars are set to zero in the boundary normal
direction except for the normal velocity component which still has to obey the
kinematic conditions, therefore it equals zero in this case, too.
It has to be emphasized that different boundary conditions can be set for different
variables. For example an adiabatic wall can be realized by setting a wall condition
for the velocity but a symmetry condition for the temperature.
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6.2 Simulated Annealing
The general procedure of applying the technique of simulated annealing (hereinafter: SA)
to setting the statistical moments of the sample set has already been outlined in section
5.3.3. However, the details of the implementation regarding the numerics have not been
described yet. In this section we investigate these finer details to make the calculation
as quick and effective as possible. This is crucial since a sample set has to be generated
for each individual cell, therefore a slow SA algorithm would make the application of the
CSSA approach unfeasible when it comes to realistic configurations.
In order to identify the bottlenecks and the key parameters, let us have a look at a
specific example. Let us generate a set of 100 samples with the following parameters:
y˜1 = 0.15, y˜2 = 0.5, y˜1′′2 = 0.01, y˜2′′2 = 0.1, and the expected correlation coefficient
is Rexp12 = 0.3 in the first, and Rexp12 = 0.6 in the second case. Hereinafter when we use
the term ’correlation’ we refer to the correlation coefficient unless it is explicitly stated
otherwise.
In both cases the calculation starts from the initial configuration depicted in figure 6.4a.
Here the univariate samples are randomly organized into pairs to define points in the two-
dimensional parameter space, consequently the correlation of the two random variables
is close to 0. The SA algorithm is applied to set the correlation to either 0.3 or 0.6. The
final sample sets are plotted in Figure 6.4b and 6.4c respectively.
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Figure 6.4: Sets of 100 samples with the following parameters: y˜1 = 0.15, y˜2 = 0.5, y˜1′′2 = 0.01, y˜2′′2 =
0.1. (a) is the initial random set with 0 correlation; (b) is the final set with the correlation of 0.3 and (c)
is the final set with the correlation set to 0.6.
The algorithm could reach the desired correlations but there is a significant difference
between the two cases: the number of steps required. Both the error of the correlation
and the artificial temperature are plotted as functions of the steps taken in Figure 6.5.
While the algorithm concluded after 296 steps when the expected correlation was 0.3, it
took 13052 steps to set the correlation to 0.6.
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Figure 6.5: Error and artificial temperature as a function of steps taken during simulated annealing.
y˜1 = 0.15, y˜2 = 0.5, y˜1′′2 = 0.01, y˜2′′2 = 0.1, (a) Rexp12 = 0.3; (b) R
exp
12 = 0.6.
This single example properly illustrates the need for optimization. Apparently - in accor-
dance with intuition - it is quicker to set correlations that are closer to 0 since it means
that the final configuration is closer to the initial random one, therefore fewer swaps are
needed to reach it. The question arises: should we be worried about such high correlation
values as 0.6? Do these values occur during the simulations of real systems? To answer
these questions, let us have a look at the correlation between the mixture fraction and the
reaction progress variable in the bluff-body case described in detail in Section 8.2. The
correlation values are depicted in Figure 6.6.
It is obvious that the absolute value of the correlation is higher than 0.6 (even than 0.9)
in most parts of the domain of interest. Therefore optimizing for setting the correlation
to high absolute values (|Rexp12 | > 0.6) is indeed necessary. It is also worth noting, that
the correlation changes significantly in the exact same zones where the source term is
the largest: where the chemical reaction takes place. This is not surprising considering
the structure of a non-premixed flame. If we approach the flame front from the fuel-rich-
side, the mixture fraction decreases due to mixing while the reaction progress variable
increases due to the ongoing chemical reaction at the flame front; the correlation between
them is negative. After we leave the flame front towards the oxidizer-rich-side both
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the mixture fraction and the reaction progress variable decrease which yields a positive
correlation.
Figure 6.6: Two-dimensional cut of the bluff-body case (detailed description in Section 8.2). The colors
represent the correlation between the mixture fraction and the reaction progress variable, while the
isolines depict the source term of the reaction progress variable.
These brief considerations leave us with three key points to address in this section regard-
ing optimization:
1. Stop conditions - What if the expected correlation cannot be set within a reason-
able number of steps? When should the calculation stop?
2. Initial configuration - Is there a way to set different initial configurations for
different expected correlations?
3. Annealing schedule - How should the artificial temperature be set and how should
it be changed during the calculation?
6.2.1 Stop conditions
First we have to make sure that the algorithm eventually concludes and that it does not
enter an infinite loop even if the expected correlation cannot be set. We could set a fixed
upper bound for the number of possible iterations, but this would not be an efficient
solution since it would not take into consideration whether the iteration was heading in
the right direction when it was stopped or it got stuck thousands of steps earlier. In
our implementation (Algorithm 1) we adopted the solution of Charmpis and Panteli [36],
which works with two nested loops and five parameters. In the pseudocode we introduced
the following notation: y2 shall denote the ordered set of univariate samples [ypi(i)2 ]i=1,...,N ,
where pi is a permutation of the indices 1, . . . , N .
The key element of this implementation is that the algorithm stops after α outer iterations
in which the solution has not been improved and the algorithm is ’frozen’, which means
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that the ratio of accepted swaps is below γ. Based on the recommendations of Charmpis
and Panteli [36] after some tuning we set γ = 0.02, α = 10, β = 5 and δ = 0.8. T0 is
worth further examination which takes place in Section 6.2.3.
Algorithm 1 Simulated Annealing
1: procedure Initialization
2: ybest2 = y2
3: TSA = T 0SA
4: iout = 0
5: Etol is set . The accuracy with which we would like to match Rexp12
6: end procedure
7: procedure Iteration
8: while iout ≤ α do . Outer Loop
9: for iin = 1, β ·N do . Inner Loop
10: Compute ynew2 by swapping 2 elements of y2
11: Calculate the new error: Enew = |Rnew12 −Rexp12 |
12: Calculate the change of error: ∆E = Enew − E
13: if ∆E ≤ 0 then
14: y2 = ynew2 and E = Enew
15: else
16: y2 = ynew2 and E = Enew with probability P (∆E) = exp(−∆E/TSA)
17: end if
18: if E < Etol then
19: ybest2 = y2 and exit calculation
20: end if
21: end for
22: if percentage of accepted moves in for-loop < γ then iout = iout + 1
23: if E(y2) < E(ybest2 ) then
24: ybest2 = y2 and iout = 0
25: end if
26: TSA = δ · TSA
27: end while
28: end procedure
29: ybest2 is the optimum rearrangement
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6.2.2 Initial Configuration
We have already shown that starting the SA algorithm from a random sample set, for
which R12 ≈ 0, is not practical when Rexp12 is of a high absolute value (|Rexp12 | > 0.5)
because reaching this value needs many coordinate swaps (see Section 6.2). The number
of necessary steps could be reduced if we set the initial sample set in a way that its
correlation is closer to Rexp12 .
Let us consider the univariate random variables [yi1]i=1,...,N and [yi2]i=1,...,N . The theoretical
maximum and minimum correlation between these variables can be realized by sorting yi1
in ascending order (yˆi1 ≤ yˆj1 when i < j) and yi2 in either ascending or descending order
before we create the points [yˆi1; yˆi2]i=1,...,N in the parameter space yielding the theoretical
maximum (Rmax12 ) and theoretical minimum (Rmin12 ) correlation respectively for the given
set of random variables.
This means that after any steps of the SA process the actual R12 will be in the [Rmin12 ;Rmax12 ]
interval. When Rexp12 is outside of this interval, for example Rmax12 < R
exp
12 ≤ 1, running the
SA algorithm becomes unnecessary: we can immediately use the sorted samples as the
closest possible approximation of Rexp12 . Following this logic let us use the following initial
sample sets:
• |Rexp12 | < 0.5: use the initial random sample
• Rexp12 < −0.5: use the sorted samples corresponding to Rmin12
• Rexp12 > 0.5: use the sorted samples corresponding to Rmax12
These choices ensure that even if |Rexp12 | is large the initial set has a correlation that is
closer to Rexp12 than it would be if we simply used the initial random sample set as a
starting point.
We can carry out the sorting efficiently using the heapsort algorithm [154] thereby only
slightly increasing the computational cost while there is much more to gain: in Figure 6.7
we can observe the exact same process as in Figure 6.5b except for this time we sorted
the initial sample depicted in Figure 6.4a before starting the SA algorithm. The number
of necessary steps has decreased with orders of magnitude.
However, having run the same calculation multiple times we observed that sometimes the
algorithm concluded without having set R12 to Rexp12 . Figure 6.8 illustrates one of these
cases. We can see that in certain steps the error increased significantly which tells us
that we were too permissive when we evaluated the steps that temporarily led to more
disadvantageous sets. In order to overcome this issue and to let the system ’cool down’,
using the annealing analogy introduced in Section 5.3.2, we need to investigate the effect
of the artificial temperature, which controls the probability of accepting the steps yielding
these jumps in the error.
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Figure 6.7: Error and artificial temperature as a function of steps taken during SA. y˜1 = 0.15, y˜2 =
0.5, y˜1′′2 = 0.01, y˜2′′2 = 0.1, Rexp12 is 0.6, the initial random samples were sorted before the SA algorithm
started.
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Figure 6.8: Error and artificial temperature as a function of steps taken during an unsuccessful run of
SA. y˜1 = 0.15, y˜2 = 0.5, y˜1′′2 = 0.01, y˜2′′2 = 0.1, Rexp12 is 0.6, the initial random samples were sorted
before the SA algorithm started.
6.2.3 Annealing Schedule
We have to set two parameters in order to define the annealing schedule: the T 0SA initial
artificial temperature and the δ cooling parameter. The cooling parameter controls how
the temperature is reduced between two outer iterations described in Algorithm 1. We
chose to use δ = 0.8 as it was discussed in Section 6.2.1.
When swapping the coordinates of two points in the parameter space increases the error
function with ∆E, the artificial temperature controls the probability of accepting this
new configuration: P (∆E) = exp(−∆E/TSA). The smaller TSA is, the more unlikely it
is that we accept the new configuration. Consequently a lower initial temperature would
allow for smaller increases in the error function. On one hand it could lower the number
of necessary steps, on the other hand it could increase the chance of the solution getting
stuck in a local minimum and not matching the expected correlation value in the end.
We carried out a parameter study to strike a balance and find an optimal T 0SA.
We used an actual simulation of the bluff-body case described in details in Section 8.2 to
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extract a representative ensemble of control variables with their first and second statistical
moments. Then we tried to generate for each case a sample set representing the corre-
sponding joint PDF while using different T 0SA values. The same calculation was repeated
a thousand times without changing any parameters. The average number of necessary
iteration steps in the SA algorithm (nit) and the η percentage of successful iterations
(meaning that the expected correlation has been reached) are shown in Figure 6.9a as
functions of T 0SA and the N number of samples.
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Figure 6.9: (a) The average number of iteration steps (nit - solid line) and the percentage of successful
iterations (η - dashed line), meaning that the expected covariance could be set, as a function of the T 0SA
parameter. (b) The average number of iteration steps as a function of the N number of samples for
T 0SA = 0.1.
The critical T 0SA above which the number of necessary iterations increases rapidly while
the rate of successful iterations decreases was found to be relatively independent of N.
Based on these results T 0SA was chosen to be 0.1 in this work. It is also noteworthy that
N = 50 was insufficient for setting the correlations properly every time even at low T 0SA
values, therefore N = 100 seems to be an appropriate choice for further calculations.
Striking a balance between accuracy and computational costs by choosing N is important
as according to Figure 6.9b the latter increases linearly with the number of samples.
These optimization considerations have sped up the algorithm considerably. The average
number of necessary iteration steps has been lowered by two orders of magnitude to 10-50
depending on the actual moments. This major reduction is of two orders of magnitude
which obviously cannot be improved significantly by further adjustments considering the
already very low value of nit.
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6.3 Basic Test Configurations
In the preceding sections we have investigated the SA algorithm with respect to the
numerics: the key parameters have been identified and optimized. In this chapter we
start testing the entire CSSA method. We will especially scrutinize the treatment of the
density as it often introduces instabilities through the continuity equation. Therefore
we need to investigate variable-density flows. The following three basic one-dimensional
configurations have been selected:
• one-dimensional density wave,
• one-dimensional premxied flame,
• one-dimensional stratified premixed flame.
The results obtained with the CSSA model are compared to reference solutions, which
provides insights regarding the appropriate treatment of the density. Based on the con-
clusions we will manage to arrive to the final form of the CSSA model, which will be
validated and applied to more complex configurations in the following chapters.
6.3.1 One-Dimensional Density Wave
Our intention is to evaluate the control variables one-by-one therefore first we focus on
the mixture fraction. The first case is of pure mixing, consequently the progress variable
is constant throughout the process. A strong density variation is created in a form of
a density wave which propagates through the one-dimensional domain with a constant
velocity.
We apply different boundary conditions to investigate the interaction between the mixture
fraction and the enthalpy. In the first case the entire system is adiabatic, the temperature
is constant, while in the second case we establish three zones: an adiabatic, a preheating,
and a cooling one. This is a standard configuration when it comes to testing a new
numerical scheme. It has been used multiple times in previous works related to FASTEST
[17; 107; 131; 193], however, contrary to some of them we do not neglect the diffusion
term.
In this case the correlation of the control variables cannot be set during the calculation
since the progress variable is constant. Our objective is to evaluate the table access
of the CSSA method and to estimate the effect of the stochastic contribution which
emerges from having a finite number of random samples representing the joint PDF in
each cell. We generate the reference solutions with the simple FGM-1M approach because
the implementation of that method in FASTEST has been thoroughly investigated and
validated in previous studies.
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6.3.1.1 Description of Configuration
FASTEST applies a finite volume method, therefore our one-dimensional calculation is
actually a quasi-one-dimensional one using 384 × 1 × 1 control volumes in the x, y, z
directions respectively. The domain has a length of 100 mm in physical space and it is
homogeneously filled with a methane-air mixture. The initial temperature of this mixture
is T0, the density is ρ0 and the mixture fraction is Z0 = 0.05. We chose to use a non-zero
mixture fraction in order to move away from the edge of the chemistry table where the
temperature is fixed for Z = 0 and errors are more prevalent [107].
x [mm]
outletinlet
adiabatic + symmetry
100
(a) Adiabatic boundary conditions (D1 )
100
x [mm]
outletinlet
adiabatic 
50
30
preheating cooling zone 
(b) Non-adiabatic boundary conditions (D2 )
Figure 6.10: Configuration of the one-dimensional density wave case. In the x direction not all the 384
computational nodes are depicted. (a) Adiabatic case, the temperature is kept at T0. (b) The domain
is split into three zones: an adiabatic zone, a preheating zone with Th temperature, and a cooling zone
with a temperature of Tc. In both cases, symmetry boundary condition is applied to the velocity.
#cells L ∆x u Z0,Zi T0, Ti Th, Tc
(-) (mm) (mm) (m/s) (-) (K) (K)
D1 384 100 0.26 2 0.05, 0.1 330, 330 -
D2 384 100 0.26 2 0.05, 0.1 330, 330 500, 300
Table 6.1: Parameters of the simulated cases
At t = 0 s we introduce a more dense mixture of air and methane into the domain
through the inlet with Ti temperature, ρi density, and Zi = 0.1 mixture fraction at a
velocity of ui. (The parameters are summarized in Table 6.1) A sharp edge between the
two mixtures could lead to numerical instabilities therefore the following smoother profile
is applied:
Z = 0.05 + 2.5 · 10−2
[
1− tanh
(
t0.5 − t
TS
)]
, (6.50)
where t0.5 denotes the time required to increase Z with half of Z1 − Z0, TS controls the
shape of the slope (TS = 0.001 is set and for TS = 0 the sharp edge would be retained)
and t is the current time. At the outlet zero-gradient boundary conditions are applied.
We also have to set the boundary conditions at the walls. Two cases are set up in both
of which we apply symmetry boundary condition to the velocity. However, in the first
one (D1 ) we work with adiabatic conditions, while in the second one we split the domain
into three zones according to Figure 6.10b: an adiabatic zone, a preheating zone with
Th temperature, and a cooling zone with Tc temperature. We apply 4000 time steps of
∆t = 10−5 s in all simulations.
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6.3.1.2 Results
The results of D1 calculated with the CSSA method compared to the reference solution
obtained with FGM-1M are summarized in Figure 6.11. We can make two observa-
tions:
• The propagation of the density wave is captured properly. The results of the two
methods show only minor differences in the densities and mixture fractions.
• Instabilities do appear. We can see that not only the curves representing ρ become
’hairy’ due to fluctuations, but also the velocity shows unphysical behavior. In-
stead of being constant as it is supposed to be, non-physical jumps occur. This is
unacceptable, therefore the phenomenon needs further investigation.
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Figure 6.11: Results of the adiabatic simulation of the one-dimensional density wave at four different
time instances (t1 = 10 ms, t2 = 20 ms, t3 = 30 ms, t4 = 40 ms): spatial distribution of the mixture
fraction (Z), the density (ρ), the temperature (T ) and the velocity (u) obtained with either the FGM-1M
method (black dotted line) or the CSSA method (red line).
First we have to admit that if we look at it closely even the FGM-1M solution shows
negligible jumps in the velocity. The reasons are twofold. First, looking up and inter-
polating the thermochemical properties from the chemistry table necessarily introduces
some uncertainties. Second, the integration of the scalar transport equations, which are
written in a non-conservative form for the sake of stability, leads to a slight mass leakage.
This is a known phenomenon and its magnitude is acceptable. However, the fluctua-
tions corresponding to the CSSA solution are major ones. If we increase the number
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of samples to 200 and 5000 we can see that the fluctuations gradually decrease and the
solution converges to the FGM-1M solution (Figure 6.12). This indicates that the error is
a stochastic one originating from not having a sufficient number of samples to represent
the density. The density strongly depends on Z and the solution is very sensitive to it
since the time and spatial derivatives of the density appear in the continuity equation. We
generate separate sample sets for each individual cell, therefore the errors in neighboring
cells are independent of each other and this could lead to incorrect gradient values as it
is illustrated in Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.12: The spatial distribution of the velocity at four different time instances during the adiabatic
simulation of the one-dimensional density wave. The four curves correspond to the the FGM-1M solution
(black), the CSSA solution with 100 (red), 200 (blue) and 5000 (green) samples.
x
ρ
Figure 6.13: Samples are generated independently in every cell therefore the errors in representing the
mean density are also independent. This leads to major errors in the gradient. The red curve depicts a
smooth density profile calculated with the FGM-1M method while the blue curve illustrates what could
happen when the errors in neighboring cells become independent of each other. The diagram serves
illustration purposes and uses exaggerated deviations.
This is an important difference compared to the stochastic field method [17] where al-
though errors of statistical nature do occur, for each field the neighboring cells are inter-
connected and the fields are smooth on their own in this sense. In that case only temporal
fluctuations appear, which also exist in the CSSA context. Avdić [17] investigated several
methods in an effort to reduce these fluctuations:
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• smoothing the time derivative of the density [153],
• dynamic smoothing of the temporal change of the density using B-splines [102],
• Hodrick-Prescott filter for the density [84].
These methods cannot be applied in the CSSA context because fluctuations occur not
only with respect to time but also to space. Smoothing the fluctuations of both nature
would be computationally unfeasible.
As a consequence we overcome the problem by retaining the corresponding density from
the chemistry table using only the respective mean control variables instead of the samples
and the ensemble averaging, thereby connecting the densities in neighboring cells and
consequently smoothing the derivatives. Results obtained with this modified procedure
are depicted in Figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.14: Results of the adiabatic simulation of the one-dimensional density wave at four different
time instances (t1 = 10 ms, t2 = 20 ms, t3 = 30 ms, t4 = 40 ms): spatial distribution of the mixture
fraction (Z), the density (ρ), the temperature (T ) and the velocity (u) obtained with either the FGM-1M
method (black dotted line) or the CSSA method with the updated density treatment that only uses the
mean values of the control variables when accessing the table (red line).
The CSSA and the FGM-1M results are in very good agreement indicating that we have
correctly implemented the procedure regarding the mixture fraction. In the remaining
part of this work we stick to the density treatment described in this section.
Figure 6.15 shows the results for the D2 configuration. The profiles obtained with the
FGM-1M and the CSSA method coincide confirming that the interaction of the mixture
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fraction and the enthalpy with the momentum equation is implemented correctly as well
as the process of accessing the chemistry table with the generated samples.
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Figure 6.15: Results of the non-adiabatic simulation of the one-dimensional density wave at four different
time instances (t1 = 10 ms, t2 = 20 ms, t3 = 30 ms, t4 = 40 ms): spatial distribution of the mixture
fraction (Z), the density (ρ), the temperature (T ) and the velocity (u) obtained with either the FGM-1M
method (black dotted line) or the CSSA method (red line).
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6.3.2 One-Dimensional Premixed Flame
The focus of our attention now shifts from the mixture fraction to the progress variable:
our next test case is a one-dimensional laminar premixed flame. A stoichiometric mixture
of methane and air is ignited and the flame propagates through the domain. This means
that the mixture fraction remains constant throughout the process while the progress
variable changes as the mixture reaches a burnt state from the initial unburnt one. The
complexity of the test case is greater than that of the density wave as our model has to
accurately describe the flame structure and the propagation. Matching the laminar flame
speed is of crucial importance for correctly predicting the flame position when describing
more sophisticated combustion systems. This has major implications on the quality of
results.
The result of a detailed chemistry calculation with CHEM1D will be used as a reference
solution and we will also compare the CSSA solutions to the respective FGM-1M results.
On coarser grids the results will also be compared to those obtained with the ATF method
with a thickening factor of 4. With this test case we expect to verify that the treatment of
the progress variable and the table access are correctly implemented in the CSSA context.
We will also look for arising instabilities in connection with the flame propagation.
6.3.2.1 Description of Configuration
The physical length of our quasi-one-dimensional domain is constant: L = 19.2 mm. The
number of applied cells varies between 32 and 256 in order to provide insight about the
grid dependence of the solution. The finest grid has a spacing of ∆x = 0.075 mm while
the coarsest one is of ∆x = 0.6 mm. At the inlet the stoichiometric mixture of methane
and air enters the computational domain at the temperature of 300 K with a speed of
either ui = 50 cm/s or ui = 15 cm/s. These two values are chosen in a manner that
lets us evaluate whether the calculated laminar flame speed depends on the boundary
conditions. The laminar flame speed of the stoichiometric mixture under these conditions
is 28.32 cm/s thus in the first case the flame will propagate towards the outlet as opposed
to the second case when it will propagate against the flow. We apply symmetry boundary
conditions to the sides of the domain.
6.3.2.2 Results - Flame Structure
We carried out simulations on grids of four different resolutions: ∆x = 0.075, 0.15, 0.3 and
0.6 mm respectively. Figure 6.16 summarizes the results illustrating the temperature (T )
and density (ρ) fields as well as the source term (ω˙CO2) and mass fraction of CO2 (YCO2).
The inlet speed was ui = 50 cm/s.
Coarse grids with spacing above 0.15 mm show significant deviations from the reference
solution as the flame structure becomes not sufficiently resolved. However, on all grids
the respective results obtained with the CSSA and the FGM-1M approach are almost
identical. This should not come as a surprise considering that this is a laminar test case
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Figure 6.16: The flame structure represented by the temperature (T ), the density (ρ), the CO2 source
term (ω˙CO2) and the CO2 mass fraction (YCO2) profiles obtained by 2 different techniques: the FGM-
1M method (dashed line) and the CSSA method (continuous line). The reference solution (circles) was
calculated with CHEM1D.
consequently the subgrid-scale fluctuations are negligible, especially on the fine grids.
The results suggest that the table access is correctly implemented, but we need further
test cases to look into the correlation of the mixture fraction and the progress variable.
We also need to have a closer look at the propagation of the flame, which could reveal
instabilities or temporal inaccuracies.
6.3.2.3 Results - Flame Propagation
In a detailed study Künne [107] showed that if the flame structure is not sufficiently
resolved, numerical uncertainties start to dominate the flame propagation. This is an
important finding since the flame structure becomes poorly predicted already at ∆x ≈
0.17 mm. As a consequence the calculated flame speed is independent of neither the grid
spacing nor the inlet speed. Furthermore, we can expect that the numerics specific to
the CSSA method, such as the number of samples per cell, also have an effect on the
calculated numerical flame speed, which will be denoted by sl∆ while sL refers to the
correct laminar flame speed.
As we discussed in Section 3.2.2 sl∆ can be and will be calculated in three different ways
using the (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19) formulas. Figure 6.17 shows the results obtained on
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Figure 6.17: Numerical flame speeds calculated on a fine grid (∆x = 0.075 mm) using three different
formulas: s1l∆ (3.17) - green; s2l∆ (3.18) - blue; and s3l∆ (3.19) - black. The red lines depict the respective
numerical flame speeds of the reference solution obtained with the FGM-1M method.
a grid of ∆x = 0.075 mm with the inlet speed of ui = 50 cm/s. We can immediately
notice that although the mean flame speeds are in accordance with the respective FGM-
1M results, the calculated numerical flame speeds fluctuate, the level of which depends
on the chosen flame speed definition. These fluctuations come from the stochastic errors
introduced by the sampling technique, consequently we expect them to decrease when
the number of samples is increased. This can be observed in Figure 6.18 where the
calculated numerical flame speeds corresponding to a 100 and a 1000 samples per cell are
depicted.
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Figure 6.18: The effect of the number of generated samples on the fluctuation of the numerical flame
speeds. Numerical flame speeds are calculated on a fine grid (∆x = 0.075 mm) using three different
formulas (s1l∆ (3.17), s2l∆ (3.18), s3l∆ (3.19)), and different number of samples: 100 - black; 1000 - red.
The fluctuations have also been evaluated in a qualitative manner: we calculated the
statistics of the numerical flame speeds once the initial transient phase has been passed.
The standard deviations as a percentage of the corresponding means are plotted in Figure
6.19 as a function of the number of generated samples. The decreasing trend is obvious
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and we can also note that the standard deviation is proportional to N−1/2 in agreement
with our expectations based on well-known statistical relations.
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Figure 6.19: The fluctuations of the calculated numerical flame speeds depend on the number of applied
samples. The standard deviation of sl∆ is proportional to N−1/2.
It is important to emphasize that despite of these fluctuations the flame position is ac-
curately predicted (Figure 6.20) on the fine grids, but this breaks down on the coarser
grids.
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Figure 6.20: Flame position as a function of time calculated with the CSSA method on grids of different
spacings. The reference solution was calculated with the FGM-1M method (circles).
In Figure 6.21 the flame speed is shown as a function of the grid spacing for two different
inlet velocities. We can see that the CSSA and the FGM-1M solutions are consistent on
the fine grids and they are very close to the CHEM1D reference solution for both boundary
conditions. However, deviations do occur once the resolution is not sufficient and the flame
structure is poorly predicted as we highlighted in the previous sections.
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Figure 6.21: Grid dependence of the numerical flame speed sl∆. The reference solution calculated with
CHEM1D is depicted with the blue line. The FGM-1M, CSSA and ATF simulations are represented by
symbols. The thickening factor applied for the ATF method was 4.
On the coarse grids the CSSA method gives wrong results but it is interesting to note that
those predictions are closer to the reference solution than the FGM-1M results. However,
the CSSA method cannot match the ATF approach in this regard. This is in accordance
with our expectations: taking into consideration the subgrid-scale fluctuations does not
solve the problem of resolving the flame structure, therefore we shall not expect correct
flame speeds on coarse grids but the more detailed description should enable us to make
less inaccurate predictions than with the FGM-1M method.
We can conclude that the CSSA method is able to properly describe a one-dimensional
premixed flame as long as the grid is sufficiently fine (∆x < 0.2 mm). This resolution
requirement is comparable to that of the FGM-1M method. On coarser grids the CSSA
gives better, but still incorrect, results than FGM-1M. Owing to the stochastic nature
of the procedure, the numerical flame speed does fluctuate during the solution but we
are still able to capture its mean value and thereby the flame position even with only
100 samples per cell. On coarser grids the flame is no longer resolved which causes the
chemical source term profile to deviate from the reference solution leading to incorrect
numerical flame speeds and flame positions. This is in accordance with our expectations.
In light of these inferences we can state that the treatment of the progress variable and
the table access are correctly implemented. Now we are ready to have a closer look at the
interaction between the mixture fraction and the progress variable.
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6.3.3 One-Dimensional Stratified Premixed Flame
We have already shown that the table access and the treatment of the mixture fraction and
the progress variable are correctly implemented in the CSSA context. We have managed
to match the reference solutions obtained with either the verified FGM-1M method or
using detailed chemistry and CHEM1D. However, we have not encountered yet zones in
which both control variables change at the same time. Since our main objective is to
improve how joint PDFs are approximated, a simple test case is needed to investigate
what happens when Z and Y experience gradients simultaneously. We will use a one-
dimensional stratified methane/air flame for this purpose following the work of Da Cruz
et al. [142]. Künne also investigated this configuration in details [107] to evaluate the
effect of the thickening factor and the efficiency function in the ATF context.
6.3.3.1 Description of Configuration
This time the quasi-one-dimensional domain is 80 mm long. The finest grid is obtained
by dividing this domain into 1024 uniform cells which yields a spacing of ∆x = 0.078 mm.
We have also used coarser grids with 512 and 256 cells. A mixture fraction profile is set
according to a hyperbolic tangent function:
Z(x) = Zi + 0.5 · (Zst − Zi) · (tanh(B · (x− xf )) + 1) , (6.51)
where Zi = 0.02 is the mixture fraction at the inlet, Zst is the stoichiometric mixture
fraction, B is a parameter that sets the steepness of the profile, and xf = 0.02 is the
location where the profile is centered: Z(xf ) = (Zi + Zst)/2. The Z profile is kept
constant until the flame reaches its predefined proximity. This is necessary for creating
well-defined initial conditions. The inlet velocity is 20 cm/s and the inlet temperature is
310 K. We chose the later value to move away from the ’edge’ of the chemistry table,
where errors are more prevalent. To the sides of the domain symmetry conditions are
applied and a convective outlet condition is set for the outflow.
6.3.3.2 Results
Since the inlet speed is lower than the laminar flame speed under these conditions, the
initially stoichiometric flame propagates towards the inlet at the beginning. As soon as
the flame starts to interact with the mixture fraction gradient, the flame speed changes.
The equivalence ratio drops which leads to a decreased chemical source term and conse-
quently to a significantly lower flame speed which eventually causes the flame to propagate
downstream. The temporal evolution of the flame can be observed in Figure 6.22.
While we would like to compare the different methods it is not appropriate to directly
compare the instantaneous snapshots of the propagating flames because even minor differ-
ences in the temporal evolution might lead to seemingly major discrepancies. The reason
for it is twofold. Firstly, as we have shown in the previous section, the stochastic nature
of the CSSA method causes fluctuations in the flame speed and consequently in the flame
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Figure 6.22: Temporal evolution of a one-dimensional stratified premixed flame calculated with the
CSSA method.
position. Secondly, the Z profile is kept constant until the flame reaches it, which can
happen at slightly different times as a consequence of the aforementioned fluctuations.
This might shift the initial time of interaction between the gradient and the flame but
not necessarily changes the flame structure itself. Therefore it is better to compare the
numerical flame speeds as functions of the equivalence ratio (φ).
The evaluation of the flame speed is not straightforward in a stratified case. The (3.18) and
(3.19) formulas require well-defined burnt and unburnt states which are hard to provide in
this case as they are functions of the mixture fraction. Equation (3.17) on the other hand
requires the flame position, which is also difficult to extract as due to the stratification
the flame structure changes continuously. Building on Da Cruz’s work [84] Künne used
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(3.19) and defined the burnt and unburnt states based on the equivalence ratio at the
point of maximum heat release [107]. In this study we maintain this approach.
Künne has also showed that the FGM-1M solution differs from that of the homogeneous
flame calculations and depends on the selected method of calculating the flame speed.
However, this is not a concern for us as our objective is to verify that in a well-resolved
case the CSSA method can match the FGM-1M results. This is indeed the case as we can
observe in Figure 6.23a which depicts the results obtained on a grid of 1024 cells (grid
spacing is ∆x = 0.078 mm).
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Figure 6.23: Numerical flame speeds as functions of the equivalence ratio. Symbols represent the results
obtained with the CSSA method and the lines depict those of the FGM-1M method.
If we take a coarser grid (256 cells, ∆x = 0.312 mm) the solutions deteriorate from the
reference solution (Figure 6.23b). This is not surprising considering that the CSSA method
does not address the problem that the thin premixed flame is not resolved on such a coarse
grid. Improvements can only be expected in connection with diffusion flames where the
unresolved subgrid-scale fluctuations are more significant. This will be investigated in the
subsequent two- and three-dimensional cases in the later chapters.
6.3.4 Summary
As a conclusion we can state that the one-dimensional test cases have verified that the
treatment of the control variables and the table access are correctly implemented in the
CSSA context. We have also addressed the introduced stochastic errors and discussed
the important issue of how to handle the density. We applied 100 samples per cell and
we still managed to match the reference solutions. Therefore hereinafter, if it is not
explicitly stated otherwise, we will generate 100 samples per cell in this work. In light of
these results it is time to summarize the overall solution procedure before we move on to
looking at more complex cases.
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6.4 Overall Solution Procedure
Künne [107] has provided a comprehensive overview of the overall solution procedure that
has been implemented in FASTEST. Here we mainly focus on the parts that have been
modified in order to accommodate the SA algorithm to make sure that the concept of the
discrete sample generation and the mechanism of accessing the look-up table are properly
understandable. The overall procedure consists of two main parts. The first one is the
initialization during which the primary variables must be either provided by the user or
read from a restart file. An existing mixing simulation can be ignited at this point by
setting the species mass fractions to their equilibrium value.
The second part is the time step itself. First the chosen turbulence model - in our case
the Germano model (Section 2.2.3.2)) - is used to calculate the turbulent viscosity and
the turbulent diffusion according to the (2.54) formula using Sct. Then the Runge-Kutta
stages start with the transport of the mixture fraction (3.25), the progress variable (3.26)
and the enthalpy (2.49) followed by the preliminary computation of the momentum (2.47).
This leads to the phase of accessing the table, which uses the non-adiabatic approach
described and implemented by Ketelheun [93].
• As we have concluded in Section 6.3.1.2, the density needs to be treated separately.
The mean mixture fraction (Z˜), progress variable (Y˜) and enthalpy (h˜) are used to
extract the density from the look-up table, which will be substituted in the equations
as a filtered density (ρ) in the following Runge-Kutta stage.
• To calculate the viscosity and the chemical source term (optionally the species mass
fractions for post-processing purposes), the discrete joint PDF approach is used,
which has been discussed in details in Section 5.1:
1. The variances and covariances of the control variables are calculated with the
gradient approach following the (2.68) and (2.69) formulas.
2. Univariate samples are generated according to these statistical moments and
the assumed shapes of the one-dimensional PDFs.
3. The SA algorithm is used to set the correlation between the univariate sample
sets, thereby creating points in the multidimensional parameter space following
the procedure discussed in Section 5.3.3.
4. The look-up table is accessed by each sample, thereby retrieving a set of vis-
cosity and source term values.
5. The mean viscosity and source term are calculated based on the retrieved sets
using simple ensemble averaging.
With these new values the diffusion coefficients get updated and the temporal change of
the density can be calculated. The latter one is required for the pressure correction proce-
dure Section 6.1.6 elaborated on: the corrected pressure and momentum are calculated in
an iterative manner until the convergence criterion regarding the mass defect is fulfilled.
After that the next Runge-Kutta stage follows.
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Two-Dimensional Verification Cases
In this chapter simple two-dimensional cases are investigated with the intention of veri-
fying and evaluating the CSSA method. Results are compared to appropriate benchmark
data obtained with the extensively validated FGM-1M method. Our selection consists of
reacting and non-reacting, steady and unsteady as well as laminar and turbulent configu-
rations in order to assess the performance of the CSSA model under various circumstances.
Each case focuses on a different phenomenon (such as mixing, flame structure, near-wall
heat loss, flame-flow interaction in unsteady reacting flows) and they are presented in an
increasing order of complexity.
7.1 Two-Dimensional Isothermal Mixing Jet
In this first case we test the ability of the CSSA model to capture pure mixing. For
this purpose a two-dimensional isothermal jet is considered in which a lean premixed
methane-air mixture mixes with pure air.
7.1.1 Description of Test Case
The computational domain is depicted in Figure 7.1a: it consists of two flow streams
separated by a 15 mm-high no-slip wall at the inlet. The dimension of the domain
is 80 mm × 20 mm and it is discretized using two uniform meshes with different grid
spacings to evaluate the grid dependency of the solution. The coarser grid has a grid
spacing of ∆x = 0.5 mm, while the finer one is of ∆x = 0.25 mm. On the left side of the
wall the methane-air mixture with the mixture fraction of 0.05 enters the domain at a
bulk velocity of uf = 25 m/s. On the other side of the wall there is a stream of pure air.
Its velocity is set to ua = 7.5 m/s for x < 15 mm and this velocity is increased to 15 m/s
at x = 20 mm according to an exponential profile. This is necessary for ensuring that
the jet is narrow enough and the mixing process takes place inside the domain without
reaching the sides, where symmetry boundary condition is applied. It also facilitates a
smoother outflow at the outlet with convective outflow boundary condition. Temporally
and spatially correlated artificial velocity fluctuations [100] are imposed on the inlets to
enhance mixing. The applied time step was 2 · 10−6 s, simulations ran until t = 0.3 s,
which was sufficient for obtaining properly averaged results.
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Figure 7.1: (a) Geometry of the computational domain (lengths are given in millimeters). Instantaneous
(b) and time-averaged (c) mixture fraction fields calculated with the CSSA method.
7.1.2 Evaluation of Results
In Figure 7.1 one can observe a snapshot of an instantaneous mixture fraction field along
with the time-averaged results. The former one shows the effect of the shear layer between
the two streams: it leads to the development of a vortex street. In Figure 7.2 one of the
first developing vortices is depicted, which emerged 4 · 10−6 s after we had initialized the
mixture fraction in the entire domain as a function of the x coordinate in the same way
as at the inlet. We can use this structure to compare the instantaneous mixture fraction
profiles obtained with the CSSA and the FGM-1M methods. According to Figure 7.2 there
is a slight difference between the results corresponding to the different meshes (symbols
are used to denote the FGM-1M result on the finer mesh, which is used as a reference
solution), but the CSSA and FGM-1M profiles are perfectly aligned in both cases. We can
make the same observation when we look at either the axial or the radial velocity profiles
in Figure 7.3 or the mean and the root mean square of the mixture fraction in Figure
7.4. Based on these observations we can conclude that the CSSA method is capable of
accurately reproducing pure mixing.
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of the instantaneous mixture fraction fields calculated with the FGM-1M and
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7.2 Two-Dimensional Laminar Bunsen Flame
After having investigated the treatment of the mixture fraction through the case of pure
mixing, we should turn our attention towards the progress variable and how the flame
structure can be captured. As a first step the mixture fraction is kept constant and the
influence of the flame-turbulence interaction is mitigated as much as possible by setting
up a laminar premixed case, namely a Bunsen flame. The other objective of this test case
is to evaluate how the CSSA model can account for the near-wall heat losses. Therefore
two variants of the same configuration will be considered: one with adiabatic and one
with non-adiabatic wall boundary conditions.
7.2.1 Description of Test Case
The dimensions of the computational domain and the applied boundary conditions are
illustrated in Figure 7.5a. At the inlet a lean methane-air mixture with Z = 0.045 enters
the domain. The inlet velocity has the following prescribed profile:
u(y) = −4U0
d2
(
y + d2
)2
+ 4U0
d
(
y + d2
)
, (7.1)
where d denotes the width of the slot and U0 = 1.1 m/s is the maximum velocity. The
gray surfaces represent the walls in Figure 7.5. As we can observe, the flame stabilizes as a
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Bunsen flame above the backward-facing step behind the inlet. Two cases are investigated.
In the first case adiabatic wall boundary conditions are prescribed, which means that a
wall boundary condition is applied to the velocity and a symmetry boundary condition
to the temperature at the walls. This will make the flame stabilize directly at the wall
(Figure 7.5b). In the second case the boundary conditions at the walls are changed to non-
adiabatic ones: the wall boundary condition is kept regarding the velocity, but a Dirichlet
boundary condition is imposed on the temperature (T = 300 K). As a consequence
the flame can stabilize only above the cold wall as a lifted-flame. Symmetry boundary
condition is applied to the centerline in both cases. The domain is discretized using a
uniform mesh which consists of 26000 cells and has a grid spacing of ∆x = 0.05 mm.
Coarser meshes have also been investigated and the presented one has been proven to
provide a grid-independent solution. The applied time step is 1 · 10−6 s.
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2 1
1
3
1
3
3
Symmetry BC
Adiabatic or 
non-adiabatic
no-slip wall
(a) Geometry (b) Adiabatic (c) Non-adiabatic
Figure 7.5: (a) The geometry of the computational domain used for the laminar Bunsen flame simulation
(lengths are given in millimeters). In the other two images the contours of the temperature calculated
with the CSSA method as well as the isolines of the time-averaged progress variable source term are
shown with adiabatic (b) and non-adiabatic (c) wall boundary conditions.
7.2.2 Evaluation of Results
In Figure 7.6 profiles of the mean velocities, CO2 mass fraction, and temperature are
compared. The root mean squares of these quantities are not interesting now since it is
a laminar case, therefore all of them are negligible. We can clearly observe the difference
between the adiabatic (black) and the non-adiabatic (red) results. The agreement between
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the respective FGM-1M (symbols) and CSSA results (lines) is very good: the heat loss is
well predicted by the CSSA method as well as the flame structure. We can identify only
one minor difference: the CSSA method predicts a slightly lower flame tip position as we
can infer from the temperature profiles.
Based on these findings we can conclude that CSSA is able to match the reference solutions
under the given circumstances: both the flame structure and the heat losses are well
predicted, which means that the treatment of the enthalpy variable has been correctly
implemented. It should also be pointed out that no stability issues have been observed
confirming once again that the solution proposed in section 6.3.2.3 to treat the density is
an appropriate one.
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Figure 7.6: Profiles of the mean axial (u) and radial (v) velocities, the CO2 mass fraction (YCO2), and
the temperature (T ) in the Bunsen flame. CSSA results are depicted with lines, while the FGM-1M
solutions are denoted with symbols. Color black refers to the non-adiabatic wall boundary conditions
and color red is used for the adiabatic case.
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7.3 Two-Dimensional Unsteady Premixed Flame
So far we have investigated the mixture fraction in a pure mixing case and the progress
variable in a laminar premixed case. Now we turn our attention to a configuration in which
the flame-turbulence interaction is significant. In this section a two-dimensional unsteady
reacting case is considered in which the incoming turbulent premixed methane-air mixture
is ignited by a jet of hot burnt gases.
7.3.1 Description of Test Case
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Figure 7.7: (a) The geometry and the boundary conditions of the unsteady flame configuration. Contours
of the CO2 source term (b) and the CO2 mass fraction (c) at a given moment. The wrinkled flame front
can be clearly observed. (d) Mean value of the CO2 mass fraction.
The computational domain of 20 mm × 100 mm is depicted in Figure 7.7a. Symmetry
boundary condition is applied at both the left and the right side of the domain while
convective outflow condition is chosen at the outlet. The domain has two inlets. The first
one is at x = 0 mm where a lean methane-air mixture of Z = 0.05 enters with the bulk
velocity of u = 10 m/s. In order to enhance the flame-turbulence interaction, artificially
generated turbulent fluctuations are superimposed on the inflow. A second inlet is located
on the left side of the domain between x = 30 and 40 mm. Here the incoming flow has a
velocity of ub = 20 m/s and it consists of burnt gases at the temperature of 2135 K. The
interaction between the burnt gases and the methane-air mixture stabilizes the unsteady
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flame. The imposed turbulent field makes the developing flame front wrinkled as we can
observe in Figure 7.7c, which illustrates the CO2 mass fraction at a given moment.
We utilize two grids with different spacings. The finer grid comprises 50000 control
volumes and has a spacing of ∆x = 0.2 mm. This grid provides us with a reference
solution. The coarser grid has only 12500 control volumes as a result of a spacing of
∆x = 0.4 mm. The applied time step is 2 · 10−7 s. Similarly to the previous cases, the
CSSA results are compared to those of the FGM-1M method.
7.3.2 Evaluation of Results
In Figure 7.8 and 7.9 profiles of the mean and root mean square velocities and control
variables calculated with different methods are compared, respectively. The FGM-1M
solution on the finer grid is considered as a reference and is denoted with circles.
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The axial velocity increases significantly in the zone where the incoming flow interacts with
the jet of burnt gases: the methane-air mixture ignites and due to the thermal expansion
the velocity increases. We can also observe that the axial velocity becomes negative at
higher x values close to the left boundary of the computational domain indicating that a
recirculation zone comes to existence above the second inlet.
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The temperature fluctuations are high in a wide interval. This shows that the flame brush
is thick as it is expected considering the wrinkling effect of the turbulent inflow. The flame
brush can be clearly observed in Figure 7.7d.
We can conclude that the CSSA and the FGM-1M methods provide identical results. The
results on the coarser grid show some discrepancies when they are compared to those of the
finer one, but even on this grid there is no discernible difference between the performance
of the two methods. CSSA is able to reproduce the well-resolved reference solution in this
configuration.
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7.4 Two-Dimensional Turbulent Planar Jet
After having investigated the mixture fraction and the progress variable separately, we
now evaluate a final two-dimensional test configuration in which both control variables
change and the flame-turbulence interaction is also significant: a turbulent planar jet
based on a similar configuration described by Liu et al. [117].
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Figure 7.10: Illustration of the computational domain (a), the correlation coefficient (R12) (b), an
instantaneous and the mean mixture fraction field (Z) (c), and an instantaneous and the mean CO2
mass fraction field (YCO2) (d) for the two-dimensional planar jet. In the split images of (c) and (d) the
snapshots of the instantaneous values are on the left while mean values are presented on the right side.
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7.4.1 Description of Test Case
The two-dimensional computational domain is 96 mm× 102.4 mm. Symmetry boundary
condition is applied to both the left and right sides and convective outflow condition to
the outlet. In order to facilitate the smooth outflow of the flow structures, an exponen-
tial profile is set up for the Uc characteristic convection velocity introduced in equation
(6.46):
Uc(y) = umax exp
(
−B (y − ycenter)
2
d2
)
, (7.2)
where ycenter is the respective coordinate of the centerline, d is the width of the domain,
umax = 30 m/s is the maximum velocity, and B = 2.5 is a parameter.
The inlet (x = 0 mm) is divided into 3 zones according to Figure 7.10a. The main jet’s
width is dj = 8 mm. The incoming methane-air mixture is fuel rich: it has a mixture
fraction of 0.2 and a temperature of 300 K. The predefined velocity profile is parabolic
with a maximum value of 30 m/s:
uco(y) = uco + u0
1− (y − ycenter
di/2
)2 , (7.3)
where uco = 1 m/s is the velocity of the co-flow and u0 = 29 m/s. In order to enhance
flame-turbulence interaction, artificially generated turbulent fluctuations are superim-
posed on this velocity field.
The main jet is surrounded by a pair of outer slots with the width of dp = 2 mm. These
inlets are for hot (T = 2227 K) burnt gases of a stoichiometric methane-air mixture and
they serve as a heat source ensuring ignition and stabilization. The inflow at these slots
also have parabolic velocity profiles similarly to the main jet: the maximum velocity is
30 m/s and the minimum at the outer edges of the slots is 1 m/s.
The axial velocity of the pure air co-flow (T = 300 K, Z = 0) follows an exponential
profile that helps with keeping the flame within the boundaries. The maximum velocity
at y = 0 and 96 mm is approximately 3 m/s:
u(y) = uco exp (C (|y − ycenter| − dj/2)) , (7.4)
where C = 24 is an appropriately chosen numerical parameter. The radial velocity (v) is
set to 0 at the entire inlet.
The domain is discretized with a uniform grid with the spacing of ∆x = 0.2 mm, which has
been proven to provide a grid independent solution. This yields 245760 control volumes.
The time step is 2 · 10−6 s.
7.4.2 Evaluation of Results
The configuration has been simulated with three different methods. The first two are the
FGM-1M method, which provides our reference solution, and the CSSA method as it was
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the case in the previous sections. However, we would also like to evaluate the effect of
taking into account the correlations, therefore we have also used the CSSA method but
with the SA algorithm being turned off. It means that we still generate the samples but
only the means and variances are taken into account and we use the random pairs in
the parameter space without adjusting the covariance. This modified procedure will be
referred to as CSSA-WOC (WithOut Correlation).
Although this case involves strong turbulence-flame interaction and both the mixture frac-
tion and the progress variable vary, we still do not expect significant differences between
the results obtained with the various approaches. The reason is that this free jet is a
simple case from the point of view of unresolved variances: no quenching, local extinc-
tion or flame-wall interaction are present, the subgrid-scale fluctuations are not expected
to have a major effect. The results confirm these expectations: except for a few minor
differences, they are almost identical for the three methods. In Figure 7.11 the axial and
radial velocity profiles are shown while in Figure 7.12 we can observe the means and vari-
ances of the control variables. The results are in very good agreement. At higher axial
positions we can detect slight differences regarding YCO2,mean. The same is true for the
mean temperature values in Figure 7.13. This shows that taking into consideration the
correlations can indeed change the results, however, these changes are minor ones in this
particular case.
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Figure 7.11: Axial u and radial v velocity profiles at different axial positions calculated with three
different methods: FGM-1M (black line + symbol), CSSA (red solid line), CSSA without the correlations
(green dashed line),
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Figure 7.12: Profiles of the mixture fraction (Z) and the CO2 mass fraction (YCO2) at different axial
positions.
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At lower axial positions CSSA - both with and without having set the correlation - predicts
higher mean CO2 source term values (Figure 7.13). This can be explained with the sharp
distribution of the source term which covers only a few cells close to the inlets coupled
with the fact that the chemical source term is a strongly non-linear function of the control
variables.
Based on these results we can draw the conclusion that for this non-premixed case the
CSSA method can reproduce the reference solutions obtained with the FGM-1M method.
This shows us that the SA algorithm and the sample generation have been correctly
implemented and the whole procedure is capable of handling complex cases with chang-
ing mixture fraction and progress variable in the presence of intensive flame-turbulence
interaction.
7.5 Summary
We presented four different two-dimensional cases in this chapter the calculations of which
were carried out with the intention of verifying the CSSA method. Each case focused on
either a different control variable or on a specific phenomenon in order that we could
assess various aspects of the model and that the tests could have identified the nature of
any shortcomings.
1. Isothermal Mixing Jet - a non-reacting case with pure mixing.
2. Bunsen Flame - a laminar premixed flame with constant mixture fraction in the
domain. Two variants were evaluated: an adiabatic and a non-adiabatic one in which
the heat losses at the walls had to be accounted for. This tested the implementation
of the enthalpy variable.
3. Unsteady Premixed Flame - constant mixture fraction but intensive flame-
turbulence interaction. The flame was stabilized in a turbulent flow field which
led to a wide flame brush and the wrinkling of the flame front.
4. Planar Jet - a complex case in which all control variables evolved and owing to
the turbulent fluctuations imposed on the inflow, the flame-turbulence interaction
was significant.
The CSSA results were compared to reference solutions calculated with the FGM-1M
method on fine grids. The results were in very good agreement, only minor differences have
been observed in the case of the planar jet. In this particular configuration we investigated
the effect of accounting for the correlations by comparing the CSSA results to the results
of simulations during which the simulated annealing procedure was turned off thereby only
the variances were considered. We found only minor differences indicating that taking
into consideration the correlation can alter the results, although in this particular case
the changes were of little importance. Overall we can conclude that the CSSA method
has been verified and it is capable of properly describing turbulent combustion processes.
In the next chapters we will proceed with applying the model to three-dimensional cases
and comparing the results with experimental data.
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In this chapter we use the CSSA method to simulate well-known three-dimensional con-
figurations, which have been thoroughly investigated for many years. Our objective is to
validate the new method by comparing the simulation results to the existing experimental
data.
In terms of complexity these standard test cases do not reach the level of real industrial
systems, but this is a compromise we have to make in order to be able to gain sufficiently
detailed experimental results. These measurements mostly rely on advanced laser diag-
nostic techniques which require the domain of interest to be optically accessible which is
not the case for most industrial systems. Furthermore, if all the fine details and auxiliary
parts of such a system were included in the computational domain, the computational
costs would increase significantly. Simulating all the zones which are non-relevant from
a combustion point of view would make parameter studies unfeasible due to increased
calculation times.
Although simpler in geometry, the chosen test cases do reproduce important physical
processes that are relevant to the industrial applications. All the considered setups are
open and combustion takes place under ambient conditions (p = 1 bar and Ta = 300 K).
In all the cases the chosen fuel is methane which reacts with air. The methane-air mixture
has the advantages of being both relevant to gas turbines along with having a reaction
path that is well understood. Additionally, the skeletal mechanisms for the numerical
work of this mixture are well-established. In the simulations the GRI3.0 mechanism [171]
is used to describe reaction kinetics as it was the case in the previous sections.
Owing to the simple and easily accessible domains of interest we can focus our investiga-
tions on the underlying fundamental processes. The experiments yield fine details which
provide valuable insight regarding the emerging flame structure and flame-turbulence in-
teraction. This makes the thorough validation of novel modeling approaches possible.
Validation data exists for both isothermal and reacting cases therefore the flow field and
the combustion process can be studied separately. We focus our attention on the reacting
cases since the CSSA model’s novelty lies in the treatment of the control variables. The
effects of grid spacing, boundary and initial conditions, time steps, etc. have been exten-
sively studied in previous works for the discussed configurations and the settings of our
simulations have been chosen accordingly.
Although we do not address here the problem of comparing mass weighted LES results
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to unweighted experimental data, we should point out that it is still an open issue and
one should exercise great care. Künne elaborated on this topic [107] pointing out that the
applied Le = 1 assumption yields a constant mixture fraction through the flame while
in reality due to preferential diffusion a slight drop can be observed at the flame front.
This effect is exacerbated by that in experiments species concentrations are measured
not element mass fractions as required by the mixture fraction definition. Consequently
the simulations can overpredict the mixture fraction, however, considering all the other
uncertainties this discrepancy should be a minor one.
The chapter consists of two sections, which discuss the Sandia Flame D and the Sydney
Bluff-Body case, respectively.
8.1 Sandia Flame D
Flame D is a piloted methane-air jet flame stabilized on a burner developed by the Uni-
versity of Sydney [122]. It is one of the standard cases included in the Sandia flame series,
which comprises multiscalar measurement data. Due to the detailed experimental results,
Flame D is one of the most frequently used test cases when it comes to validating new
models [16]. The most recent results can be found in the Proceedings of the International
Workshop on Measurement and Computation of Turbulent Nonpremixed Flames (TNF)
[19].
For a detailed description of the configuration and the measurements the reader is referred
to the openly accessible documentation provided by TNF [21]. Here we restrict ourselves
to highlighting the most important features of this test case.
8.1.1 Description of Configuration
The two-dimensional cross-section of the inlet zone of the axially symmetric configuration
is depicted in the schematic diagram of Figure 8.1. The inlet of the domain consists of
three parts: the main jet, the pilot, and the coflow.
5.25 mm 7.2 mm 0.25 mm
CH4+Air
Z=0.156
T=294 K
u0
Burnt gas
Z=0.043
T=1880 K
up
Air
T=291 Kuc up uc
Figure 8.1: Schematic diagram of the inlet zone with the important parameters. The inlet zone consists
of three parts: the main jet, the pilot, and the coflow. The mean CO2 is also depicted in the diagram
showing that the chemical reaction happens between the main jet and the pilot.
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The inner diameter of the central nozzle is d = 7.2 mm. The bulk velocity of the main jet
is u0 = 49.6 m/s and the mixture is made of 75% air and 25% methane by volume which
means a mixture fraction of Z0 = 0.156. The temperature of the mixture is 294 K. The
pilot annulus has an inner diameter of dpi = 7.7 mm (the wall thickness is 0.25 mm) and
an outer diameter of dpo = 18.2 mm. The bulk velocity of the incoming hot burnt gases
is up = 11.4 m/s, their temperature is Tp = 1880 K. Tang et al. [180] pointed out that
the model predictions tend to be very sensitive to the uncertainty of the pilot boundary
conditions, which can be measured with only limited accuracy.
The pilot flame is oxidizer-rich (Zp = 0.043) and the hot burnt gases not only play the role
of stabilizing the flame but also provide oxidizer for the fuel-rich main jet. Consequently
the flame starts burning directly at the inlet between the pilot and the main jet. Since
the main jet is partially premixed, the flame length is reduced and the flame is more
robust than it would be if it was a pure methane flame. As a result the flame can be
operated at a reasonably high Reynolds number (Re = 22400) without significant local
extinction [20]. Owing to the high enough mixing rates, the flame burns as a diffusion
flame. Experiments suggest that there is no significant premixed reaction in the fuel-rich
mixture.
The outer diameter of the burner is dpo = 18.9 mm (the wall thickness is 0.35 mm) and
it is surrounded by a coflow of pure air. The velocity and the temperature of this coflow
are uc = 0.9 m/s and Tc = 291 K.
8.1.2 Experimental Data
The velocity measurements were carried out at the Technical University of Darmstadt
using two component laser-Doppler anemometry (LDA) [166]. Sandia National Labora-
tories provided the temperature and species mass fractions data, including N2, O2, H2O,
H2, CH4, CO, CO2, OH, and NO, measured by Barlow et al. [20–22] and Frank et al. [63].
Figure 8.2: Axial positions of the profile measurement planes. At x/d = 0.14 only the velocity compo-
nents are measured, the mixture fraction, the species mass fractions, and the temperature are not.
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The temperatures were obtained with Rayleigh scattering except for close to the burner
(x/d ≤ 3) where they were determined using the ideal gas law and the total density in-
ferred from the species mass fraction data. Most species mass fractions were measured
with Raman scattering, but laser induced fluorescence (LIF) was used for the species OH,
NO, and CO. Radial profiles of scalar measurements are available at different axial po-
sitions depicted in Figure 8.2. The data set includes Reynolds- and Favre-averaged mass
fractions and root mean square fluctuations.
8.1.3 Numerical Setup
The block-structured hexahedral grid used for this simulation consists of 437 blocks and
3.3 million control volumes the smallest of which are approximately 0.125 mm in the
radial and 0.25 mm in the axial direction. This choice is in accordance with the findings
of Aschmoneit [16] who compared grids of different spacings. An O-grid structure made
it possible to combine the fine resolution in the flame zone with a reduced number of cells
near the outflow (Figure 8.3b). The dimensions of the rotationally symmetric computa-
tional domain are scaled with the d diameter of the inner nozzle and are illustrated in
Figure 8.3a.
d1
3
d
8
0
d
40d
23d
(a) Block structure and dimensions (b) O-grids are applied
Figure 8.3: The dimensions of the computational domain are provided in the units of the diameter
of the main nozzle (d). The grid consists of 437 blocks and 3.3 million cells. An O-grid structure was
applied to ensure the sufficient resolution of the flame zone. The grid was provided by Flavia Miranda
(TU Darmstadt).
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The domain has a height of 80d and its width is linearly increasing axially from 23d to
40d. Additionally 13d of the upstream region of the main nozzle is simulated to allow the
turbulent velocity profiles to develop in the pipe. The inlet of the pilot is positioned at
x = −1d.
In the experiment the pilot is not a simple coflow jet, but a premixed flame ejected
through a large number of small holes. This shows that setting the boundary conditions
appropriately is not straightforward since there are inherent simplifications in the simu-
lation. Vreman et al. [187] set the inflow boundary conditions using the measurement
data obtained at low axial positions at the nozzle exit or just above. We take a somewhat
similar approach but following Aschmoneit [16] instead of taking the measured profiles
directly as inlet boundary conditions we set the inlet velocities for the inner nozzle and
the pilot respectively to obtain such a flow field at x = 1 mm that closely matches the
experimental velocity results. After having carried out a parameter study we settled for
the bulk velocities of u0 = 51.9 m/s and up = 13.0 m/s on which we imposed artificially
generated turbulent fluctuations [100]. Outside of the pilot tube the axial velocity is set
to uco = 0.9 m/s. The bulk radial velocity is 0 at all inlets. These inlet conditions yielded
the velocity profiles in Figure 8.4. We will further elaborate on the visible discrepancies
in the next section. At the outlet (x = 80d) convective ouflow boundary condition is
applied.
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Figure 8.4: Measured (symbols) and calculated (solid line) velocity profiles at x = 1 mm just above the
nozzle exit.
The mixture in the main jet consists of 25% methane and 75% air. In the postprocessing
the mixture fraction is set that Z = 1 corresponds to this mixture while Z = 0 refers
to pure air. We used the same chemistry table as in the previous cases. The flamelet
solutions were calculated with the GRI3.0 mechanism [171] and equal diffusivities for
all species were assumed (Le = 1). The table features 1001 data points in the mixture
fraction, 101 in the progress variable, and 186 in the enthalpy directions.
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8.1.4 Results
The velocity, mixture fraction, and progress variable profiles are illustrated in Figure 8.5
and 8.6.
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Figure 8.5: Axial u and radial v velocity profiles at different axial positions calculated with three different
methods and compared to experimental results (symbols): FGM-1M (black solid line), CSSA (red solid
line), CSSA without the correlations (green dashed line).
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Figure 8.6: Profiles of the mixture fraction (Z) and the CO2 mass fraction (YCO2) at different axial
positions. Results are calculated with three different methods: FGM-1M (black solid line), CSSA (red
solid line), CSSA without the correlations (green dashed line); and they are compared to experimental
data denoted with symbols.
The simulation results are in good agreement with the experimental data except for the
radial velocity at lower axial positions. This can be explained with that the 13d-long main
nozzle is not long enough for the turbulent velocity profile to fully develop. This is in
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accordance with what we have seen in Figure 8.4. At higher axial positions the difference
between the measured and the calculated radial velocities gradually diminishes which also
shows that the discrepancy originates from the inlet profile. However, Vreman et al. [187]
and Pitsch and Steiner [145] showed that the turbulent fluctuations imposed on the inlet
velocities do not have a major effect on the results as we can see above x/d = 30. The
vortices generated in the shear layer between the main jet and the pilot are much more
important regarding the development of the flow field.
At lower axial positions the results obtained with the three different methods are essen-
tially identical. Differences emerge at x/d = 15 and above. We can confirm what we
experienced in the case of the planar jet: neglecting the correlations (solutions are de-
noted with CSSA-WOC in the figures) leads to slightly different profiles compared to the
full CSSA model. This is especially obvious when we look at the profiles at higher axial
positions.
It would be premature to conclude that one model is clearly more accurate than the others
based on these results, however, it is worth pointing out that especially at x/d = 45 and
x/d = 30 the CSSA results are closer to that of the experiments than the standard FGM-
1M model. This is rather promising and shows the potential of the new approach.
As the profiles have already indicated, the calculated mean flow fields are almost identical
regardless of which model has been used therefore contour plots are not informative. The
only exception is the mean CO2 source term (ω˙CO2) depicted in Figure 8.7.
Figure 8.7: Two-dimensional cross-section of the distribution of the mean CO2 source term. Results of
the CSSA (right half of both images) and the FGM-1M (left halves) methods are compared.
When calculated with CSSA, the distribution of ω˙CO2 becomes wider and its peak values
are increased at higher axial positions compared to when we use the FGM-1M method.
Since the source term is a strongly non-linear function of the control variables and it
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is non-zero only in a very narrow zone, when it is not sufficiently resolved the FGM-
1M method becomes rather inaccurate: it can underestimate a source term peak that
is situated at the boundary of two adjacent control volumes but it can overestimate the
source term if the narrow peak is located close to the center of the control volume. When
the subgrid-scale variances are accounted for, this effect is dampened and consequently
the ω˙CO2 profile becomes wider with lower peak values. However, the CSSA method
yields higher peak values for the mean source term at most axial positions. This is not
contrary to the previous statement. Due to the wider profile, intermittency becomes less
pronounced and fluctuations become lower (Figure 8.8) leading to a higher mean value
than what can be obtained with FGM-1M.
Figure 8.8: Two-dimensional cross-section of the distribution of the mean CO2 source term. Results of
the CSSA (right half of both images) and the FGM-1M (left halves) methods are compared.
8.1.5 Summary
The Sandia Flame D configuration has been calculated with three different methods -
FGM-1M, CSSA, CSSA-WOC - and the results have been compared to experimental data.
Based on the very good agreement we can conclude that the CSSA method provides valid
results and at higher axial positions even slightly better ones than the FGM-1M method.
Considering that Flame D is a simple case from the point of view of unresolved variances
- no quenching, local extinction [20], or flame-wall interaction are present -, the subgrid-
scale fluctuations are not expected to have a major effect. The FGM-1M and CSSA
results are expected to be closely aligned, which is in agreement with the findings. It has
also been observed that taking into consideration the correlations makes a difference as
the CSSA and CSSA-WOC results slightly deviate from each other. The calculation of a
single time step took on average 2.2 times longer with CSSA than with FGM-1M.
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8.2 Bluff-Body Stabilized Non-Premixed Flame
We considered a jet burner in the previous section that is a rather simple configuration.
It makes the investigation of flame-turbulence interaction possible, but with industrial
applications in mind we should be able to handle more complex geometries and flow
fields. In this section we move one step further and have a look at a more sophisticated
setup with higher industrial relevance: a turbulent non-premixed flame stabilized on an
axisymmetric bluff-body burner namely the HM1e configuration, which is part of the TNF
workshop series. This setup was defined originally by Dally and Masri [46; 47] at Sydney
University and has been thoroughly investigated by several research groups including EKT
at TU Darmstadt [90; 93]. It is considered as one of the standard validation cases due
to the existing and openly accessible detailed experimental results [13]. The initial and
boundary conditions are simple and well-defined, furthermore the flame is nonsooting
thereby facilitating laser diagnostics. These properties make the burner in question a
favored model problem for industrial flows.
8.2.1 Description of Configuration
The geometry of the experimentally investigated burner is schematically illustrated in
Figure 8.9. The cylindrical bluff-body, the diameter of which is d = 2R = 50 mm, is
surrounded by a coaxial co-flow inside a square-shaped wind tunnel with an edge length
of 150 mm. The co-flow is pure air at atmospheric pressure and a temperature of 300 K.
The fuel is a mixture of methane and hydrogen (50− 50% by volume) and is injected into
the domain through a cylindrical hole with a diameter of dj = 3.6 mm. The bore leading
Fuel Delivery
Co
-flo
w 1
50m
m x
 15
0m
m
Ceramic Bluff-Body
d=50 mm
CH4/H2
Z=1, T=300 K
uj
Central Fuel Jet
dj=3.6 mm
Air
Z=0
T=300 K
uco
Figure 8.9: Configuration of the Sydney bluff-body burner [13]
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to this inlet is coaxial with the outer surface of the bluff-body. The temperature and
pressure of the fuel equals that of the co-flow. The co-flow enters the domain at a velocity
of uco = 35 m/s while the velocity of the fuel jet is uj = 108 m/s yielding a Reynolds-
number of Rej = 14600. The case with these velocity settings is called HM1e. The
developing flame is stabilized due to the recirculation, of hot burnt gases which preheat
the incoming fuel. An instantaneous velocity field is illustrated in Figure 8.10 using
uniformly sized vectors. The emerging recirculation zones can be clearly identified.
Figure 8.10: The recirculation zones can be identified behind the bluff-body in this vector-plot of an
instantaneous velocity field. In the diagram the vectors have uniform lengths for illustration purposes
and only every eighth of them is depicted.
8.2.2 Experimental Data
Dally et al. [13; 46; 47] measured the velocity, the species concentration, and the tem-
perature profiles at different axial positions which are illustrated in Figure 8.11. For the
velocity measurements Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) and Particle Image Velocime-
try (PIV) were used and experiments were carried out using the HM1e settings. However,
Figure 8.11: Axial locations of profile measurements.
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for the scalar measurements - Raman/Rayleigh scattering combined with Laser Induced
Fluorescence (LIF) - the velocities were slightly higher: uco = 40 m/s and uj = 118 m/s.
These settings are referred to as HM1. The reason for this difference is that the measure-
ments were taken on two different test rigs. The Sydney wind tunnel, where the velocity
data was taken, could not achieve a constant velocity at 40 m/s. It has been shown that
both flames are at 50% of the blowoff velocity and therefore exhibit similar flow and scalar
characteristics [91; 105].
8.2.3 Numerical Setup
The cross-section of the computational domain and the applied block structure is illus-
trated in Figure 8.12. The domain is 3d wide and has a length of 6.2d, which is sufficient
for capturing the flame length. The height of the bluff-body part included in the domain
is d. This equals 13.9 times the diameter of the channel of the central fuel jet which is long
enough for a turbulent flow field to develop within. On the bulk velocity of the co-flow we
d
3d
d
5
.2
d
Figure 8.12: The grid consists of 56 blocks and 1.66 million cells. The resolution is refined with the
application of O-grid structures.
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impose artificially generated turbulent fluctuations with a turbulence intensity of 2.81%
[93] using Klein’s method as in the previous chapters [100]. This is necessary because the
flow around the edge of the bluff-body is determined by the boundary layer on the bluff-
body surface according to Kempf’s results [90], therefore the effect of turbulence should
be accounted for. Otherwise the boundary conditions corresponding to HM1e are applied
at the inlets. On the surface of the bluff-body a simple no-slip condition is applied and
convective outflow boundary condition is set at the outflow.
The entire grid consists of 1.66 million control volumes the sizes of which gradually increase
from 0.1 mm in the fuel jet to almost 2 mm near the outflow. The fine resolution has been
achieved by the application of O-grids certain parts of which are also depicted in Figure
8.12. The applied time step is 1 · 10−7 s which keeps the CFL number under 0.9.
The fuel is not pure methane but a mixture of methane and hydrogen, therefore a different
table is required than in the previous cases. This table features 1001 data points in
the mixture fraction, 101 in the progress variable, and 186 in the enthalpy directions,
respectively.
8.2.4 Results
The configuration has been calculated with the CSSA method both with and without
setting the correlations as well as with the FGM-1M method. The results have been
compared to each other and to the measurement data. The purpose of our investigation
is to validate and evaluate the performance of the CSSA method which focuses on the
treatment of flame-turbulence interaction. Consequently calculating the non-reactive flow
field is not important from our point of view. Readers are referred to the work of Kempf
[90; 91] who elaborated on both this topic and the observed differences between the FGM-
1M results and the experimental data in the reacting case. Investigating the capabilities
and limitations of the simple FGM-1M method is not in the focus of this work either.
The applicability of FGM to combustion LES and to the Sydney bluff-body burner have
been addressed by Olbricht [131] and Ketelheun [93] among others. We use the FGM-1M
results as reference solutions to investigate how different the CSSA results are and where
the new approach could bring some improvements.
In Section 6.2 we have already shown that the mixture fraction and the reaction progress
variable are far from being uncorrelated (Figure 6.6). We concluded that the observed
correlation coefficient values are in accordance with our expectations considering the struc-
ture of the non-premixed flame.
Figure 8.13 shows instantaneous snapshots and mean fields of the mixture fraction and the
progress variable to illustrate the flame structure. As we saw in Figure 8.10 a recirculation
zone develops downstream the bluff-body. Owing to this recirculation the fuel is preheated
and the temperature distribution as well as the CO2 concentration are nearly uniform
above the bluff-body. Since the stoichiometric mixture fraction is very low, Zst = 0.05,
the chemical reaction mainly takes place at the outer edge of the bluff-body as we can see
in Figure 8.14.
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Figure 8.13: Instantaneous snapshot (left half of each plot) and time-averaged (right half of each plot)
mixture fraction (left) and reaction progress variable (right) fields calculated with the CSSA method.
Figure 8.14: Instantaneous snapshot (left) and time-averaged (right) field of the CO2 source term
calculated with the CSSA method.
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In general the FGM-1M and the CSSA results are closely aligned and they are in good
agreement with the experimental data. However, while FASTEST has become more
capable during the ages leading to significant improvements, the results still exhibit some
of the discrepancies identified by Kempf [90]. The velocity fluctuations are no longer
overpredicted in the shear layer of the central jet owing to the implementation of more
sophisticated differencing schemes instead of the simple CDS. Having imposed artificial
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Figure 8.15: Axial u and radial v velocity profiles at different axial positions calculated with three
different methods and compared to experimental results (symbols): FGM-1M (black solid line), CSSA
(red solid line), CSSA without the correlations (green dashed line).
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fluctuations on the co-flow velocity according to Kempf’s suggestion we managed to obtain
better results regarding the turbulent fluctuations in the co-flow shear layer, which were
previously significantly underpredicted. The mean axial velocity near the centerline is
underpredicted at higher axial positions by all the methods indicating that the central
jet is predicted too short (Figure 8.15). This is confirmed by both the mixture fraction
results depicted in Figure 8.16 and the radial velocity profiles at higher axial positions.
The absolute radial velocity is underestimated suggesting that the recirculation zone is
weaker than the experiments suggest and it does not reach the axial positions above
x/d = 1.8. It should be noted that in the 1 ≤ x/d < 1.8 region the CSSA results are
slightly better than the ones provided by FGM-1M.
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Figure 8.16: Profiles of the mixture fraction (Z) and the CO2 mass fraction (YCO2) at different axial
positions. Results are calculated with three different methods: FGM-1M (black solid line), CSSA (red
solid line), CSSA without the correlations (green dashed line); and they are compared to experimental
data denoted with symbols.
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Figure 8.17: Profiles of the temperature (T ) and the OH mass fraction (YOH) at different axial positions.
Results are calculated with three different methods: FGM-1M (black solid line), CSSA (red solid line),
CSSA without the correlations (green dashed line); and they are compared to experimental data denoted
with symbols.
As we can see in Figure 8.17, the mean temperature is well-captured except for the highest
axial position where it is overpredicted near the centerline which confirms, once again,
that the main jet is predicted too short. The CO2 mass fraction is significantly over-
predicted in the same region but this partly comes from the limitations of the applied
reduced chemical scheme and the tabulation [93]. CSSA yields slightly lower CO2 mass
fractions which are somewhat closer to the experimental results. The fluctuations of both
the mixture fraction and the progress variable, and consequently of the temperature, are
overpredicted at outer radial positions which can be due to the shear layer of the co-flow
and the artificially set turbulent fluctuations.
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The results corresponding to the OH mass fraction are the most interesting ones (Figure
8.17). In this case the CSSA method clearly outperforms FGM-1M with respect to both
the mean and the fluctuating values especially at lower axial positions. OH is only present
in a thin layer and, as Ketelheun [93] showed, its prediction is very sensitive to the table
resolution since YOH is non-negligible only in a small parameter range in the FGM table
and it is not easy to resolve. As a consequence the prediction is also extremely sensitive
to the control variables. At the edge of the bluff-body both the mixture fraction and the
progress variable experience sharp gradients which are not resolved sufficiently leading
to further inaccuracies. Taking into consideration the subgrid-scale fluctuations with
CSSA let us access the table at a wider range of parameters instead of only at the mean
values. This leads to the virtual smoothing of the YOH distribution in the parameter space,
consequently yielding lower peak values in the simulation at the sharp control variable
gradients. This smoothing leads to lower values at higher axial positions as well.
So far we have only looked at the results of complete simulations which were carried out
using the three methods: FGM-1M, CSSA, CSSA-WOC. These results are not suitable
for evaluating the differences between the various methods at the level of accessing the
look-up table at an individual time step as they show the cumulative effects of these
step-level differences. In order to be able to directly compare the three methods, the
same set of control variables has to be used to access the look-up table and the obtained
thermochemical properties need to be compared. This is achieved by selecting a given
time step from the simulation carried out with CSSA and extracting the control variables
at different axial positions as it is illustrated in Figure 8.18.
Figure 8.18: Axial locations of extracted instantaneous control variable profiles.
Using these statistical moments, the profiles of which are depicted in Figure 8.19, we
look the various corresponding Φ properties up in the chemistry table following the three
different methods: ΦX denotes the value of Φ obtained with the X method. The absolute
differences are small, therefore two relative differences are defined and plotted in Figure
8.20-8.25:
• the difference between the results calculated with the CSSA (or the CSSA-WOC)
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and the FGM-1M procedure:
∆Φ1 = ΦCSSA/CSSA−WOC − ΦFGM−1MΦCSSA/CSSA−WOC . (8.1)
ΦCSSA/CSSA−WOC is used as a denominator as the methods that take into consid-
eration the fluctuations often yield non-zero results even where ΦFGM−1M equals 0,
consequently this ∆Φ1 definition leads to results that are easier to interpret than as
if ΦFGM−1M was the denominator.
• the relative difference between the CSSA and CSSA-WOC results to evaluate the
effect of accounting for the correlation:
∆Φ2 = ΦCSSA−WOC − ΦCSSAΦCSSA . (8.2)
Based on earlier results ∆Φ2 is expected to be small compared to ∆Φ1, therefore it
is important to have a closer look at this quantity separately.
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Figure 8.19: Profiles of the instantaneous mixture fraction and CO2 mass fraction and their variances as
well as the correlation coefficient at different axial positions. Results correspond to the flow field depicted
in Figure 8.18.
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Six properties are calculated: the temperature, the density (here contrary to the previous
cases the second moments are considered when the look-up table is accessed using the
CSSA method), the O2 and the OH mass fractions, the chemical source term of CO2, and
that of NO. The NO source term is approximated using the following formula previously
applied by Peters et al. [139] under the assumptions that the first reaction of the Zeldovich
mechanism is rate determining and that O is in equilibrium with O2:
ω˙NO = ρBNOMNO
YN2
MN2
(
ρYO2
MO2
)1/2
exp
(
−ENO
T
)
, (8.3)
where BNO = 5.74 · 1014 (cm3/mol)1/2/s, and ENO = 66900 K.
As we can see in Figure 8.20 and 8.21, there are only small differences between the different
methods regarding the temperature and the density. The effect of the correlation is almost
negligible, it is in the order of 0.1%. ∆T 1 and ∆ρ1 only become larger (∼ 10 − 40%)
where the temperature (or the density, respectively) gradient is large indicating that the
positions of these high-gradient slopes are slightly different in the different cases. This is
not surprising since the temperature and density gradients are aligned with the control
variable gradients which are used for approximating the variances. If the variances are
negligible then CSSA essentially reduces to the applied simple FGM-1M approach and
the differences between the results obtained with the different methods diminish.
∆Y 1O2 can reach values close to a 100% since the methods using the variances can yield
results that are orders of magnitude higher than those obtained with the simple FGM-1M
approach (Figure 8.22) for certain values of the control variables. However, these differ-
ences are of minor importance since at these locations YO2 is almost negligible anyway.
The differences are most pronounced where the gradient of the considered thermochemical
property increases abruptly. This was expected as taking into consideration the subgrid-
scale distribution smooths these abrupt changes. At these locations the effect of the
correlation can reach even 9− 10%.
The same observations apply to the results corresponding to YOH (Figure 8.23) and the
chemical source terms of CO2 (Figure 8.24) and NO (Figure 8.25). Furthermore, in
these latter cases the peak values calculated with the different methods are significantly
different. This is in agreement with the previous conclusions and explanations regarding
the complete simulations.
These quantitative results suggest that the second statistical moments play a more im-
portant role in the case of the mass fractions of minor species and the chemical source
terms. Taking into consideration the correlation acts as a minor correction of the order
of a few percentages on these rather fine grids. The effects are expected to be larger on
coarser grids and this needs further investigations.
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Figure 8.20: In the first row the temperature profiles obtained from the chemistry table using the three
different methods and the control variables illustrated in Figure 8.18 are depicted. In the second and
third rows the relative differences between these temperature profiles are shown following the (8.1) and
(8.2) definitions.
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Figure 8.21: In the first row the density profiles obtained from the chemistry table using the three
different methods and the control variables illustrated in Figure 8.18 are depicted. In the second and
third rows the relative differences between these density profiles are shown following the (8.1) and (8.2)
definitions.
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Figure 8.22: In the first row the O2 mass fraction profiles obtained from the chemistry table using the
three different methods and the control variables illustrated in Figure 8.18 are depicted. In the second
and third rows the relative differences between these mass fractions are shown following the (8.1) and
(8.2) definitions.
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Figure 8.23: In the first row the OH mass fraction profiles obtained from the chemistry table using the
three different methods and the control variables illustrated in Figure 8.18 are depicted. In the second
and third rows the relative differences between these mass fractions are shown following the (8.1) and
(8.2) definitions.
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Figure 8.24: In the first row the profiles of the CO2 source term obtained from the chemistry table
using the three different methods and the control variables illustrated in Figure 8.18 are depicted. In the
second and third rows the relative differences between the source terms extracted in different ways are
shown following the (8.1) and (8.2) definitions.
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Figure 8.25: In the first row the profiles of the NO source term calculated according to equation 8.3
using the mass fractions obtained with the three different methods and the control variables illustrated in
Figure 8.18 are depicted. In the second and third rows the relative differences between the source terms
calculated in different ways are shown following the (8.1) and (8.2) definitions.
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8.2.5 Summary
We have used our three methods - FGM-1M, CSSA, CSSA-WOC - to calculate the Sydney
bluff-body burner which features a non-premixed flame stabilized with a recirculation zone
emerging behind a bluff-body. This is a more complex configuration than Sandia Flame
D discussed in the previous section but once again the CSSA results have been found
to be in very good agreement with the experimental data thereby validating the new
approach.
Only minor differences could be observed between the FGM-1M and the CSSA results
due to the lack of significant quenching or flame-wall interaction, however, when differ-
ences did exist the CSSA results were mostly closer to those of the experiments than the
FGM-1M results. This was especially pronounced with respect to the OH mass fraction.
Calculating one time step with CSSA took 2.9 times more time than with FGM which
can be considered as a moderate increase compared to a transported PDF method. The
correlations play a minor role as the CSSA and CSSA-WOC results are closely aligned
but differences can be observed especially regarding the minor species and the chemical
source terms.
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In this work a new method has been proposed, and validated, to approximate multivariate
scalar probability density functions (PDFs) within the framework of large eddy simulation
(LES) of turbulent combustion.
One of the most powerful modeling concepts is the so-called flamelet generated manifolds
(FGM) approach in which the one-dimensional laminar flamelet solutions are embedded in
a statistical description of turbulent combustion. This made extraordinary progress pos-
sible in the last twenty years, however, properly describing and predicting such processes
with sufficient accuracy in a computationally efficient manner still remains a formidable
challenge. To make a simulation feasible, the number of degrees of freedom charac-
terizing turbulent reacting flows must be reduced by a statistical averaging or filtering
technique.
In LES structures smaller than the grid spacing are removed by means of a low-pass filter.
As both the reaction kinetics and the turbulence-chemistry interaction are highly non-
linear, the filtering leads to the occurrence of unclosed terms that describe the effects of
unresolved fluctuations and need to be modeled. One way of accounting for these effects is
to describe the unresolved fluctuations in a statistical fashion by means of a PDF. A PDF
transport equation can be derived but its solution is rather expensive. A more common
approach is to assume the shape of the PDF and to parametrize it with the statistical
moments of the distribution. Usually only the first and second moments are considered
while higher moments and covariances are neglected.
Most processes can only be characterized with more than one control variable, however,
it is a daunting task to come up with a viable assumption regarding the shape of such a
joint PDF. The common assumption is that the control variables appearing in the FGM
tables are statistically independent, consequently the sought joint PDF can be expressed
as the product of univariate PDFs. However, experimental observations indicate that
this assumption is a rather poor one. Furthermore, in this case when coupling with
the FGM method, the second moments of the control variables have to be introduced as
additional parameters and the table of laminar flamelet solutions has to be pre-integrated.
It increases the table’s dimensionality often causing storage and memory problems.
In this work a new multivariate discrete joint scalar PDF approach has been proposed
(denoted with the acronym CSSA) to overcome these challenges. The algorithm has been
implemented in the academic code FASTEST building on its already present FGM and
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LES capabilities. The novelty of this method is that the covariances among the univari-
ate samples drawn from the marginal distributions are set with Kirkpatrick’s simulated
annealing algorithm (SA), which ensures that all the first and second statistical moments
match the specified values including the correlations of the fluctuating control variables.
This is done in such an efficient manner that makes it possible to generate the samples
on the fly during the simulations. Considerable amount of time and attention have been
devoted to optimizing the algorithm by identifying and tuning its key parameters, espe-
cially the so-called artificial temperature and the annealing schedule. We have seen that
for correlations of higher absolute value it is beneficial to sort the samples in an ascending
or descending order in advance, thereby providing a better initial configuration than a
purely random one.
Once the sample set in the parameter space with the desired statistical moments have
been generated, the look-up table can be accessed by each sample individually. Then
the mean values of the thermochemical properties of interest can be calculated by simple
ensemble averaging. This eliminates the need of pre-integrating the look-up table and
consequently the increase in its dimensionality. It is sufficient to store the variables as
functions of only the first moments of the control variables since higher moments are
accounted for through the distribution of the discrete samples. Furthermore, this method
can be generalized and adjusted to many different conditions as it does not pose any
constraints on either how the marginal PDFs can be chosen or the number of control
variables. Decoupling the look-up table from the actual shape of the PDFs offers the
necessary flexibility for evaluating different PDFs or multiple look-up tables.
CSSA has been tested on various one-dimensional cases at first, namely on a density
wave, a premixed flame, and a stratified premixed flame. These tests revealed that the
treatment of the density field requires special attention. As separate sample sets are
generated for each individual cell, errors in neighboring cells are independent of each
other and this could lead to spurious density gradients. Known smoothing techniques
commonly applicable to the stochastic field method cannot work in this case because
fluctuations occur with respect not only to time but also to space, therefore storing and
filtering all the necessary values would be computationally unfeasible. As a consequence
only one density value corresponding to the means of the control variables is extracted
from the look-up table. The test cases have confirmed that the treatment of the control
variables and the table access have been correctly implemented. The CSSA method has
been able to match the flame speeds and flame positions calculated as a reference with
the FGM-1M method.
For the purpose of verification four two-dimensional cases have been simulated and the
results have been compared to reference solutions calculated with the well-established
FGM-1M method. Each case focused on either a different control variable or on a specific
phenomenon such as flame-turbulence interaction or heat loss. The results are in very
good agreement thereby verifying the CSSA model.
Finally, the CSSA method has been applied to the Sandia Flame D and the Sydney Bluff-
Body configurations for which detailed experimental data exist. The simulation results
are in very good agreement with the measurements thereby validating the new method.
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Only minor differences can be observed between the CSSA and the FGM-1M results. This
can be explained with the fact that the investigated cases are simple ones regarding the
unresolved variances. Since quenching, flame-wall interaction or local extinction are not
present, the subgrid-scale fluctuations have only minor effects. This is why the correlations
have been found to be of minor importance as well. When the SA algorithm was turned off,
the results did not change significantly, however, the fact that they changed at all in certain
cases shows that the effect of taking into consideration or neglecting the correlations
needs to be further investigated. These results suggest that in LES assuming statistical
independence is a reasonable approximation. The correlations are expected to have a
more pronounced effect in a RANS context because of the coarser grids. Nevertheless,
for both three-dimensional setups CSSA gave slightly better results than the FGM-1M
method thereby revealing the great potential of this approach. It is important to highlight
that the computational cost of the CSSA method is not prohibitive, especially when it is
compared with that of the transported PDF methods. For the cases presented here the
average CSSA time step took only 2.2-2.9 times longer than that of the standard FGM-1M
method. This is due to the optimization of the procedure and the fact that SA only plays
a role where the variances are not vanishing, which generally permits to exclude a large
part of the computational domain.
The objective of this work has been to prove the viability of the CSSA approach. Therefore
at this stage of development at several points the simplest solutions have been applied,
consequently there is room for improvement and further investigations in the future.
One area to have a closer look at is how the subgrid-scale variances and covariances are
calculated. As we have seen a simple gradient approach has been implemented, however, it
would be more accurate to solve transport equations for the second moments. This could
give further insights into how big of a mistake we make when we assume the statistical
independence of the control variables. To this end more complex configurations should
be investigated as well in which processes at subgrid-scales are expected to play a more
pronounced role. It would be interesting to implement CSSA in a RANS context and test
it on coarser grids. Also, the method’s great flexibility should be utilized to evaluate PDFs
of different assumed shapes besides the beta functions applied in this work. The fact that
the look-up tables do not have to be pre-integrated every time the PDFs are changed
makes this kind of investigation easier than ever. A third, natural way of continuing this
work would be to extend the method for more control variables.
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Appendix A
Rhie and Chow momentum
interpolation scheme
In this Appendix the Rhie and Chow momentum interpolation scheme is explained in
more details following the derivation of [199]. The objective of this technique is to avoid
an unphysical pressure field with a checkerboard pattern by adding a correction term to
the interpolation of the cell-face velocity using pressure values from adjacent cells thereby
smoothing the pressure field.
Let us consider the (2.27) momentum conservation equation. After discretization all the
terms can be grouped together in Ω on the right hand side except for the pressure term
and the new value of ui after the considered ∆t time step:
uN+1i +
∆t
ρδV
δp δSi = Ω, (A.1)
where δSi = niδS. This equation can be written for both the P and E nodes following
the notation of Fig. 6.1b and using P and E as indices to denote in which point the given
variable is evaluated :
uN+1i,P +
∆t
ρP δVP
δpP δSi,P = ΩP , (A.2)
uN+1i,E +
∆t
ρEδVE
δpE δSi,E = ΩE. (A.3)
Mimicking this formulation, we can obtain a similar equation for the velocity at the cell
face center e:
uN+1i,e +
∆t
ρeδVe
δpe δSi,e = Ωe, . (A.4)
where the terms with subscript e should be interpolated in an appropriate manner. For
the surface and volume elements linear interpolation is carried out:
δVe = wP δVP + wE δVE (A.5)
δSi,e = wP δSi,P + wE δSi,E (A.6)
using the interpolation factors defined in equation (6.12). Then Ωe is interpolated from
its counterparts in the (A.2) and (A.3) formulas:
Ωe = wP ΩP + wE ΩE. (A.7)
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Using equations (A.2), (A.3) and (A.7), the (A.4) expression can be rewritten in the
following form:
uN+1i,e =
(
wP u
N+1
i,P + wE uN+1i,E
)
+ wP
∆t
ρP δVP
δpP + wE
∆t
ρEδVE
δpE − ∆t
ρeδVe
δpe (A.8)
The first term on the right hand side can be thought of as an uncorrected velocity on the
cell face. The simple linear interpolation is then substituted with the MULI method (see
Section 6.1.3). The pressure differences can be easily calculated leading to the final form
of the interpolation which is implemented in FASTEST:
uN+1i,e =
(
uN+1i,e
)
MULI
+ wP
∆t
ρP δVP
δpP + wE
∆t
ρEδVE
δpE − ∆t
ρeδVe
(pP − pE) (A.9)
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